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Welcome to Participants

On behalf of the Nanzan Institute for Religion and Culture, welcome to 
the campus of Nanzan University for the 5th Annual Conference of the 
European Network of Japanese Philosophy!

We realize that some of you have come from a great distance and will 
be suffering from the change in time zones, but we hope the stimulation 
of meeting old friends and new colleagues will speed the recovery.

The main reception desk of the Conference is located in the lobby on 
the 3rd floor of the S building (see the map on page 10). There will be 
staff there to help you as best they can.

Given the size and distances involved in bringing this Conference 
together, there are bound to be changes to the schedule after the publi-
cation of this printed program. Updated schedules will be posted daily 
and every attempt will be made to update the hyperlinked pdf version 
of the program, which you may download from the Conference homep-
age (https://nirc.nanzan-u.ac.jp/en/enojp-2019/overview) after refresh-
ing your browser.

Finally, you are always welcome to pay a visit to the Nanzan Institute, 
just a minute’s walk from the Conference site. If you can gather a few 
friends to make a small group, one of the staff will be happy to show you 
around the facilities.

Organizing Committee
Felipe Ferrari 

Tim Graf 
Jim Heisig 

Rossa Ó Muireartaigh  
Gerrit Strala 

Saitō Takashi

https://nirc.nanzan-u.ac.jp/en/enojp-2019/overview
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Conference Theme

Philosophy and Beauty 美の哲学・哲学の美

We welcome you all to Nagoya for this international conference on Jap-
anese philosophy, with special emphasis on the theme of beauty.

Why beauty? Because in today’s postmodern world, the philosophy 
of beauty has experienced profound challenges to its most basic and 
cherished assumptions. Our traditional notions, for instance, of “artistic 
genius” and “sublime aesthetics” have been taking a hammering from 
various strands of contemporary philosophy which see such ideas as 
the product of social power and ideological positionings, nothing more 
than pretentious masks for smug status display and cliquish exclusion. 
In this scenario, where elitist aesthetics are challenged, and everything 
equally should have value, arguably nothing can have value. We have 
reached a crisis of aesthetic nihility.

It is within the context of this loss of faith in authentic beauty that 
Japanese philosophy offers unique perspectives that can push past the 
impasse. In Japanese philosophy, there has rarely been the clear dis-
tinction between art and crafts that has pervaded Western philosophy 
and has, perhaps, led to arbitrary delineations of what constitutes art 
and what does not. Furthermore, Japanese art has often been seen as a 
process, not a product. Again, a perspective that offers fresh revaluing 
of the realms of art and beauty. Finally, Japanese philosophy has often 
embraced semiologies whereby art expresses the conceptual rather than 
the real. For all of these reasons, Japanese philosophy is in a position to 
contribute to address the trauma that art and beauty have suffered at 
the hand of postmodern criticism. This Conference will give a unique 
opportunity for these alternative Japanese perspectives to be expressed 
and explained. It will, we envisage, spark off new international dialogs 
where Japanese philosophical voices will, at last, be adequately heard.

On top of this, the Conference will also, we are so excited to tell you, 
include real, physical, and visual performances of the utterly unique 
patterns and aesthetics of traditional Japanese arts. We will have actual 
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live demonstrations of Japanese calligraphy and the tea ceremony. 
I sincerely hope that these concrete displays will inspire in you all 
far-reaching responses and theoretical musings. It is only proper that 
the theoretical should meet the practical, the abstract should meet the 
concrete, and the performance of Japanese art should act as the dialectic 
for the performance of Japanese philosophy at this Conference of aes-
thetic reimaginings and reawakenings.

この度は、日本哲学の国際会議のために名古屋までお越しいただき誠
にありがとうございます。今回は特別課題として美というテーマを掲げまし
た。

しかし、なぜ美なのでしょうか？ポストモダンと言われる今日の世界に
おいて、美の哲学はその最も基本的な部分で大切に育んできた前提に関
する深刻な困難に直面しています。例えば、私たちが伝統的に「芸術的天
才」や「崇高なる美学」などと呼んで来た考え方は、現代の哲学者が束に
なってかかって来たらもはや一溜まりもありません。彼らにとって、そのよ
うな観念は社会的な権力とイデオロギーのあり方によって作り出されたもの
に過ぎず、思い上がった人々が独善的に状態を表示したり徒党を組んでよ
そ者を排除したりするために付ける仮面以外の何ものでもないのです。こ
の筋書きで行けば、エリート主義的な美学は困難に陥る羽目になるでしょ
う。というのも、彼らがあらゆるものには平等に価値があるべきだとする一
方で、議論の余地はあるとしても、そこには価値を持つものなどあり得な
いかも知れないからです。私たちは現在、美学が虚無となる危機的な事態
に行き着いています。

このようにして、正真正銘の美というものを信じる気持ちが失われてし
まった状況の中で、日本哲学の視座は行き詰まりを打破し得るユニークな
視角を私たちにもたらしてくれます。日本哲学が芸術品と工芸品を明確に
区別することはめったにありませんでした。一方で西洋哲学にはこの区別
が浸透していて、おそらくそのために何が芸術で何が芸術でないのかを恣
意的に線引きすることになりました。さらに言うと、日本の芸術作品は完
成品としてではなく製作過程として捉えられることがよくあるので、このこ
ともやはり芸術と美の領域を見直すための新たな視角を私たちにもたらし
てくれます。結局のところ、日本哲学は概して記号学を包含していますが、
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そこで芸術作品は現実ではなくむしろ概念を表現したものとなるのです。
上記の理由から、現代のポストモダンの状況のなかで芸術と美が被ってい
る場面においてさらに議論を広げようとするとき、トラウマを克服しようと
する日本哲学は重要な役割を担うでしょう。今回の学会は、みなさんにとっ
て西洋とは異なる見解を示す日本哲学について意見交換をする良い機会と
なるでしょう。本学会において国際的な対話が新たに生み出されることを
期待しております。この場で日本哲学の発する様々な声は、最後にはきち
んと聞き届けられるはずです。

また、特筆すべき事として本学会では、我々実行委員もわくわくするよ
うな、実際の、身体的かつ視覚的なパフォーマンスをご用意しております。
伝統的な日本芸術はまったくもってユニークな様式と美学をそなえておりま
すが、今回行われるのは書道と茶道の実演です。こうした具体的な表現
活動が、みなさんにとって思いも寄らない反応や理論についての深い思索
を触発するものとなることを我々は切に願っております。ただ一つ確実に言
えるのは、理論と実践は出会わなければならないし、抽象と具体は出会
わなければならないということです。美学を再構想し再起動することを目
指す本学会において、日本芸術のパフォーマンスは、日本哲学のパフォー
マンスに対して弁証法的に働きかけるに違いありません。
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Campus Map
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Tips for Visitors

Finding your way to Nanzan
Get off the subway at “Nagoya University Station” and take Exit #1. When 
you reach the street, keep walking straight (south) along the main street 
(Yamate-dōri) to the second main traffic light, about 450 meters, where 
you will see a large marble sign to the right indicating Nanzan Univer-
sity (marked on the map with a red star). Walk up the winding street 
about 70 meters until you see a staircase to the right (north). Follow it 
up 2 flights of stairs and then down again to a small red-tile plaza. The 
Conference site is ahead on the building marked “S.” 

Wifi
Nanzan University offers “eduroam” access, and will provide free wifi 
campus-wide for visitors not registered with that service in their home 
country. Details are available at the main reception desk.

Restaurants
Since the Conference is taking place during summer vacation, campus 
cafeterias and convenience stores will be closed. The Conference homep-
age will list some of the choices nearby.

Emergency contact
In an emergency when one of the staff is not around, please contact:

090-6075-7565 / heisig@nanzan-u.ac.jp (Jim Heisig) 
090-9918-2469 / ferraricontato@yahoo.com.br (Felipe Ferrari)

Taxis
To call a taxi, ask the front lobby of your hotel or call one of the following 
numbers yourself:

052-502-1155 (Fuji Taxi) 
052-203-1212 (Tsubame Taxi)

Always be sure to ask for “Nanzan University, Yamate-dōri” or they are 
likely to bring you to the front entrance of the University.

mailto:heisig%40nanzan-u.ac.jp?subject=
mailto:ferraricontato%40yahoo.com.br?subject=
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Currency & credit cards
The currency exchange rates in Japan are fixed, except for hotels which 
might take a slight commission. The most convenient place to change 
money quickly during the Conference is at the Post Office on the oppo-
site side of the street of the Nagoya Subway. 

Be warned: not all cash machines will accept your credit card for cash. 
There is no set rule for this; you will have to experiment. However, your 
credit card can be used for purchases almost everywhere in the country.

Roaming photographer
Tim Graf of the Organizing Committee will be filming the keynote 
speeches and taking random photos and making short video interviews 
throughout the Conference, some of which will be posted on the website 
of the enojp, as we have done at our previous conferences.

Finding session rooms
Rooms for keynote speeches, workshops, and general presentations are 
indicated in small icons like this:  s43 . The “S” stands for the name of the 
Building and the “43” for the room, in this case, on the 4th floor. Consult 
the Campus Map on page 10 for the location of campus buildings.

Using the electronic Conference Program
The pdf version of the Conference Program is hyperlinked and should 
work on any tablet or telephone with the Adobe Acrobat Reader app (free 
on both Android and ios systems). Note:

(( Clicking on the header or footer of any page will return you to the 
main Contents page and hyperlinks to the main sections of the 
Program.
(( Clicking on the name of a presenter will take you to the person’s 
bio. The bracketed number at the end of the bio will return you to 
the scheduled presentation.
(( Clicking on the title of a presentation will take you to the corre-
sponding abstract. Clicking on the title there will return you to 
the schedule.
(( Web sites are hyperlinked and should open with your browser.
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Special Events

Keynote Speeches 

Thursday, 29 August, 4:45 pm fh

Keta Masako 氣多雅子 (Kyoto University, emerita)
「�哲学と生死の問題：日本哲学の意義と可能性をめぐって」

Saturday, 31 August, 9:00 am s23

Morioka Masahiro 森岡正博 (Waseda University)
“ The Ontological Status of the Deceased in Some  

Contemporary Japanese Philosophical Texts” 

Sunday, 1 September, 9:00 am s23

Raquel Bouso (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
“ Art and Beauty in Japanese Aesthetics:  
On the Free Play of Disimagination and Sentiment”

Japanese Arts

Thursday, 29 August, 4:15 pm fh

The world-renowned Japanese calligrapher and native of Nagoya, 
Watanabe Hiroko 渡部裕子, will created a special piece to honor the 
opening of the Conference.

Friday, 30 August, 6:15 pm lc

Tea master and granddaughter of Nishitani Keiji, Yata Miho 矢田
美穂, will hold a tea ceremony and share her understanding of its 
meaning.
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Workshops

Friday, 30 August, 2:30–6:00 pm s23

Philosophy and Beauty

 � Yoneyama Masaru 米山 優「散文が美に近づくとき」
 � Ōhashi Ryōsuke 大橋良介「世阿弥の〈花〉と〈残照美〉」
 � Gernot Böhme, “On Beauty”

Saturday, 31 August 8, 2:30–6:00 pm s23

Izutsu Toshiko around the World

 � Nagai Shin 永井 晋「井筒と現象学」
 � O da Takaharu 小田崇晴, “Izutsu’s Zen Aesthetics: Loneliness, 

Poverty, and Simplicity in Wabi”
 � N agaoka Tetsurō 長岡徹郎「井筒東洋哲学における「無」―京都

学派における「無」との比較から」
 � O no Jun’ichi 小野純一 「意味場の哲学―〈内包の網〉と〈情緒の

歴史〉」
 � Nakayama Jun‘ichi 中山純一「井筒俊彦の詩的言語分析について」
 � Mori Mizue 森 瑞枝「井筒俊彦はなぜ本居宣長を論じたのか」
 � S ueki Fumihiko 末木文美士「井筒哲学から日本仏教を読み直す」

Saturday, 31 August 8, 2:30–6:00 pm irc

Philosophy for Youngsters
 � Conducted by Saitō Takashi 斎藤 喬, Inutzuka Yū 犬塚 悠, 
and James W. Heisig



Conference Schedule
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Thursday, 29 August

2:30 pm   sl  Registration opens

4:00 – 4:15  fh  fOpening Ceremony

 Welcoming remarks:
 Jan Gerrit Strala, President enojp
 Torisu Yoshifumi, President, Nanzan University

4:15 – 4:30  Calligraphy performance

 Watanabe Hiroko 渡部裕子�{113} 
 Kobayashi Ikiru 小林 生, Taiko drummer

4:45 – 6:15 Keynote Address

 Keta Masako 氣多雅子
「�哲学と生死の問題：日本哲学の意義と可能性を�
めぐって」{31}

6:30 – 8:00  cc  fReception
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Friday, 30 August

09:00 – 10:30 Presentations—Session 1

 s41 John Maraldo, “Resonating Through Nishida’s Self-Aware 
World” {45}

Morisato Takeshi 森里 武, “Kūkai and Shingon’s Philosophy 
of Religion: Overcoming the Kyoto School’s Critique of 
Mysticism” {46}

 s42 Pascal Emmenegger, “Pathos and Imagination in the Age of 
Artificial Intelligence” {47}

Luis Miguel Pujadas Torres, “Shinjin Ichinyo: Comparing 
Yuasa Yasuo’s Body-Mind Theory with the Psychophysical 
Identity Theory” {48}

 s43 Uehara Mayuko 上原麻有子「中井正一の技術哲学と機械美」
{49}

Egawa Naoko 江川奈緒子「柳宗悦の民藝論―民藝論の問題点とそ
の原因」 {49}

 s44 Filip Gurjanov, “Photography as Aesthetic Practice: 
Perspectives with Nishida Kitarō” {50}

Juan Felipe Martinez Bueno, “Incarnate Beauty: A 
Symbolistic Approach to Interdependence and Nothingness” 
{50}

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 – 12:30 Presentations—Session 2

 s41 Hans Peter Liederbach, “Space and Aidagara: Watsuji’s Ethics 
Revisited” {51}
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Jordančo Sekulovski, “In-between Watsuji’s and Spinoza’s 
Ethics: Questioning the Relation between Individuality and 
Commonalty” {52}

 s42 Wawrzyn Warkocki, “Appreciation of Nature in Traditional 
Japanese Aesthetics: Ambivalent Ethical Repercussions” 
{77}

Arthur Mitteau,“Consensus and Divergence in Ernest 
Fenollosa and Okukura Kakuzō’s Cardinal Concepts of 
Beauty and Aesthetics” {78}

 s43 Sanada Wataru 眞田 航, “The Theory of Love in Nishida’s 
Middle Period” {53}

Robert Ryan Smith, “Evoking Muga-Appreciation of Beauty: 
Avenues beyond Disinterestedness” {54}

 s44 Jonathan Ray Villacorta, “A Broken Cup, An Empty Self: 
The Aesthetic Life in Nishitani’s Reading of Nietzsche and 
Eckhart” {55}

Kuwahara Tabito 桑原旅人, “A Comparative Study of Nishitani 
Keiji’s and Jacques Lacan’s Interpretations of Mysticism” 
{55}

12:30 – 2:30 Lunch break

2:30 – 6:00 Workshop: “Philosophy and Beauty”

 s23 Yoneyama Masaru 米山 優「散文が美に近づくとき」{36}
Ōhashi Ryōsuke 大橋良介「世阿弥の〈花〉と〈残照美〉」{35}
Gernot Böhme, “On Beauty” {36}

2:30 – 4:00  Presentations—Session 3

 s41 Dean Anthony Brink, “Sensation and Will in Nishida’s ‘What 
Lies behind Physical Phenomena’: Kantian Aesthetics and 
Minkowskian Worldlines” {56}

Shimoyama Hiroya 霜山博也, “The Deconstruction of Khōra: 
The Generation of Order and Event” {57}
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 s42 Douglas Atkinson, “The Parallax Perspective: Karatani’s 
Affinity with Classical Japanese Aesthetics” {58}

Thierry Hoquet, “Revisiting Japanese Postmodernism: When 
Azuma reads Kojève” {59}

 s43 Okada Yūta 岡田悠汰, “Iki and the ‘Trueness of Being’: Beauty 
in Kuki Shūzō and Martin Heidegger” {59}

Diogo Cesar Porto da Silva, “Kuki Shūzō’s Formalism and 
Philosophical Beauty” {60}

 s44 Rebeca Maldonado Rodriguera, “‘Live as if you were dead’: 
Meister Eckhart and Tanabe Hajime” {61}

Urai Satoshi 浦井 聡, “Faith in ‘Nothingness’: The Absolute in 
Tanabe Hajime’s Philosophy of Religion” {61}

4:00 – 4:30 Coffee break

4:30 – 6:00 Presentations—Session 4

 s41 Mitsuhara Takeshi 満原 健, “Nishida’s An Inquiry into the 
Good and Wundt’s Ontology” {62}

Miikael-Aadam Lotman, “Nishida’s Transcendentalist 
Interpretation of the ‘Perfect Map of England’” {63}

 s42 Tam Ka Pok, “A Confucian Investigation of Watsuji Tetsuro’s 
Mutual Relationship Ethics” {64}

Alexandra Mustățea, “On the Elusive Equilibrium of Virtual 
Behavior: A Dialogue Between Yamaga Sokō and Aristotle” 
{65}

 s43 Niklas Söderman, “Dissenting from Modernity: Kyoto School 
Philosophy as a Political Aesthetic” {66}

Ōsaki Harumi 大﨑晴美, “Dialectics and Views of the State in 
Nishida and Hegel” {67}

 s44 Quentin Blaevoet, “Tanabe Hajime on Phenomenology and 
Sachlichkeit: Heidegger’s Phenomenology of Life against 
Husserl’s Constitutive Phenomenology ” {67}
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Kimoto Takeshi 樹本 健, “How Tanabe Hajime became Hegelian” 
{68}

 s45 Ishikawa Hiroyuki 石川洋行「大岡信における水の概念」{69}
Saitō Takako 斎藤多香子,「西谷啓治における自然の概念―造化的

自然」{70}

6:15 – 7:00  lc  Tea Ceremony with Yata Miho 矢田美穂 {113}
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Saturday, 31 August

9:00 – 10:30  Keynote Address

 s23 Morioka Masahiro 森岡正博

“The Ontological Status of the Deceased in Some  
Contemporary Japanese Philosophical Texts” {31}

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 – 12:30 Presentations—Session 5

 s41 Chu Ming Ho, “Watsuji’s Climatology as a Transcendental 
Anthropology” {70}

Laÿna Droz, “Does ‘Satoyama’ Really Refer to Beautiful 
Landscapes?” {71}

 s42 David Sandor Cseh, “Falling into Fulfillment: Rhythm, Effect 
and Meaning in Classical Japanese Nō Theater” {72}

Daryl Jamieson, “Spirit of Place: Zeami’s Tōru and the Poetic 
Manifestation of Mugen” {72}

 s43 Higaki Tatsuya 檜垣立哉「九鬼周造における音韻論について」
{73}

Honda Takahiro 本田隆裕「制度派経済学と和辻哲郎の《間柄》 
との比較」{74}

 s44 Anna Zschauer, “Looking through Keyholes: The 
Hermeneutical Value of Aesthetic Categories” {74}

Fedianina Vladlena, “Jien: the Buddha’s Teaching in Poems, 
the Poetic Buddha’s Teaching” {75}

12:30 – 2:30 Lunch break
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2:30 – 6:00 Workshop: “Philosophy for Youngsters”

 irc (The first part, before the break, will be held in closed session.)

2:30 – 6:00 Workshop: “Izutsu Toshihiko around the World”

 s23 Nagai Shin 永井 晋「井筒と現象学」{38}

Oda Takaharu 小田崇晴, “Izutsu’s Zen Aesthetics: Loneliness, 
Poverty, and Simplicity in Wabi” {39}

Nagaoka Tetsurō 長岡徹郎「井筒東洋哲学における「無」―京都学
派における「無」との比較から」{40}

Ono Jun'ichi 小野純一「意味場の哲学―〈内包の網〉と〈情緒の 
歴史〉」{40}

Nakayama Jun‘ichi 中山純一「井筒俊彦の詩的言語分析に 
ついて」{41}

Mori Mizue 森 瑞枝「井筒俊彦はなぜ本居宣長を論じたのか」{42}

Sueki Fumihiko 末木文美士「井筒哲学から日本仏教を読み直す」
{42}

2:30 – 4:00  Presentations—Session 6

 s41 Florencia di Rocco Valdecantos,“Nishida on Klinger’s 
‘Painting and Line Drawing’” {76}

Philip Martin, “Art, Virtue, and Affective Therapy: Animating 
History and the Suprasensible in Nishida’s Philosophy” {76}

 s42 session canceled

 s43 Graham Mayeda, “Beauty as the Beast: The Spinozism of Kuki 
Shūzō” {80}

Francesca Greco, “Nothing Exists, If Not in Relation: 間 and 
the Beauty of Transformations” {81}

 s44 Lucas Scripter,“The Ethical Significance of Everyday Aesthetic 
Imperfections” {81}
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Kristýna Vojtíšková, “香を聞く: Kōdō as the Experience of 
Emptiness” {82}

4:00 – 4:30 Coffee break

4:30 – 6:00 Presentations—Session 7

 s41 Richard Stone, “Re-Evaluating the ‘Beginning’ of Japanese 
Philosophy: Inoue Tetsujirō, Inoue Enryo, and Nishida 
Kitarō” {83}

Roman Paşca, “First Steps on the Tetsugaku no Michi: 
Constructing an Introductory Course in Japanese 
Philosophy” {84}

 s42 Ado Huygens, “From Resonance to Encounter, on the Edge of 
Nothingness, Beauty’s Pathway: Ma” {85}

Ishihara Yūko 石原悠子, “‘World-Play’ in Fink and Ueda” {85}

 s43 Oda Kazuaki 織田和明, “The Ontology of Iki and Fūryū: On 
Possible Being in the Philosophy of Kuki Shūzō” {86}

Chim Wung Cheong, “A Close Reading of Hade/Jimi in Kuki 
Shūzō’s The Structure of ‘Iki’ ” {87}

 s44 Steve Lofts, “Cassirer, Heidegger, Nishida: Beauty and the 
Place (Ort/場所) of the Work-of-Art” {87}

Jacynthe Tremblay, “A Centipede Never Moves Back: The 
Concept of ‘Path’ in Nishida and the Didactic Poems of 
Mugai-Ryū’s Swordsmanship” {88}

 s45 Yuliya Osadcha Ferreira, “Concepts of Beauty in Ariga 
Nagao’s Bungakuron” {89}

Gao Wei 高伟, “Motoori Norinaga’s Views on Chinese Aesthetic 
Tradition” {90}
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Sunday, 1 September

9:00 – 10:30  Keynote Address

 s23 Raquel Bouso

“Art and Beauty in Japanese Aesthetics: On the Free Play of 
Disimagination and Sentiment” {33}

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 – 12:30 Presentations—Session 8

 s41 session canceled

 s42 Tamada Ryūtarō 玉田龍太朗「木村素衞の映画論ー京都学派美学
の映画芸術へのアプローチ」{91}

Fujinuki Yū 藤貫 裕「川端康成『雪国』の美しさを巡る哲学的解
釈―九鬼周造の形而上学的美学」{91}

 s43 Morten Jelby, “Poetry and Thusness in Nishitani Keiji” {92}
Sova P. K. Cerda, “Nishitani Keiji and the Good Life” {93}

 s44 Anna Dulina, “The Mandala of Iwashimizu Shrine: The 
Aesthetics of Sacred Space” {94}

Francesco Nalin, “An Inquiry into Hokusai’s Prints: Towards a 
New Paradigm” {94}

 s45 Julia Pochynok, “The Philosophy of Meditation and the 
Psychology of Beauty” {95}

Rossella Lupacchini, “Beauty or the Ineloquent in Truth” {96}

12:30 – 2:30 Lunch break
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2:30 – 4:00  Presentations—Session 9

 s41 Michael Lucken, “Nakai Masakazu’s Introduction to Aesthetics 
(1951): Legacies of a Conflicted History” {97}

Olivia Schuman, “Western Re-interpretations of Wabi-Sabi” 
{97}

 s42 Joff P. N. Bradley, “On the Philosophy of the Crack” {108}
Joerg Fingerhut, “Appreciation of Emptiness in Japanese Art” 

{108}

 s43 Raphaël Pierrès, “Towards an Aesthetics of the 場所” {98}
Dagmar Dotting, “The Beauty of the Line: Nishida’s Thoughts 

on Max Klinger’s Essay ‘Painting and Drawing’” {99}

 s44 Tobias Bartneck, “Narcissus Reaching for the Moon: Between 
Zen and Psychoanalysis” {99}

Federica Sgarbi, “Mind and No-Mind on Beauty: D. T. Suzuki 
and Kant: Beauty in Zen Buddhism and Enlightenment” {100}

 s45 Florence Emptas, “Aesthetics as Philosophical Vectors in 
Japanese Animations: A Case Study of Kon Satoshi’s 
『パプリカ』” {101}

Edward George McDougall, “Can Ashitaka Save Us? 
Shinto, Art and Animation in the Age of Technology: What 
Heidegger’s Philosophy can Learn from Miyazaki” {102}

4:00 – 4:30 Coffee break

4:30 – 6:00 Presentations—Session 10 

 s41 Morino Yūsuke 森野雄介, “Ōmori Shozō and Nishida Kitarō” 
{103}

Felipe Ferrari Gonçalves, “The Logic of Basho and the Unity of 
the Universe” {104}
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 s42 Komatsubara Orika 小松原織香, “Reconciliation in a Different 
World: A Reading of the Second Part of Ishimure Michiko’s 
Kugai Jōdo” {104}

Rossa Ó Muireartaigh, “The Absolutes of Alternative 
Aesthetics: Tanabe Hajime’s Logic of Species and Philip K. 
Dick’s The Man in the High Castle” {105}

 s43 Muramatsu Masataka 村松正隆, “‘The Spirit of Irony” and its 
Relationship to the Fine Arts” {106}

Tamara Schneider, “Moral Behavior as Beauty: An Analysis of 
the Presentation of the 500 Arhats in Two Distinct Art Eras” 
{107}

 s44 session canceled

 s45 Kyle Shuttleworth, “Watsuji Tetsurō’s Confucian Bonds” 
{109}

Inutsuka Yū 犬塚 悠, “Watsuji: Self, World, and Knowledge” {110}

6:15 – 7:00  s23   Closing remarks & General meeting



Abstracts
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Keynote Addresses

Keynote 1

「哲学と生死の問題：日本哲学の意義と可能性をめぐって」

Keta Masako 氣多雅子 
(Kyoto University)

西田哲学はヨーロッパの哲学の根本問題の思索という意味をもつと共に、
生死（しょうじ）の問題の思索という意味をもつ。後者は東洋の精神的伝統
を受け継ぐものである。現代では西洋の精神世界の根幹を支えてきた哲学
が厳しい批判にさらされ、哲学の終焉とまで言われるようになっている。しか
し、哲学の課題として消えることがないのは生死の問題であろう。生死の問
題を徹底的に思惟し続けるところに、日本哲学の意義と可能性があると考え
る。{17}

Keynote 2

“The Ontological Status of the Deceased in Some Contemporary 
Japanese Philosophical Texts”

Morioka Masahiro 森岡正博�
(Waseda University)

After the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011, many tsunami victims 
who had lost their family members are reported to have encountered 
their beloved ones in their homes, on seashores, and other local places. 
They perceived the existence of the deceased in their everyday settings. 
For them, what they perceived was not an illusion. It was a reality. In 
my presentation, I examine some philosophical texts that deal with the 
appearance of a deceased person or a non-existing person appearing in 
front of living people, and investigate the ontological status of deceased 
persons from a philosophical point of view. This is an intersection 
where the philosophy of death meets the philosophy of personhood. 
Tanabe Hajime writes in his article that living persons can communicate 
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with deceased persons and create an “existential cooperation” between 
them (「生の存在学か死の弁証法か」). Uehara Senroku also argues in 
his book that living persons should call deceased persons back to this 
world, accept them, hear their voices of remorse, and transform our 
society in a better direction (『死者・生者』). Wakamatsu Eisuke talks 
about “living” deceased persons that exist behind the world we perceive, 
remembering his painful experience of separation from his late beloved 
wife (『魂にふれる』). Similar texts can be found in the area of medical 
ethics. Yanagita Kunio (journalist) recalls in his book his experience of 
“conversation” with his brain-dead son in a hospital room (『犠牲』). He 
talks to his brain-dead son and his son’s body talks back to him without 
spoken language. Komatsu Yoshihiko calls this kind of phenomena the 
“resonance of death” that could occur between intimate people. Accord-
ing to Komatsu, one’s death spreads out beyond the boundary of one’s 
personal physical body (『死は共鳴する』). 

Watsuji Tetsurō argues that the movement of the Nō player’s body 
breathes “life” into the Nō mask and lets it show various emotions of a 
living person, and Watsuji calls this personhood “persona” (「面とペル
ソナ」). Persona does not require self-consciousness or rationality. We 
can interpret it from the animistic point of view. Ōmori Shōzō thinks 
that the way we see “the other mind” inside the other person or a robot 
should be called “animism” (『流れとよどみ』). An animistic persona is 
not a mere projection of our inner mental states. I illustrate how those 
authors thought about the mode of existence of deceased persons and/
or non-existing persons which appear vividly in this world. In the last 
part of my presentation, I propose the concept of “animistic/animated 
persona” in the form of “voice without sound,” and compare it with 
some Western philosophical ideas. {22}
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Keynote 3

“Art and Beauty in Japanese Aesthetics: on the Free Play  
of Disimagination and Sentiment”

Raquel Bouso 
(Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

The lecture will focus on the relation between imagination (構想力) and 
emptiness (空) in the thought of Nishitani Keiji. It will discuss imagina-
tion as a source of knowledge and the ontology of the images in light 
of notions as form and beauty in Japanese aesthetics and Neoplatonic 
categories of abstraction (aphairesis) and negation (apophasis). It will 
argue that Nishitani’s standpoint lies in between the Eckhartian spiri-
tual process of disimagination (Entbildung) and postfoundational meta-
physics. {25}
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Workshops

Philosophy and Beauty

This workshop is envisioned as a forum to present and discuss a range 
of new perspectives for rethinking the realms of art and beauty.

In Western philosophy the relation between thought and beauty has 
been fundamental since the beginning. In presocratic philosophy, the 
Pythagoreans linked the discovery of the arché to the experience of har-
mony, a category also found in Heraclitus’ fragments. And in Plato’s 
philosophy—to which Whitehead said all of Western philosophy was 
“a series of footnotes”—the recall (anamnesis) of the Ideas would be 
impossible if it were not mediated by the bodily-erotic experience of 
Beauty, the only one of the Ideas that is “visible.” As the “sparkling of 
Truth,” Beauty stood for centuries at the core of Western metaphysics, 
from Plotinus through the aesthetics of light in the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance all the way up to its final flowering in Romanticism. But 
what about the role of Beauty in different traditions like the Japanese?

Philosophies East and Ways show a variety of ways of comparing aes-
thetic concepts and artistic experiences, and these in turn have gen-
erated multiple models for valuing and devaluing beauty and artistic 
experience and for determing what counts as beautiful and what not.

What, for example, is the role of light in Japanese art? What would 
result from an intercultural encounter of thinkers like Nishida and 
Alain? What might an intercultural approach to aesthetics produce in 
an age marked by the “death” of the traditional experience of art, as in 
the current move in Western thought from metaphysical categories to 
the creative, bodily experience of art? 

Our hope is that this workshop will provide new stimulus to an inter-
national dialog across a broad spectrum of philosophical voices. {19}

このワークショップは、幅広い視野で新たな見方を提示し議論する場とな
ることで、芸術と美の領域について再考する機会を提供することを目的として
います。
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西洋哲学において、思想と美はその始まりから根本的な関わり合いを持っ
ていました。ソクラテス以前の哲学であれば、ピタゴラス学派がアルケーの発
見を調和の経験と結び付けましたが、調和のカテゴリーはヘラクレイトスの断
章にもあるものです。その後、プラトン哲学は―イギリスの数学者で哲学者の
A・N・ホワイトヘッドによるとそれに対する「一連の脚注としてヨーロッパの哲
学伝統は成り立っている」のですが―、美なるものの身体的－エロス的経験
によって媒介されることなしにイデアを喚起（追憶）するのは不可能であると
し、美こそが唯一イデアの中でも「目に見えるもの」であるとしました。そのた
め“真なるものの煌めき”としての美という考え方が、西洋形而上学の核心部
分に何世紀もの間居座り続けます。プロティノスから始まって、中世・ルネサン
ス期における光の美学を通過し、最後はロマン主義時代に見事に一花咲かせ
るまでそれは続くのです。ところで、例えば日本のように西洋とは異なる伝統
を持つ場合、美の役割はどうなるのでしょうか？

そこには異なる様式があって、洋の東西を問わず哲学がそうしてきたように
美学的な概念と芸術経験のあり方を区別しています。こうしたことが、何が美
しいものそれ自体と芸術や美や美学の経験とを構成するのかしないのかに
ついて、多様な価値判断を生み出してきました。

例えば、日本芸術の伝統における光の役割とは何でしょう？あるいは、西田
幾多郎とアランのような思想家の多文化的な遭遇からいったい何が起こり得
るでしょうか？形而上学のカテゴリーから芸術の創造的で身体的な経験に移
りつつある現代的な西洋思想は、伝統的な芸術経験がいわば「死」に瀕して
いる状況に直面しながら、多文化的なアプローチによっていったい何を生み
出すことになるのでしょうか？

このワークショップは参加者のみなさんに特別な機会を提供することにな
るでしょう。ここでの狙いは伝統的でありながら西洋とは異なる見方を提示し
説明することです。その結果として国際的な対話を新たに引き出すことになれ
ば、幅広い分野に渡る哲学がこの場で発する様々な声は、最後にはきちんと
聞き届けられるに違いありません。{19}

「世阿弥の〈花〉と〈残照美〉」
Ōhashi Ryōsuke 大橋良介 

(Japanisch-Deutsches Kulturinstitut, Kyoto)

世阿弥は自分の作品の題名に、しばしば「花」という語を用いた。これは
古来から日本の美的自然をあらわす「花鳥風月」の４文字の、ひとつである。
そしてまた、単なる自然現象だけでなくて、精神的な内容をもつ「美」の、一
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形容である。そこには日本的な「時間」観念も作用し、西洋の「美」の概念と
異なった内容が、籠められる。その内容の開示のためには、ある哲学的思考
の地平が要求される。本発表では問題の焦点として、「残照美」という美学
的概念を提示する。{19}

「散文が美に近づくとき」
Yoneyama Masaru 米山 優 

(Nagoya University)

「美の哲学としての美学」的な散文のテクストを書くことと、そういう散文
としての哲学が美を持つにいたる場面とについての考察を展開する。桑原武
夫訳で西田幾多郎も読んでいたフランスの哲学者アランの『諸芸術の体系』
、特にその「散文論」の周辺に触れながら述べる。すなわち、散文の単位とし
ての語が、散文作品の中で美を手に入れることが「思想の絆」とでもいうもの
によることを、諸テクストのリンク構造を頼りに考察することになる。それは、
一作品としてのテクストに留まらず、間テクスト性とでも言うべきものを介して、
他の多様なテクストに接続することへとつながる事態が重要となる。哲学的
なテクストが書かれる際の哲学史的な考察が、いかにオリジナルな散文の美
につながるかという問題でもある。{19}

“On Beauty”
Gernot Böhme 

(Institute for Practical Philosophy, Darmstadt

Beauty was once the principle subject of aesthetics, if not its exclusive 
focus. Today, two hundred years after Karl Rosenkranz’s Aesthetics of 
Ugliness, we are witness to formidable developments in the fine arts that 
reach beyond the frontiers of mere “beauty.” This leads us to ask if it 
might not be time to rethink the fundamental notion of the beautiful. 
Given the changes our aesthetic experience has undergone since the 
eighteenth century, we cannot escape bringing traditional concepts of 
beauty into question. {19}
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Izutsu Toshihiko around the World

The aim of this Workshop is to describe the many-faceted nature of 
Izutsu’s philosophy and examine him through the seldom considered 
fields of medieval thought, poetic theory, and aesthetics

 �  Nagai Shin has been engaged with leading French phenomenolo-
gists to further his pursuit of the philosophical interpretation of 
Jewish thought. As part of this project, he will examine Izutsu’s 
spiritual “East.”

 �  Oda Takaharu will pursue his study of Izutsu’s Zen metaphysics 
by delving deeper into linguistic philosophy, epistemology, and 
metaphysics as they are framed in Izutsu’s Zen philosophy.

 �  Nagaoka Tetsurō, a specialist in the Kyoto School and particu-
larly the philosophies of Nishida and Nishitani, will compare the 
ideas of absolute nothingness and “place” as they developed in 
their respective thinking as an approach to Izutsu’s own specu-
lation.

 �    Ono Jun’icho takes Zsutsu’s philosophy as a starting point for 
examining Kuki Suūzō’s poetic and tanka theory for its potential 
in linguistic theory and, at the same time, for assessing the range 
of Izutsu’s own linguistic theory.

 �  The phenomenologist Nakayama Jun’ichi assumes a phenomeno-
logical standpoint to examine discourse related to the rich imag-
ery generated by active imagination in myth, art, poetry, and the 
like. In this Workshop he will take up Izutsu’s theory of language 
to advance a theory of philosophy as “speaking.”

 �  Mori Mizue lays for the first time the fundamental structure of 
Norinaga’s project and in so doing opens a new chapter in Nori-
naga scholarship. From this perspective he explains Izutsu’s 
understanding of Norinaga as well as the latter’s poetic theory 
and the philosophical significance of his commentary on the 
Kojiki.

 �  The Buddhist scholar and specialist in Japanese intellectual his-
tory Sueki Fumihiko is engaged in developing a new Japanese 
philosophy based on Buddhist thought. In this Workshop he will 
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take Izutsu’s philosophy as a suggestion for how to rethink the 
philosophy of medieval Japanese Buddhism. {23}

本ワークショップは井筒哲学を多面的に描き出すことを目指す。そこで、普
段取り上げられることの少ない中世思想、詩歌論、美学などの分野で井筒を
考察するものである。

 �  永井晋はフランス現象学の最先端と交わりながらユダヤ思想の哲学的
解釈によってその先へ進む。その一環として井筒の精神的東洋をめぐっ
て検討する。

 �  小田崇晴は井筒のおける禅形而上学を考察した。今回は、井筒の禅哲
学の範囲で、言語哲学、認識論、形而上学を掘り下げ、最終的には侘び
を中心に美学的考察を行う。

 �  京都学派、特に西田と西谷の哲学を専門とする長岡徹郎は、彼らの絶
対無と場所をめぐる思索の展開と対比させながら、井筒の思索を考察
する。

 �  小野純一は、井筒哲学を手掛かりに九鬼周造の詩論・歌論が持つ言語
理論的可能性を考察し、翻って、井筒の言語論の射程を測る。

 �  現象学者の中山純一は、神話・芸術・詩歌などアクティヴイマジネーシ
ョンによる豊穣なイメージを語る方法を現象学の立場から論じる。今回
は井筒の言語論を取り上げつつ哲学の「語り」をめぐって論を進める。

 �  森瑞枝はこれまで見えていなかった宣長のプロジェクトの基本構想を
提示し、宣長研究に新境地を開いている。その観点から井筒の宣長理
解、宣長の歌論、『古事記伝』の哲学的意義とを論じる。

 �  仏教学者で日本思想史家の末木文美士は、仏教哲学から新たな日本哲
学を展開している。今回は、井筒哲学を手掛かりに、日本の中世仏教の
哲学を捉え直す試みを提示する。{23}

 「井筒と現象学」

Nagai Shin 永井 晋 
(Tōyō University)

井筒俊彦は、その晩年の著作『意識と本質』において、その副題に示された
「精神的東洋哲学」の可能性を探ろうとした。これは、彼の考える「東洋」の
諸伝統を総合する彼の哲学の総決算として極めて重要な構想であり、現代の
哲学が継承すべきものである。しかし、そこで決定的な役割を果たす「精神
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的」という形容詞の意味するものが哲学的素朴性を免れない点にこの構想の
致命的な欠陥がある、というのがこの発表の基本的な考えであり、その動機
である。この発表では、この欠陥を克服するために、それを、井筒に深い影響
を与えたアンリ・コルバンの「東洋哲学」を経由して、レヴィナスを代表とする
現代の「神」の問いをめぐる現象学の一展開として位置付け、「精神的」の意
味を現象学的還元の徹底化として新たに捉え直すことを試みる。この作業に
よって、彼の構想を現代の哲学に生産的に継承することが可能になるであろ
う。{23}

“Izutsu’s Zen Aesthetics: Loneliness, Poverty, and Simplicity in Wabi”
Oda Takaharu 小田崇晴 
(Trinity College Dublin)

The zenith of Zen (“meditation”) may be expressed in a form of art. 
In the final chapter of his book, Toward a Philosophy of Zen Buddhism 
(1977), Izutsu Toshihiko philosophized one of the most fundamental 
aesthetic categories, wabi. This seems barely translatable from Japanese 
into other languages. Explaining the colorful/colorless transition of the 
arts (painting, poetry, drama, etc.) in Japanese history, he propounded 
the concept and percept of wabi by asserting three factors: “loneliness, 
poverty, and simplicity.” The spirit of wabi, i.e. an art of “killing” colors, 
is supposed to be embodied in a colorless world or “in the dimension 
of the absolute Emptiness.” In this paper, a critical, in-depth analysis is 
conducted on Izutsu’s aesthetic philosophizing of wabi, based on the 
prior chapters of the book dealing with linguistics, epistemology, and 
metaphysics. Izutsu deploys these philosophical areas for represent-
ing the Zen Buddhist reality of “emptiness” and “no-mind,” in view of 
Indian Mahāyāna (Yogācāra and Madhyamaka) and Chinese Daoist/
Chan influences. Here, I reconstruct two of his theoretical formulations 
of Zen in the book. The first formula is defusing any subject-object 
bifurcation in kōan propositions (into tathāgatagarbha, metapsychē). 
The second is formulating a dynamic structure of “articulation-expe-
rience” (differentiation to non-differentiation and to differentiation). 
Given these de-ontologizing formulas, I discuss Izutsu’s specific con-
ceptions of wabi; each of the above three factors is examined as to 
whether his Zen philosophization lends itself to the interpretation of 
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wabi. Finally, I consider what is lacking, what has been too much killed, 
in his Zen aesthetics. {23}

「井筒東洋哲学における「無」―京都学派における「無」との比較から」
Nagaoka Tetsurō 長岡徹郎 

(Kyoto University)

井筒俊彦はイスラームをも視野に入れた壮大な東洋哲学を構想しようとし
た。その時に鍵概念となるのが「無」である。井筒はその思想の出発点から 

「無」を中心に据えながら、イスラーム神秘哲学などアジアの様々な諸思想を
解釈することを試みた。一方において、西田幾多郎以来独自の哲学的系譜を
形成した京都学派の哲学も、同じく「無」の哲学として有名であろう。しかし
両者は井筒の関心事である「言葉」を巡って立場を異にする。西田は言葉を
も超えた無の場所へと思考を徹底しようとした一方において、井筒は言葉に
京都学派とは異なる位置付けを与えることにより、独自の発想から無と言葉
との関係について論じようとした。本発表ではこの言葉をめぐる両者の立場
の相違を比較することによって、無に対する井筒の東洋哲学の理解の内実と、
その問題点について考察することを目指す。なお、本発表においては、西田に
加えて京都学派の中でも特に西田哲学を宗教哲学的に展開した西谷啓治に
注目してみたい。西谷は井筒と同様に禅や神秘哲学から着想を得ながら自ら
の哲学について模索した。この両者の関心事の近さは、逆に両者の思想の相
違点について浮かび上がらせる助けになるであろう。{23}

「意味場の哲学―〈内包の網〉と〈情緒の歴史〉」
Ono Jun’ichi 小野純一 

(Jichi Medical University)

本発表は井筒俊彦の意味生成をめぐる言語論が一貫して追究する問題の意
義と可能性を問う。まず、初期井筒は『言語と呪術』で1950年代の半ばまで
の数理哲学・分析哲学・言語哲学を参照しつつ現象学の導入によって内包
論理学を補い、また共時態・通時態と異なる思考で「内包の網」と「情緒の
歴史」からなる意味場（フィールド）を記述する。続いて、中期にこの意味理
論の適用可能性がアラビア語を具体例に意味論研究として検証される。さら
に、後期に〈意味場の意味場〉たる〈意味のトポス〉へ「言語アラヤ識」とい
う名称が与えられる。この新展開は井筒の意味論が文化論および解釈学的コ
ミュニケーション論（多義的意味の一義化・記号化という行為）へ転じたと捉
えうるが、その展望はすでに1950年代の井筒「言語学講義」でも言及されて
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いる。このように内包を観点にして井筒思想に一貫性を見ることができる。加
えて日本哲学という歴史的観点で考えるなら、内包は井筒を日本哲学史に位
置づける上でも意義がある。その思想史的試みの例として井筒の意味論を九
鬼周造の哲学と対比する。すなわち、前者は後者を理論的に深化させ対象を
日本語だけでなく異言語に適用させたと言える点、および内包の理解をめぐ
り井筒と九鬼との相違点を指摘する。最後に、井筒哲学の歴史研究を超えて
理論・体系研究へ接続する。つまり、内包的意味が形象・心象・想像力の場
であるとする意味場の哲学が内包の現象学と呼びうる新たな思考の遂行で
あるという結論を提示する。{23}

「井筒俊彦の詩的言語分析について」
Nakayama Jun’ichi 中山純一 

(Tōyō University) 

本発表では、井筒俊彦の主著『意識と本質』における彼の詩人論、本
質直観論での議論を中心に、近年翻訳されつつある井筒の『英文著作
翻訳コレクション』所有の各論文を読解することで、現象学者の「語り」
において詩的言語が果たす積極的役割を明確にする。現象学者、とりわ
けE.フッサールとM.ハイデガーにとって言語の問題は、事象そのものの
探究へと向かう現象学の方法と密接に関係する。フッサールにおいて言
語の問題は、志向的構成論の枠組みにおける意味論的、統語論的側面
が強かったが、ハイデガーでは主にヘルダーリンの詩作品を実践的に解
釈することで、詩作する体験構造が描き出されている。本発表で中心テ
ーマとなる井筒俊彦の詩的言語分析においては、事物の普遍的本質から 
「このもの性」へと視線を転換させつつ、意味や文法などによる分節化以前
の言語を「語る」体験構造が描き出されている。言語のかかる実践的体験の
意義が詳細に分析されているのが、井筒の呪術論である。井筒によれば、詩
人の「語り」である詩こそまさしく、こうした呪術言語である。井筒の詩的言
語分析によって、詩という呪術言語には、合理的な分析言語を超えて、聖俗と
いった二領野の中間位相を媒介する「気息」という積極的役割が認めらる。
最後に、井筒のかかる分析成果を現象学へと輸入し、井筒に即して、そして井
筒を超えつつ「気息」という詩人の体験に即した生命の現象学の可能性を示
したい。{23}
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「井筒俊彦はなぜ本居宣長を論じたのか」
Mori Mizue�森 瑞枝 

(Rikkyō University)

井筒俊彦は、晩年の主著『意識と本質』で東洋哲学というある種の普遍
的な場を創出するにあたって、宣長自ら日本独特のアプローチと見なしてい
る宣長思想の根幹に言及している。宣長は中国的思考法に対置されるものと
して、いわゆる「もののあはれ論」、「和歌論」を形成したのであり、井筒もま
たその方向で宣長思想を論じているのだ。そこで本発表は井筒の宣長理解
が実際には宣長の主著『古事記伝』における神学からも妥当であることを示
す。 本発表は、まず『意識と本質』が切り拓くより普遍的な次元、共時的構
造化という立場から『古事記伝』を検討する。それによって、偏狭な精神とし
て理解されがちな宣長のいう日本独特のアプローチが、実際には普遍性を有
する哲学的なアプローチのひとつであることが理解できることを示す。その上
で、井筒が「もののあはれ論」「和歌論」に見出した宣長思想の可能性や意
義に『古事記伝』によって基礎が与えられることを論じる。これは、井筒哲学
を介することで、宣長思想による言語・本質・認識の考察が東洋哲学の場に
還元しうるものであることが明示できることを意味する。そして、このように井
筒がこれまでの論者と異なり真に哲学的な意義を『古事記伝』に見出す観点
を取り得た理由が井筒の言語論にあることを指摘する。このような手順を踏
んで、本発表は最終的には『古事記伝』の神学に、より普遍的な次元、共時
的構造化に寄与しうる可能性の射程を測ることを目指す。{23}

「井筒哲学から日本仏教を読み直す」

Sueki Fumihiko 末木文美士 
(International Research Center for Japanese Studies)

『意識と本質』『意味の深みへ』『意識の形而上学』などから、井筒の仏
教解釈を検討し、そこから、日本中世仏教に立ち返って、井筒の方法を使い
ながら、当時の仏教哲学をどのように解釈できるか考えてみたい。井筒の方法
は、とりわけ言語に着目する点で、仏教哲学解釈の上でも新しい視点を提供し
てくれるであろう。{23}
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Philosophy for Youngsters

In recent years there have been a number of initiatives around the 
world to introduce children to philosophy, notably beginning with the 
pioneering efforts of Matthew Lipman (1923–2010). Approaches vary 
widely, but there seems to be common agreement that children are best 
engaged in philosophy not through the history of ideas or reflection 
on philosophical texts but through learning to question the things they 
believe, and the things they have been made to believe, through instruc-
tion at home and in school. 

In addition, there are questions that carry much more weight for 
children and young people than they do for the generation entrusted 
with their education. Often enough, youngsters do not find the right 
words to express these questions, let alone to discuss them intelligently 
with others. As a result, much remains vague and private that could 
be a source of awakening to the limitations that culture, environment, 
and the human condition—an awakening that belongs to the very soul 
of philosophy. And not only for the children but also for adults whose 
struggle with the same problems is often obscured by too many words 
and ideas.

With a small group of students from the local Nanzan Middle School, 
we will try to explore ways to communicate the wonder, doubt, and 
weakness that runs through all our lives for all of life. At the same time, 
the facilitators of the Workshop hope to give the participating young-
sters a feel for the importance of the philosophical way that we have 
chosen.

The first part of this workshop will be held in closed session, but 
we plan to open the second half to participants from the Conference. 
{23}

近年では子どもたちを哲学へと誘う取り組みが世界中で数多くなされてい
て、このことに関してはマシュー・リップマン（1923–2010）の先駆的な業績
が注目に値する。これには広範なアプローチが存在するが、一般的な了解事
項として、子どもたちが哲学に参与する最も良い方法は、哲学者の文章につい
ての思考や省察の歴史を学ばせることではなく、子どもたち自身が信じている
ことに対して疑問を抱くように仕向けることであるようだ。子どもたちが信じて
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いるのは、家庭や学校での指導を通じて彼らがそれまで信じ込まされてきた
ことなのである。

さらに、数々の疑問が子どもたちや若者たちにとってたいへんな重荷とな
るのだが、それは教育に身を委ねた大人たちの世代の比ではない。いつだっ
て少年少女は自分の疑問を的確に表現する言葉を見つけられないのだから、
そのことについて他人と知的に話し合うなんてもってのほかである。結果とし
て、疑問の大半が曖昧で私的なもののまま残ってしまうため、そのことが文化
や環境、人として生きるための条件には限界があるのだと彼らに気づかせる
原因になるのだろう。だが、この気づきこそがまさに哲学することの核心であ
る。子どもたちだけでなく大人たちでさえも同じような問題で苦労しているに
も関わらず、彼らには言葉や思考が過剰にあるせいでかえって見通せなくなっ
てしまうのだ。

ワークショップでは、南山学園の中学生たち数名といっしょに、私たち誰も
が生涯を通して経験することになる驚き、疑い、弱さなどの問題に接続する方
法を探ることになるだろう。それと同時に、ワークショップの進行役が感じて
いる「哲学の道」の重要さを参加する子どもたちに感じてもらうことを目的と
している。

このワークショップの前半はクローズドセッションになっているが、後半は
学会参加者に対してオープンになる予定である。{23}
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“Resonating Through Nishida’s Self-Aware World”
John Maraldo 

(University of North Florida)

What does it mean to speak of a “self-aware world”? What are its 
implications for ecological practice as well as for theoretical views of 
the world? I will examine Nishida Kitarō’s scattered statements about 
world as self-aware (自覚的) and then extrapolate a meaning that bet-
ter addresses these questions. As is well known, Nishida Kitarō often 
used expressions like self-aware (自覚的) system, self-aware universal, 
self-aware determination, and occasionally spoke of the “self-aware 
world.” This presentation builds upon my previous work that showed 
how Nishida’s “self-aware” implies self-mirroring (自己を写す) but also 
requires a phenomenological sense of reflecting or “thinking back”  
(反省する) that I call reflexivity. Yet in phenomenology and other theo-
ries of awareness, something like the world cannot be “aware.” Nishida’s 
idea of the self as the focus of the world–a point at which the world 
becomes self-aware–offers an alternative to current conceptions of the 
world either as a purely physical evolutionary system or as the correlate 
of consciousness or transcendental subjectivity. Such self-centered con-
ceptions support the views that the natural world consists of resources 
for human needs or wants and is the product of human activities. But 
Nishida’s alternative requires adjustment insofar as it relies on optical 
metaphors (写す/映すこと, 焦点) and also privileges the human being, 
ignoring non-human focal points. To do justice to his own notion of 
performative intuition (行為的直観) or full bodily engagement with a 
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world that resonates within human and non-human selves, we need 
a phenomenological sense of resonance. Resonance in nature is often 
considered beautiful, and so a self-aware world resonating in its nodal 
points can be seen to enhance beauty as well as to restore ecological 
balance. {18}

“Kūkai and Shingon’s Philosophy of Religion: Overcoming the Kyoto 
School’s Critique of Mysticism”

Morisato Takeshi 森里 武 
(Université libre de Bruxelles)

The purpose of this presentation is to present an intricate system of 
the philosophy of religion through the texts of the Shingon Esoteric 
Buddhist, Kūkai (774–835). To achieve this end, I will roughly take the 
following three steps. First, I will demonstrate how the Kyoto School’s 
critique of “mysticism” (especially according to Tanabe Hajime’s later 
works on the philosophy of religion) can cripple one’s appreciation 
of Kūkai’s framework of thinking. A typical representation of Kūkai’s 
perspectives on the nature of the divine (i.e., Buddha nature) and its 
relation to human existence gives their immediate identity, which is 
famously known as the doctrine of 即身成仏. For many contemporary 
philosophers, this seemingly straightforward conflation between the 
Buddha nature and the sentient being, nirvana and samsara, unity and 
multiplicity, divine and human, and other relevant opposing terms, 
cannot offer any viable option for metaphysics or the philosophy of reli-
gion. In this section, we will see how critics of Kūkai perceive his major 
doctrines as an uncritical naïveté of historical faith or an exemplar of 
absurd antirealism or unreasonable fideism in religion. While taking 
into account the criticisms of mystical thinking, the second part will 
provide a close analysis of Kūkai’s key concepts (including the develop-
mental picture of self and an attainment of Buddha nature) in reference 
to major works (such as『即身成仏義』,『秘蔵宝鑰』,『弁顕密二教論』, 
and『秘密曼荼羅十住心論』among others), and I will further suggest 
how these works actually point towards a passage beyond the limitation 
of “mysticism.” Unlike the typical representation of Kūkai’s philosophy 
as advocating a simple unity that equivocates the distinction between 
the extraordinary enlightenment and the ordinary sentient being, his 
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framework of thinking—saturated with fine distinctions, subtle refer-
ences to major Buddhist sutras, and grand images of the Buddhist worl-
dviews—provides a dynamic process through which we can recognize 
the hyperbolic unity of Buddha nature and human existence. {18}

 s42 

“Pathos and Imagination in the Age of Artificial Intelligence”
Pascal Emmenegger  

(Kōbe University)

For creating as well as appreciating art, imagination is required. With-
out it, artworks would either be simple representations or merely stand 
for themselves regardless of the context, thus not displaying intention-
ally worked out partial similarities that only make room for idealiza-
tion and stylization. In line with this, Miki Kiyoshi argued in his work 
The Logic of Imagination that imagination should be conceived of as 
our creative capacity, a mode developed from what he calls “Pathos.” 
In the first part of my talk, I will explore the notion of “Pathos” as an 
embodied “will to life” that Miki opposed to Heidegger’s readings of the 
later Nietzsche. It can be said that it bears many similarities with the 
concept of homeostatic regulation. Based on this, the second part will 
inquire about “Pathos” and creativity in ai by reviewing some recent 
developments in the development of allegedly self-organizing systems 
as described, for example, in Tani Jun’s recent book Exploring Robotic 
Minds. Taking these results, I will argue in the final part that Miki’s the-
ory of forms can indeed serve to understand these developments and its 
promises: Due to technical mediations, we became oblivious to Pathos, 
so that the “will to life” degenerated into a self-enclosed “will to power.” 
In light of this, a reevaluation of the risks and chances regarding ai will 
be attempted. {18}
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“Shinjin Ichinyo: Comparing Yuasa Yasuo’s Body-Mind Theory with 
the Psychophysical Identity Theory”

Luis Miguel Pujadas Torres  
(Universitat de les Illes Balears)

I intend to compare Yuasa Yasuo’s body-mind theory to the psycho-
physical identity theory in order to find out whether they can supple-
ment each other. Yuasa tries to encompass in his theory (a) the eastern 
religious conception of human beings, (b) some continental theories 
of mind, and (c) some scientific contributions to the topic in question. 
The result of such a synthesis turns out to be a defense of the “oneness 
of body-mind” (shinjin ichinyo) facilitating the self-cultivation (shugyō) 
of human beings. Psychophysical identity theory similarly sustains that 
the mind is identical to the body. Like Yuasa, identity theorists have 
tried not to lose track of scientific discoveries. Unlike him, however, 
they have not shown interest in continental philosophy. Moreover, they 
have not thought their task to include any reflection on the self-cul-
tivation of persons. Yuasa is wrong on two counts. First, he wrongly 
attributes to the whole of western philosophical tradition a commit-
ment to mind-body dualism. Second, when he tries to obtain scientific 
support for his thesis of the “oneness of body-mind,” he resorts to dis-
putable theories like depth psychology, parapsychology, acupuncture, 
and ki-energy theory. For their part, identity theorists, while keeping 
closer to the standard scientific point of view, have adopted a merely 
theoretical approach to the thesis, ignoring any practical aspect that 
could help transform our ordinary life. That said, I conclude that both 
theories, though incompatible at first sight, can be modified so that they 
can supplement each other. Yuasa’s endorsement of disputable sciences 
should be reconsidered in the light of the identity theory. At the same 
time, the identity theorists’ neglect of self-cultivation could be profit-
ably corrected in the light of Yuasa’s theory. {18}
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「中井正一の技術哲学と機械美」
Uehara Mayuko 上原麻有子 

1920年代後半から1930年代にかけて、中井正一が生みだした新しい美学
に注目する。その中の一つ特徴として機械美があった、本稿では彼の技
術哲学と機械美の問題を検討し、技術と自然との関連について考えてみた
い。{18}

「柳宗悦の民藝論―民藝論の問題点とその原因」
Egawa Naoko 江川奈緒子 

(Kyoto University)

本発表の主旨は柳宗悦の民藝論の問題点を柳特有の関心事と彼の哲学の構
造とに求めようとするものである。柳は民藝論において、名もなき民衆が作り
上げた民藝品が美しくなる理由について説いた。柳によれば民藝の作り手で
ある民衆は知恵や分別、美的判断力は有していないが無我で信仰心の強い
素朴な人々である。そのため彼らは無心に他力道を進むことができ、その結
果仏の恩恵を得て美しい作品を作ることができるのである。けれども柳のこ
うした民衆観は民衆の正しい在り方を捉えていないと考えられる。既に多く
の先行研究においてこのことは指摘されているが、民藝論にみられる民衆像
は柳が理想とする空想の人々である。そうであるならば民藝の美しさは素朴
な人々の信仰心によるものだという柳の主張も受け入れにくいものになる。 
こうした柳の過ちの根本原因はどこにあるのだろうか。まず一つ目は柳の関
心が民衆に寄り添うこと以上に西洋に対する日本文化の特色の探究とその確
立を志すことにあったことがあげられる。また二つ目は理性以上に直観を重
視する姿勢を取った彼が、自らの直観を理性によって論理化する際に自らの
二元的理性に囚われ、結果的に直観との矛盾が生じたことにある。そして三
つ目はこうした柳の哲学が信と美とが異なる領域であるにも関わらず、両者に
またがる論理として考えられている点にある。このように、民藝論の問題点は
柳哲学の根本部分にあると考えている。{18}
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“Photography as Aesthetic Practice: Perspectives with Nishida Kitarō”
Filip Gurjanov 

(Charles University,Czech Republic)

Although not a central theme, aesthetics nevertheless played an import-
ant role throughout Nishida’s thought. Initially, Nishida’s interest 
revolved around the questions of art and beauty, as discussed in “An 
Explanation of Beauty” (「美の説明」, 1900) or Art and Morality (『芸
術と道徳』, 1923). However, it can be claimed that, with Nishida’s later 
writings, the very scope of aesthetics underwent essential broadening. 
Whether or not explicitly with art in mind, Nishida devoted much atten-
tion to pondering creative acting: human action as such can be charac-
terized as poiētic (ポイエシス的). In this context, the relevant question 
becomes how to best describe photographic activity as a specific “aes-
thetic practice.” Starting from that which is already made, a photogra-
pher is engaged in the making of photographic images. So what kind of 
seeing brings about “public objects” (公のもの) such as photographs that 
are worthwhile of others’ attention? And why is it interesting to take 
photographs at all? Can we perhaps speak of beauty in relation to pho-
tography? Or does their aesthetic quality rather have to do with their 
non-contestable realism? Rather than offering final answers to these 
questions, in my presentation I wish—to paraphrase John Maraldo–to 
sketch out possible paths that can be crossed with Nishida in an attempt 
to shed light on photography and the photographically relevant. {18}

“Incarnate Beauty: A Symbolistic Approach to Interdependence and 
Nothingness”

Juan Felipe Martinez Bueno  
(Universitat Politecnica de Valencia)

“Incarnate beauty” is an exploration of conceptual possibilities of sym-
bolism concerning the idea of beauty based on theoretical dialogue 
between Nishida Kitarō and the Spanish philosopher E. Trías. There-
fore, two main approaches are sequentially presented: beauty is at 
first understood as a relationship and afterward as a manifestation of 
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being. Symbology is used here as an epistemological anchor to explain 
concepts through integration of dual and connective structures (e.g., 
“and”). From this perspective, opposites are conditions of possibility 
among themselves. It follows that the beautiful “and” the ugly are inter-
dependent concepts. Hence, a particular mode of thinking is employed 
to overcome a rational and ontological model of contradictions, show-
ing a horizontal and mutual necessity, often expressed in the sphere of 
Arts. Furthermore, the assumption of incarnation implies that it is not 
complete if beauty does not contain its immanent opposite, allowing 
a vertical integration. In this way, art can be seen as a material recipi-
ent for the intangible idea of beauty. Moreover, once it is materialized, 
it enables a progressive return to non-rational, but a meta-conceptual 
understanding of total beauty as Nishida proposed: a full and ecstatic 
experience of the non-self (muga) and the simultaneous manifestation 
of being “and” nothingness. Finally, because of the vertical and horizon-
tal relationship with all levels of reality, an Annunciation of the genuine 
sense of beauty occurs in this world, paradoxically, beyond the limits of 
opposites. {18}

Session 2

 s41 

“Space and Aidagara: Watsuji’s Ethics Revisited”
Hans Peter Liederbach  

(Kwansei Gakuin University)

It would be an exaggeration to claim that the spatial turn that has been 
brought about in cultural and social sciences since the 1990s had exerted 
significant influence on philosophy. Albeit the notion of space has been 
on the philosophical agenda since the days of Plato and has been prom-
inent in Kant, Hegel, as well as in existentialist thought, the notion of 
time always gained priority. It is no exaggeration to say that philosophy 
has yet to discover one of its fundamental problems. In this talk I wish 
to utilize the insights of German philosopher Günter Figal for reinter-
preting Watsuji’s discussion of aidagara in his Ethics. Since the second 
decade of this millennium, Figal writes extensively on space as a phil-
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osophical concept with regards to life, art, and ethics; particularly with 
regard to ethics, there are significant parallels with Watsuji’s thought. 
As is well known, Watsuji intended to turn Heidegger’s conception of 
Dasein from its head to its feet by stressing the concept of space in his 
analysis of human being as ningen. However, as is also known, Watsuji 
did not succeed, since he overemphasized the aspect of wholeness of 
ningen at the cost of the aspect of individuality. It could be argued that 
one reason for Watsuji’s failure is his insufficient concept of space. In 
my talk, I will explore this concept and contrast it with Figal’s insights 
into the ethical aspects of space. By doing so, the problems inherent to 
Watsuji’s ethics will stand out more clearly; hence it will be possible to 
develop strategies to deal with them in an effective way. {18}

“In-between Watsuji’s and Spinoza’s Ethics: Questioning the Relation 
between Individuality and Commonalty”

Jordančo Sekulovski  
(Temple University Japan)

This presentation is a part of ongoing research focused on the obscure 
notion of kata in relation to Watsuji’s Ethics. Central to the research is 
the concept of kata or in Watsuji’s own words rin, a means of practical 
individual connection or fellowship, where these specific kata (forms 
or patterns) circumscribe the topology of human interaction within 
which human relationships take place. The newly expanded scope of 
inquiry allows for kata to be investigated as a generic technique for the 
self-creation and self-transformation of individuals, similar to Michel 
Foucault’s technologies of the self considered an ethical and aesthetic 
paradigm dating back to European antiquity. In the same vein, this 
presentation expands further the inquiry on kata as a technology of 
the self that delineates a Japanese form of ethics, in contrast to Baruch 
Spinoza’s Ethics one of the most philosophically revered and influential 
texts on the matter in the West. Spinoza speaks of two possible modes 
of existence where one can live either in a rightful or a wrongful way, 
where virtuous life naturally supports a rightful mode of being in the 
world. This is somewhat similar to the function of the kata itself which 
posits a framework for morality in the sense that one’s actions can be 
said to be rightful or in-kata as well as wrongful or out-of-kata. Wat-
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suji and Spinoza both emphasize the importance of reason in under-
standing the highest good common to all men. Therefore, I will argue 
that this mutual emphasis on the understanding of the highest good is 
articulated in Watsuji as a moral ethos based on reason and founded on 
the use of kata, at the same time attempting to establish a comparative 
framework within Spinoza’s Ethics. This comparison will be based on a 
shared view, in both Watsuji and Spinoza, on the importance of con-
crete human existence as a part of a greater socially entangled existence. 
Both Watsuji and Spinoza, find that the true starting point for ethics 
must be this concrete human existence whilst at the same time underlin-
ing the role of human beings as contemplating subjects. This presenta-
tion tries to establish a starting point for the possibility of a comparison 
of these two philosophers based on what they share in common, an 
ethical approach based on the dynamic nature of the relation between 
the individual and the communal. {19}

 s42 

 s43 

“The Theory of Love in Nishida’s Middle Period”
Sanada Wataru 眞田 航  

(Osaka University)

This presentation analyzes the concept of love discussed in Nishida 
Kitarō’s The Self-Aware Determination of Nothingness (1932). In this 
book, Nishida examined the relation between “I” and “Thou” in which 
the concept of love plays an important role. Firstly, I explain “self-aware-
ness”[自覚], which has a meaningful connection with the concept of 
love. I demonstrate that self-awareness is the individual differentiation 
of “absolute nothingness”[絶対無]. Next, I analyze the two aspects of 
love: “love of self ”[自愛] and “love of the other”[他愛]. The result of the 
analysis reveals that the former leads to solipsism and the latter leads 
to the loss of self. That is to say, I and Thou attempt to deny each other. 
However, these attempts always fail because I escapes from Thou, and 
vice versa. Therefore, the denial of the other turns into the affirmation 
of the other. Furthermore, I show that love unifies individuals into 
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one and divides one into individuals. Nishida’s theory of love grapples 
with both continuity and discontinuity. This presentation suggests that 
Nishida’s love describes the dialectic and driving force of interpersonal 
relations that make the existence of self and the other possible. {19}

“Evoking Muga-Appreciation of Beauty: Avenues beyond 
Disinterestedness”

Robert Ryan Smith 
(University College Dublin)

This essay expounds upon Nishida’s theory of beauty as an expression 
of muga (i.e. no-self) as intuitive truth (直覚的の真理). Nishida notes 
that muga is a particular state-of-mind (albeit, of “no-mind”), which he 
claims is loosely akin to the “disinterestedness” of Kant’s aesthetic the-
ory. My first contention is that this state-of-mind, prerequisite for aes-
thetic intuition, is not so much “disinterested” as it is unconcerned with 
directing or controlling inquiry. Aesthetic appreciation can be passion-
ate but in beholding the beauty of an object, we drop any attempts to 
strip it of its “accidental” traits or to fully contextualize it in its relations 
or to “hold it” in conceptual stasis. Beauty always has a trace of ambi-
guity in this theory (further exemplified through Nishitani’s account 
of muga and tathātā) that must be of no problematic concern to the 
beholder. Nishida also appears to believe that beauty can be found any-
where and in anything. If that is the case, then my second contention 
is that the question of beauty can no longer be about what is beautiful, 
but must shift to a question of what “things” are best equipped to evoke 
the aesthetic-experience. I suggest that one prime example would be art 
that staves off and frustrates any attempt at absolute conceptualization. 
This paper concludes using examples from both classical (e.g. Bashō) as 
well contemporary (e.g. Yayoi Kusama) Japanese art to show how the 
muga-appreciation of beauty may be achieved through very different 
methods with very different phenomenological content. {19}
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“A Broken Cup, An Empty Self: The Aesthetic Life in Nishitani’s 
Reading of Nietzsche and Eckhart”

Jonathan Ray Villacorta 
(Nanzan University)

Ueda Shizuteru’s description of Nishitani Keiji as one who has a “unique 
synthetic capability” is manifest in the latter’s attempt to find common-
alities in the seemingly opposing thoughts of Nietzsche and Eckhart. 
Placed as the opening chapter of the first volume of his collected works 
titled, The Philosophy of Elemental Subjectivity『根源的主体性の哲学』, 
Nishitani’s essay on Nietzsche and Eckhart gives his readers a glimpse of 
his early attempt to express what he calls the bottomless ground of being 
from whence “elemental subjectivity” is reached, from whence “life’s 
deepest unity” is manifested. Through a close reading of Nietzsche’s 
Thus Spake Zarathustra and Eckhart’s Sermons, Nishitani is able to paint 
a portrait of a “creative life” that is no longer bound by a limiting created 
fixed form manufactured by the ego, but one that has already broken this, 
and is already transformed into “a dance where infinite forms fluidly 
permeate each other.” This presentation joins Nishitani in his journey 
as he breaks the cup of the form of the ego so that the waters of “cre-
ative life” could finally be made to flow freely towards a life that is truly 
united and simply one, with the presupposition that the “creative life” 
that he articulates is not only a “good” life but a “beautiful” one. {19}

“A Comparative Study of Nishitani Keiji’s and Jacques Lacan’s 
Interpretations of Mysticism”

Kuwahara Tabito 桑原旅人 
(University of Tokyo)

This presentation attempts to compare the thoughts of Nishitani and 
Lacan. There seems to have been no direct communication between 
them although both were from the same generation. However, in my 
opinion, both have a theoretical commonality in the mystical interpre-
tation. Nishitani focused on two German mystics in ‘’The Relationship 
between God and Man in Eckhart’’ and ‘’Mechthild of Magdeburg’’. 
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Lacan similarly refers to Angelus Silesius and Teresa of Ávila in the sem-
inar of Encore (1972–1973). Their common point is to analyze these mys-
tics in terms of sexual differences. Nishitani understands the thought 
of Eckhart such as the breakthrough to God, as being masculine, while 
he regarded Mehtild’s attitude of exceeding herself with love and legal 
desire as being feminine. He confronts the powerful, rational thought of 
Eckhart with Mechthild who has a very passionate character and sexual 
desire. Therefore, we can insist that she affirms the overflowing desire 
unlike him, which emphasizes the true nothing and Gelassenheit by 
nullification. She gets into the deep darkness of the spirit by the pain 
and convulsions of her flesh. Such a division exists also in Lacan’s the-
ory. In fact, he considers Silesius emphasizing the contemplation of God 
as a male principle. Lacan names it the phallic enjoyment. Conversely, 
the position of Teresa of Ávila, who values the unity of Man and God, 
is the feminine enjoyment. A comparative study of Nishitani and Lacan 
can play a vital role in suggesting a contemporary resonance in Japanese 
and French thought. {19}

Session 3

 s41 

“Sensation and Will in Nishida’s ‘What Lies behind Physical 
Phenomena’: Kantian Aesthetics and Minkowskian Worldlines”

Dean Anthony Brink 
(National Chiao Tung University)

Nishida’s “What Lies behind Physical Phenomena” (1924), included in 
From the Acting to the Seeing (1927) demonstrates how Nishida’s con-
cerns over physicality lead him to engage such aesthetic issues raised by 
Kant and others in light of contemporary issues in modern physics. He 
explicitly specifies the aptness of an analogy with “aesthetic intuition” 
in describing the “active self ” and situating “will” in this essay. Here he 
presents a dynamic, inter-active relationality of force, physical objects, 
spacetime, will, and certainty that invokes Minkowski’s “worldlines” 
in four-dimensional spacetime. He engages scientists such as Euclid, 
Hertz, Lotze, and Minkowski, as well as philosophers, including Fichte, 
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Brentano, Kant, Lipps, Maine de Biran, Kraus, Plato, Plotinus, and 
unnamed others alluded to, including Einstein, Hegel, James, Nietzsche, 
and Schopenhauer. The focus of this essay is to trace Nishida’s situating 
of will and certainty—which play key roles in how he situates human 
perception, the scientific method, and the reflexive relationality of art 
that in shaping Kant’s later thought on sensation and aesthetics will be 
shown to influence Nishida’s thought and method. This minor work is 
overshadowed by slightly later work that would present his most well-
known concept of the basho (site, field) but as such it may contribute to 
a new awareness of how we understand the formation of his thought. 
It is suggested that Nishida develops a logic of dynamic emergence that 
parallels aesthetic engagement in its situating of constitutive elements 
of a process of approaching the physical. {19}

“The Deconstruction of Khōra: The Generation of Order and Event”
Shimoyama Hiroya 霜山博也 

(Nagoya University of Arts)

In this paper, I will search for khōra in contemporary society by using 
the deconstructive method of Jacques Derrida. First, I will go back to 
Ancient Greece and reconsider the structure of Platonism. This struc-
ture consists of original/copy so as to exclude/include the simulacrum. 
I will analyze the mode of images within our information society, and 
how it makes possible a different kind of art. Then, referring to the 
Timaeus, I will reconsider the role of khōra and its location as the sup-
plementary cause in the structure of creationism, which consists of the 
Demiurge and an idea, but khōra is also excluded and included in this 
structure. Khōra has two functions: at the material level, it brings order 
to elements and at the level of the non-material, it generates the event 
to change the body and the thing itself. Either way, it is always working 
as an impersonal function, and it makes this structure possible from 
behind. After this, I will deconstruct the theory of place by Nishida 
Kitarō and Nakamura Yūjirō using Derrida’s speech-act theory. Using 
his theory, I will clarify information as the perverformative in the social 
network and the media. Finally, I will consider Super Legal Buildings as 
deconstructive architecture. Khōra is the “law” that cuts the shape of 
buildings and prescribes the landscape of cities. The law is the parergon 
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that models the mode of community, where there is always the “other” 
beyond our vision. {19}

 s42 

“The Parallax Perspective: Karatani’s Affinity with Classical Japanese 
Aesthetics”

Douglas Atkinson  
(Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

While the philosophical and theoretical breadth of Karatani Kojin’s 
oeuvre may appear like the peak of a mountain that is too remote to 
reach, there is in fact a strong line of argumentative consistency at work 
between his early writings on literary theory in “Origins of Modern 
Japanese Literature” and the more explicitly political and philosophical 
tenor of his later works, such as “Transcritique” and “Isonomia and the 
Origins of Philosophy.” This paper will argue that the unifying theme 
running throughout his work is in fact an ontologically grounded 
aesthetic philosophy that is in fact entirely consistent and conversant 
with the tradition of classical Japanese aesthetics. As Michele Marra 
has argued in his “Modern Japanese Aesthetics,” the dominant trend 
in Japanese philosophies of the beautiful involve various attempts at 
harmonizing divergent points of conflict or tension. In congruence 
with this line of thought, this paper will demonstrate the affinity of 
Karatani’s thinking with the aesthetic tradition in Japan by focusing on 
the centrality of two major points, namely (1) the philosophical and aes-
thetic symmetry of his two key concepts, Inversion and Parallex; and 
(2) the conceptual centrality of the aesthetic in the work that grounds 
and unites the disparate threads of his thinking, namely, “Architecture 
as Metaphor.” This paper will explore the genealogy of Karatani’s aes-
thetics on multiple fronts, beginning with the temporal antinomies at 
play—the diachronic versus the synchronic, the past versus the future—
in “Origins of Modern Japanese Literature” before moving on to the 
political and/or conceptual antinomies of exchange and consumption 
addressed in “Transcritique.” {20}
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“Revisiting Japanese Postmodernism: When Azuma Reads Kojève”
Thierry Hoquet 

(Université Paris Nanterre)

In a famous passage of his Introduction à la lecture de Hegel (1947), 
Alexandre Kojève opposed the “animalization” of American culture to 
the “snobisme” of the Japanese world. Japan, Kojève claimed, had been 
experimenting with the “end of history” for several centuries, thus pre-
figuring the future of culture on a global scale. In a 2001 study,『動物化
するポストモダン―オタクから見た日本社会』(translated in 2009 as Otaku: 
Japan’s Database Animals), Azuma Hiroki (東 浩紀, 1971–) offered a 
reply and suggested that Japanese culture could not escape the global 
process of animalization. The current presentation will discuss Azuma’s 
reading and reply to Kojève. {20}

 s43 

“Iki and the ‘Trueness of Being’: Beauty in Kuki Shūzō and Martin 
Heidegger”

Okada Yūta 岡田悠汰 
(Kyoto University)

How do we share our sense of beauty across cultures? This question 
will be considered in my presentation through comparing Kuki Shūzō 
and Martin Heidegger. The relationship between Kuki and Heidegger 
has been long discussed. However, the focus of these discussions is 
often Heidegger’s influence on Kuki’s philosophy, especially the influ-
ence of Heidegger’s great work Being and Time (1927). In my presen-
tation, the relationship between their thought is viewed from the side 
of the philosophy of art. By comparing them it will be shown that they 
share a common aesthetic feature, namely, “tension.” In Kuki’s work 
The Structure of “Iki” (1931) he describes the Japanese aesthetic sense 
of beauty iki as a kind of tension, which consists of three moments, 
“coquetry (媚態),” “pride (意気地),” and “resignation (諦め).” In Heide-
gger’s aesthetic work The Origin of the Work of Art (1935/1936), he says 
that beauty arises in the work of art while unconcealment of being—
that is, “trueness of being (Wahrheit des Seins)”—appears. Accordingly, 
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for Heidegger trueness of being arises in “the strife between world and 
earth (Streit zwischen Welt und Erde).” Therefore, Kuki and Heidegger 
find beauty in a kind of tension. And this common character of tension 
leads us to explore the possibility of sharing our sense of beauty across 
cultures. {20}

“Kuki Shūzō’s Formalism and Philosophical Beauty”
Diogo Cesar Porto da Silva 

(Federal University of Minas Gerais)

In “The Rhyme in Japanese Poetry,” (「日本詩の押韻」, 1941) Kuki Shūzō 
argues for a new poetic form in Japanese poetry that would allow the 
composition of rhymed verses. Kuki takes a formalist stance, putting 
himself against the literary circles that affirm that traditional Japanese 
poetic forms better suit the Japanese language and sensibility. Kuki’s 
formalist approach claims that it is the sounds of language appear-
ing in poetry in the forms of rhythm and rhyme that allow poetry to 
“express the Being through the means of language.” He expresses this 
philosophical position by quoting the French poet and thinker Paul 
Valéry: “poetry is a pure system of linguistic contingencies,” and “there 
is a philosophical beauty in rhyme.” Running against the notion of form 
as a fixed and static set of rules, Kuki brings to his formalism the dyna-
mism of contingency and surprise, since it is the encounter between 
the sounds of words, which are regarded as the most unessential and 
random aspect of language, that makes it possible for poetry to fulfill its 
ontological role. In this sense, Kuki’s formalism has as its philosophical 
foundation Valéry’s concept of form, this last one conceived as a ratio-
nal configuration of language against its arbitrary daily use for the sake 
of communication. If there is no rational relationship between a word’s 
form and its meaning, this exists between the sounds of the words in a 
poem: a kind of philosophical beauty. {20}
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“‘Live as if you were dead’: Meister Eckhart and Tanabe Hajime”
Rebeca Maldonado Rodriguera 

(Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

“Live as if you were a dead” is a dictum central to Tanabe´s metanoeth-
ics. We find something similar in Eckhart’s thought. My paper begins 
with the attempt to draw out the ontological dynamic behind this say-
ing in the two thinker. I will then try to bring Tanabe’s thought in line 
with the reality of jiriki (or self-power) in today’s world. “Live as if you 
were a dead” implies that one can in the tension of opposites without 
having to draw them into the unity of a single. It is this paradoxical 
tension that is present through Tanabe’s metanoetics. He criticizes Eck-
hart’s thought for its failure to overcome the logic of identity and has 
become stuck in immediacy. InFor Tanabe, it is precisely because radi-
cal evil cannot be overcome that we ought to live as if dead, relentlessly 
unleashing the self-negating movement for it to be transformed into an 
affirmative movement. {20}

“Faith in ‘Nothingness’: The Absolute in Tanabe Hajime’s Philosophy 
of Religion”

Urai Satoshi 浦井 聡 
(Ōtani University)

Tanabe Hajime (1885–1962) began to develop his own philosophy of 
religion from autumn of 1944. This philosophy of religion contains a 
particularly odd idea: the absolute (in religion) is “absolute nothing-
ness,” which is nothing but the dialectical transformation. In other 
words, Tanabe did not identify the absolute with Being or with some-
thing personal, but rather with the principle which enables dialectical 
transformation and mediation, and which operates at the root of the 
historical world. This idea is strongly related to the fact that Tanabe 
studied mathematics and physics devotedly before he specialized in 
philosophy. Tanabe confessed that he couldn’t believe in any religion 
because religions have mythological and unscientific doctrines. There-
fore, after 1944, he tried to conceive of a religion which can be mediated 
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by science by eliminating the myths inherent to religion in general. In 
this perspective, the absolute as absolute nothingness or a dialectical 
principle was required. Even more surprisingly, Tanabe talked about the 
faith in absolute nothingness. What does it mean, to believe in “noth-
ingness”? How can nothingness be an object of belief? Throughout this 
presentation, I will try to clarify Tanabe’s original view on the absolute 
and its potential by referring to Tanabe’s texts dealing with philosophy 
of religion during the years 1946 to 1948. {20}

Session 4

 s41 

“Nishida’s An Inquiry into the Good and Wundt’s Ontology”
Mitsuhara Takeshi 満原 健 
(Nara Prefectural University)

“Pure experience” in Nishida has been often understood as a philo-
sophical expression of his spiritual awakening, achieved by studying the 
treatment of this philosophical concept in William James. According 
to this view, Nishida’s philosophy in An Inquiry into the Good, his first 
work, can be interpreted as being fundamentally derived from Japa-
nese and Chinese traditional thought. In contrast, I will show in this 
presentation that his ontological thought, expressed in his first book, 
is mainly based on Wundt’s ontology. Meiji-era Japan tried to assimi-
late German philosophy; this offered Japanese philosophers different 
theoretical frameworks, such as materialism vs. spiritualism, and real-
ism vs. idealism. Similar to Inoue Enryō (井上円了) and Inoue Tetsujirō  
(井上哲次郎), who attempted to found their original philosophy on 
these frameworks, Nishida was under the strong influence of German 
philosophy. Wilhelm Wundt, who is known as the founder of the first 
institute of psychology, was the German philosopher to whom Nishida 
was most attracted. Because of the industrialization of German society, 
the positivistic or empirical strand of thought spread throughout Ger-
many. The period following Hegel’s death in 1831 saw the emergence of 
many supporters of scientific psychology, which was founded by Weber, 
Fechner, and Wundt, among others. Scientific psychology was intro-
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duced into, and attracted considerable attention in, Japan during the 
1890s, when Nishida was studying philosophy at the Imperial Univer-
sity. Wundt’s philosophy, which captured the spirit of this age, aroused 
his interest. Wundt’s philosophy has some distinctive characteristics. 
First, we can recognize the truth through direct experience, in which 
the subject and object are not separate. Second, he adopts a spiritualis-
tic standpoint instead of a materialistic one because, according to him, 
matter is the objective aspect that is abstracted from direct experience. 
Third, he insists that the will gives our experience its unity and makes it 
possible; thus, his spiritualism is based on voluntarism. Last, he denies 
the existence of soul as a permanent substance. Nishida adopts all these 
characteristics. We must, therefore, refuse to accept the assertions that 
his originality lies in the negation of the substance or of the schema rep-
resenting the antagonism between the subject and object. In this pre-
sentation, I will argue about the above-mentioned similarities between 
Nishida and Wundt and then identify the aspects of Nishida’s thought 
that can be considered original. {20}

“Nishida’s Transcendentalist Interpretation of the ‘Perfect Map of 
England’”

Miikael-Aadam Lotman 
(Kyoto University)

It is widely known that in Intuition and Reflection in Self-Consciousness 
(1917) Nishida Kitarō adopted a Fichtean standpoint, distancing him-
self from his earlier attempts at explaining the nature of ‘true reality’ 
in terms of experimental psychology. In the introduction to the said 
work, he remarks that he arrived at Fichte’s notion of fact-act (Tathan-
dlung) by reading Josiah Royce’s supplementary essay to The World 
and the Individual (1900), where Royce provides a model for what he 
deems “the true theory of the meaning of life.” Although both Fichte 
and Royce can be loosely characterized as idealists, Royce was explicit 
in distancing his brand of absolute idealism from that of the German 
transcendentalists. In this regard, it seems mysterious as to how and 
why Nishida derived a Fichtean standpoint from the absolute idealism 
of Royce. In order to address this issue I will first explain Nishida’s moti-
vation for adopting Royce’s famous thought experiment of the ‘perfect 
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map of England’ as model for ‘true reality.’ Next, by clarifying some of 
the metaphysical assumptions underlying Royce’s model, I will argue 
that Nishida’s transcendentalist take is explained by his own diverging 
metaphysical assumptions regarding the dynamic nature and potential-
ity of “true reality.” {20}

 s42 

“A Confucian Investigation of Watsuji Tetsuro’s Mutual Relationship 
Ethics”

Tam Ka Pok 
(University of Glasgow)

Watsuji Tetsurō’s idea of aidagara (間柄, often translated as “mutual 
relationship”) is an essential concept in his ethics which has a strong 
Confucian heritage, as Yang Rur-Bin indicates in his recent book The 
Meaning of Opposition: The Trend of Anti-Neo Confucianism in Mod-
ern East Asia (『異議的意義：近世東亞的反理學思潮』). However, unlike 
Yangmingism and twentieth-century New Confucianism, Watsuji did 
not emphasize individual subjectivity and moral autonomy; rather, in 
both Ririgaku and Fudo, Watsuji emphasizes how climatic conditions 
influence the individual. Unsurprisingly, Watsuji supported Japanese 
militarist propaganda of absolute loyalty to the Emperor during the 
wartime, when he reduced individual subjectivity into the Japanese 
national subjectivity. This paper argues that the absence of individual 
subjectivity in Watsuji’s ethics is resulted from the absence of mind 
nature theory (心性論) in Watsuji’s ethics of mutual relationship. Mind 
nature which guarantees individual’s moral autonomy precedes and 
produces mutual relationships. Without mind nature, mutual relation-
ships lost their moral grounds, and the reduction of individuals into 
mutual relationships open to despotism. {20}
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“On the Elusive Equilibrium of Virtual Behavior: A Dialogue  
Between Yamaga Sokō and Aristotle”

Alexandra Mustățea 
(Tōyō University)

In an attempt to uncover possible readings of pre-modern Japanese 
Confucian philosophy within the broader context of intercultural eth-
ics, I will address the idea of virtue as a state of equilibrium (‘mean’) 
in a comparative perspective, by discussing Aristotle’s Eudemian Ethics 
and Yamaga Sokō’s Shidō. For both Aristotle and Sokō, the individual is 
defined by their behavior, their being-in-the-world. This premise, also 
echoed in Watsuji’s more recent concept of aidagara (which states that 
ethical questions of consciousness cannot be solved with reference to 
the individual self in isolation, divorced from nature and society, but 
can only be resolved precisely in “the in-betweenness of person and 
person”), puts moral behavior at the core of the ongoing debate on 
the nature of human sociality. Both Aristotle and Sokō (who mirrors 
Confucius in this respect) identify the locus of a virtuous character in 
a certain state of equilibrium, pointing to rationality as the primary 
method of attaining it. For Aristotle, whose approach to virtual behav-
ior is mainly descriptive, this equilibrium is found within the indi-
vidual’s consciousness, in a median state between opposing emotions 
which move along an axis ranging from excess to deficiency; whereas 
for Sokō, whose approach is more normative, this ‘mean’ is a state of 
balance between the individual and the universe, obtained by careful 
(intellectual and moral) self-cultivation and embodied in “ritual behav-
ior.” By comparing the two conceptual interpretations, I will reflect on 
the possibility of engaging Aristotelian and premodern Japanese Con-
fucian ethics in an intercultural dialogue. {20}
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“Dissenting from Modernity: Kyoto School Philosophy as a Political 
Aesthetic”

Niklas Söderman  
(Tallinn University)

The Kyoto School’s involvement in Japan’s prewar political debates have 
been assessed in various ways, but what seems clear is that their engage-
ment took place mainly through a framework that accepted and even 
rationalized the basic political arrangements of imperial Japanese state. 
This paper suggests that their approach was based on an aestheticized 
dichotomy between East and West in their philosophy, which conceived 
and reproduced an implicit political aesthetic in their work. Walter 
Benjamin famously noted that fascism is the aestheticization of politics, 
but at its root, much of our implicit politics already result from value 
judgments, where aesthetics, both in the sense of personal preferences 
and social judgments, play a significant role. As a societal logic, West-
ern modernity notably laid claim on intellectual activity, rationality 
and production of knowledge, but at the same time the orientalist gaze 
elevated Japanese art and aesthetics for their potential, as Iida Yumiko 
notes, to “help rejuvenate Western culture with novel aesthetic forms 
and alternative intellectual and moral principles.” Acceptance of this 
dichotomy designated the realm of aesthetics as a key source of value 
for Japanese modern identity, and as such it was also internalized by 
Japanese thinkers like the Kyoto philosophers. This paper will first dis-
cuss how a connection between politics and aesthetics can be fruitfully 
approached in the Kyoto School’s case, after which it will focus on the 
political aesthetic at work in the ground assumptions of their political 
philosophy, where that aesthetic springs from, and how it manifests in 
their philosophical work. {20}
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“Dialectics and Views of the State in Nishida and Hegel”
Ōsaki Harumi 大﨑晴美  

(Chūkyō University)

Nishida wrote that he had learned much from Hegel and had a lot to say 
about his philosophy. One of the targets of Nishida’s criticism was the 
Hegelian dialectic, to which Nishida opposed his own dialectic based on 
nothingness rather than Being. For both philosophers, the dialectic was 
not only the principle of human rational thought but also of the devel-
opment of the world and history which culminates in the formation of 
the state. Nishida’s critical gaze was also aimed at Hegel’s view of the 
state. Nishida regarded the Hegelian dialectic as an epitome of the total-
izing tendency that could sway reality as well as human thought, and 
his criticism of the Hegelian dialectic entailed the criticism of Hegel’s 
view of the state, which in Nishida’s eyes concretized this tendency and 
suppressed the individuality of citizens. Drawing upon his dialectic of 
nothingness, which he expected to be free from this tendency, Nishida 
conceived a state in which such individuality would be respected. Nev-
ertheless, ironically, his dialectic ended up reproducing this very ten-
dency, while the state as he conceived of it showed itself as totalitarian 
contrary to what he professed it to be. My presentation will compare the 
views of Hegel and Nishida on dialectics and the state, and explore how 
the former’s dialectic of nothingness turned into a logic advocating the 
totalitarian state on the pretext of presenting an alternative to that kind 
of state. {20}

 s44 

“Tanabe Hajime on Phenomenology and Sachlichkeit: Heiidegger’s 
Phenomenology of Life against Husserl’s Constitutive Phenomenology ”

Quentin Blaevoet 
(Université de Lille)

In this presentation, I will focus on Tanabe Hajime’s article from 1924, 
The New Turn in Phenomenology: Heidegger’s Phenomenology of Life. 
In this article, Tanabe begins by identifying a division in the German 
philosophy of his time between two dominant tendencies: namely that 
of philosophy of science (Philosophie der Wissenschaft) and that of phi-
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losophy of life. Tanabe looked at Husserl’s phenomenology which he 
thought was capable of grasping the unity of these two perspectives, 
trying to find the conditions of logical and mathematical knowledge on 
the basis of intuition and experience. However, the introduction of the 
phenomenological reduction was a disappointment to Tanabe since by 
bracketing the validities of concrete life in order to lay bare the essence 
of objects, Husserl could no longer meet the requirements of a proper 
philosophy of life. Heidegger’s conception of Dasein as being-in-the-
world, on the other hand, took concrete life as the central object of 
his philosophy; and the concept of Umgang was introduced precisely 
in order to describe the interactions between Dasein and the world. 
Since Heidegger’s philosophy was a phenomenology of concrete life, it 
seemed to Tanabe to succeed where Husserl’s had failed and to meet the 
requirements of the time. At the end of his life, Tanabe confessed his 
philosophical debt to Heidegger. Did he, then, retain Heidegger’s con-
cept of Umgang? How, then, did he appropriate it? In my presentation, 
I will analyze Tanabe’s understanding of the concept of Umgang, and I 
will try to show how it foreshadows the idea of absolute mediation in 
his later philosophy. {20}

“How Tanabe Hajime became Hegelian”
Kimoto Takeshi 樹本 健 

(Chūkyō University)

Against the backdrop of the rise of materialist dialectics in the late 1920s, 
a number of Kyoto school philosophers, most notably Nishida Kitarō 
and Tanabe Hajime, started to engage with Hegel’s philosophy and his 
notion of dialectic in particular. As a consequence, many of them came 
to describe their own standpoints as specifically “dialectical.” Yet, the 
case of Tanabe in adopting Hegel was full of twists and turns, because 
he had started as a neo-Kantian philosopher of science and mathemat-
ics. He deemed Hegelian dialectic unacceptable, because it represented 
the kind of speculative logicism that Tanabe criticized as “emanating” 
entities from “notions” and completely ignoring historical realities 
characterized by fundamental irrationality. This critique was not only 
informed by his Kantianism, but also Marxian dialectics as well as the 
Schellingian notion of “nature in god.” Why, then, did Tanabe come to 
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adopt Hegelian dialectics—despite his fundamental criticism? What 
were the major reasons for this turn or ‘conversion,’ if one so wills? A 
key was Tanabe’s critical reinterpretation of Hegel’s fundamental notion 
of the “identity of identity and non-identity.” While acknowledging the 
aporia between spirit and nature, subject and object, Tanabe insisted that 
both represented a “contradictory identity of identity and non-identity,” 
mediated by “absolute nothingness.” He also argued that this aporia 
could be only resolved practically, not contemplatively, in the instant 
of the “eternal present.” As Tanabe admits, he incorporated Nishida’s 
notions in this understanding of dialectics. Based on this key concept 
of the “contradictory identity,” Tanabe presented innovative reinterpre-
tations of Hegel’s other terminologies, such as alienation (Entäusserung, 
Entfremdung) and mediation (Vermittlung), a wholly different way from 
the standard interpretations. Thus, Tanabe reread dialectics as a logic 
of practical temporality, while avoiding the pitfalls of Hegelianism. In 
this presentation, I will clarify the pivot point of Tanabe’s turn, tracing 
his treatises before and after his adoption of dialectics in his “Hegelian 
Philosophy and Dialectics” (1931). {21}
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「大岡信における水の概念」
Ishikawa Hiroyuki 石川洋行 

(University of Tokyo)

戦後日本を代表する詩人・大岡信の詩篇には「夏のおもひに」「水底吹笛」 
（「初期詩篇」より）や『故郷の水へのメッセージ』（1989など、一貫して水の
イマージュが重要なモチーフとして現れるが、これらは一般に湧水地・三島に
育った幼年期の経験的影響や、エリューアル他シュルリアリスムの無意識性
との理論的邂逅が結実したものとして解釈されている。また大岡は『現代詩
試論』『詩人の設計図』『詩の思想』ほかすぐれた詩論でも知られ、それら膨
大な著作は戦後詩の歴史と命脈を今に伝える貴重な資料となっており、そこ
では例えば「言葉は基本的にいうと流れだと思うんだよね」（『詩の誕生』55
頁）と明言される通り、生成消滅する詩的言語の無意識性、流動性、音楽性
が重要なテーゼとして強調され水と重ね合わされている。だが同時に大岡の
詩論では言語の素材的物質性に関しても理論的考察を与え考覈する態度が
堅持されており、ただ欲望にまかせて流れていく言語が望まれたのではなか
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った。このような詩的言語における質料と形相の二項対立を止揚するものとし
て、大岡の詩論において言語の物質性と水の流動性はいかに接合し、その詩
的世界を形成する基礎となっていたのかを考察する。{21}

「西谷啓治における自然の概念―造化的自然」
Saitō Takako 斎藤多香子  

(Institut National des Langues et Civlisations Orientales)

日本で創作されてきた藝術的作品を考察する時、自然は大きなインスピレ
ーションを与えてきたものの一つであり、極めて重要な要素である。西谷啓治
は、多数のテキストの中で、自然と人間の関係、自然と藝術の関係について
論じた。それらのテキストに基づいて、まず、西谷が複数の意味で自然を説明
していることを分析する。次に、造化的自然という、藝術と自然の関係につい
て、特に芭蕉の俳諧を創作する姿勢を説明する際使われている概念を考察す
る。これは、単なる野生的自然でも、人間が人間中心の立場から利用する自
然でもない。造化的自然とは、文化的創造の根源であり、本来的な生産力を
持つ自然である。そして、芭蕉の創作の姿勢は、造化的自然から出て、造化的
自然にかえるものであり、自然から遊離することなく、しかも自然を超えるも
の、と説明される。この造化的自然という概念は、日本における藝術的な創
作活動や美的な表現を捉える上で極めて重要な視点を提供するのではない
か。{21}

Session 5

 s41 

“Watsuji’s Climatology as a Transcendental Anthropology”
Chu Ming Hon  

(Bergische Universität Wuppertal)

I propose to read the climatology of Watsuji Tetsurō (和辻哲郎) as a tell-
ing approach to the radical self-critique of transcendental philosophy. 
My presentation is structured in three parts. In the first part, I argue that 
phenomenology as transcendental philosophy is both in need of and 
has indeed already undergone an “anthropological turn,” namely that 
phenomenology must transform itself into a “transcendental anthro-
pology” in order to clarify its own ground. In the second part, I suggest 
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to read the climatology of Watsuji as a contribution to the anthropo-
logical turn of phenomenology, by articulating how his critical revi-
sion of the Daseinsanalytik launched by Martin Heidegger ends up an 
innovative approach to transcendental anthropology. In the third part, 
I explain why aesthetics plays a crucial part in his climatology, following 
which art becomes a key to decipher the uniqueness of each climate and 
culture (風土) as the conditions of human existence. If Edmund Husserl 
mainly regards anthropology as a regional study posterior to philoso-
phy as universal science, his assistant Ludwig Landgrebe has outlined 
the agenda for phenomenology to ground itself through anthropology 
in a revised sense. This new orientation is especially needed when a 
theological turn of phenomenology, represented by Jean-Luc Marion 
and Jean-Louis Chrétien, has come on the scene. While the human ten-
sion between universality and particularity is dissolved from a divine 
viewpoint, Watsuji’s climatology indicates the royal road for discover-
ing the basic structure of human existence. Accordingly, “man discovers 
himself in climate.” {22}

“Does ‘Satoyama’ Really Refer to Beautiful Landscapes?”
Laÿna Droz 

(Kyoto University)

Satoyama (里山) is often explained as being heterogeneous mosaic 
landscapes covered and structured by symbols and usages. But in 
English, “landscape” considers the features of a land in terms of their 
aesthetic appeal. Despite the common usage of the word “landscape” 
in the explanations of the Japanese concept of satoyama in foreign lan-
guages, references to beauty as the disinterested enjoyment emerging 
from an aesthetic experience are surprisingly scarce in the Japanese 
usage of the word. The “Satoyama initiative” discussed in Japanese and 
international policy-making promotes traditionally integrated resource 
management based on a symbiotic interaction between ecosystems and 
humans. It is said that “Satoyama landscapes” provide a large diversity 
of ecosystem services and integrate human beings as active parts of the 
ecosystem. A tension seems to appear between satoyama as interested 
ways of using the environmental resources surrounding us that might 
accidentally induce nostalgic feelings, and the idea of the disinterested 
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aesthetic experience of the landscape. I explore this tension based on 
Watsuji Tetsuro’s dynamic concept of fūdo, Berque’s understanding of 
the landscape, and the theories of integrated environmental manage-
ment. Eventually, this might bring us closer to the evasive idea of envi-
ronmental beauty. {22}

 s42 

“Falling into Fulfillment: Rhythm, Effect and Meaning in Classical 
Japanese Nō Theater”

David Sandor Cseh  
(Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary)

Besides being the most important nō performer and writer of his time, 
Zeami Motokiyo (1363?–1443?) was also the first theoretician of classical 
Japanese Nō theater, writing treatises on various aspects of Nō drama 
and performance. His thoughts and instructions on rhythm are of par-
ticular interest as rhythm is of utmost importance in nō. The beating 
of the drums, the notes held and let go on the nōkan flute, the chanting 
of the chorus, the gestures and dance of the actor are all a part of a 
complex rhythmic system which defines Nō’s unique form of beauty. 
In my paper I will examine the role rhythm plays in nō by analyzing 
two seemingly simple but important terms in Zeami’s teachings. In 
拾玉得花 he links 成就 (“fulfillment”) with 落居 (“falling into place”) 
while discussing the jo-ha-kyū (序破急) rhythmical aesthetic concept. 
Through detailed analysis of these terms in this and other Zeami texts 
I will attempt to elucidate how the theatrical-rhythmic device of jo-ha-
kyū may lead to an experience of “culmination” and “settlement” in the 
audience, and how the rising tempo of nō may paradoxically evoke a 
sense of falling—a falling into fulfillment. {22}

“Spirit of Place: Zeami’s Tōru and the Poetic Manifestation of Mugen”
Daryl Jamieson 

(Shōwa University of Music)

Zeami Motokiyo was one of nō’s most important theorists and practi-
tioners, and mugen (“dreams and illusions”) nō one of his most sophis-
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ticated innovations. Using the play Tōru as a model case, in this paper 
I will explore how Zeami’s nō utilize waka theory and Buddhist ontol-
ogy that was current in his time. I will especially examine his use of 
utamakura, the poetic device of intertextual allusion via place names. I 
will argue that utamakura is foundational to mugen Nō, the main char-
acter (shite) being a spirit attached to a particular famous utamakura 
place. Tōru—set in a ruined Kyoto garden designed to mimic Shiogama, 
an utamakura location in Tōhoku–is a prime example of how Zeami’s 
structures his nō around utamakura. In the second part of the paper I 
will analyse Tōru’s text and music through the lens of Ueda Shizuteru’s 
theory of language. In placing poetic spirits of place on stage, Zeami 
shows the power of language to manifest something like conventional 
reality. Mugen Nō takes place, I will argue, entirely inside the mind of 
the supporting priest character (waki)—the shite spirit manifests via 
poetic “hollow language” (utamakura) in the waki’s mind. Furthermore, 
when watching mugen Nō, the music and poetry combine to create a 
space wherein the entire audience become waki; we share the aesthet-
ic-spiritual experience of the spirit of place manifesting in our commu-
nal mind. His ritualistic staging of the opening up of the hollow expanse 
is the beauty of Zeami’s art. {22}

 s43 

「九鬼周造における音韻論について」
Higaki Tatsuya 檜垣立哉 

(Osaka University)

九鬼周造は『偶然性の問題』や、『「いき」の構造』で知られる哲学者であ
るが、他方初期より文芸的なものへの関心を深くもち、とりわけ音韻論につい
ては、研究者小浜が指摘するように、九鬼の思考のなかでの特異な位相に位
置するとおもわれる。もちろん九鬼はフランスの象徴派の詩人や欧米文学につ
いて深い造詣をもつのであるが、一方で日本文学のあり方において、その言葉
と思考との関係を深く問い詰めた。しかもそのやり方は、（幾分かの詩作はお
こなっているとはいえ）西田のようなものではなく、より深く、永劫回帰の時間
論や、偶然性の邂逅論に結び付けられるものであるとおもう。音の奏でるハ
ーモニーや反復のあり方はまさに時間そのものの構造の文学的表現であると
もおもえ、この点に関する九鬼の思考は、独自にもおもえる。本発表では、同
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様に音と反復をひとつのラインとしておいたドゥルーズ＝ガタリの『千のプラト
ー』におけるリフレイン論を補助線におき、九鬼がどのような仕方このような
文芸・音韻・時間・反復・永劫回帰を思索し、またそれを自己の形而上学的思
考に繋がっていったのかの一端を解明できればとおもう。{22}

「制度派経済学と和辻哲郎の「間柄」との比較」
Honda Takahiro 本田隆裕 

(Kyoto University)

本発表は和辻の倫理学における「間柄」の構造を新制度派経済学（New 
Institutional Economics）と比較して論じることで、和辻の倫理学がこれ
まで「日本性」ともいえるものに閉じ込められてきたことに反論するものであ
る。新制度派経済学の前身である旧制度派経済学はアメリカのT・ヴェブレン
に起源を持つが、どちらも一般的な経済学が対象とする「市場」のみならず 

「組 織」や「文化」といった広い範囲をも対象とする点では変わらな
い。一方和辻の「間柄」は和辻倫理学における重要概念の一つであ
り、大づかみに言えば個別と全体が無底的な弁証法を無限に繰り返
すというもので、これまでも様々な研究が為されてきた。しかし特に戦
後の解釈は、その全体性の個別性に対する優位を指摘し批判するも
のが多く、更には和辻の理論自体を「日本学」のような地域性・特殊性
を持つものとして眺める立場もあった。本発表では本来異なる起源を
持つ二つの学が偶然にも非常に近い理論的枠組みを用いて人間や制
度のあり方を説明していることを指摘すると共に、新制度学派経済学
者である青木の制度モデルと和辻の「人間」の構造を比較し、和辻の 

「人間」が地域的な特殊性から離れた意義を持つ事を指摘する。{22}

 s44 

“Looking through Keyholes: The Hermeneutical Value of Aesthetic 
Categories”

Anna Zschauer 
(University of Hildesheim)

It took a hermeneutical process to integrate aesthetics within academic 
discourse in Japan. This process was—and still is—twofold because it 
entails understanding the idea behind the Western concept of aesthetics 
as well as understanding the Japanese tradition in light of this concept. 
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To clarify the hermeneutical nature of this process, special attention 
should be given to aesthetic categories (美的範疇) like aware, yūgen, iki, 
fūga, and the like. I will start with Ōnishi Yoshinori’s (大西克礼) account 
of aware by asking what qualified aware as an aesthetic category for him 
and what he gains by inserting genuine Japanese terms into his system 
of aesthetics. Then I will trace exemplary paths that lead from aware 
into the past of Japanese tradition, and to other conceptions of aesthet-
ics developed around the same time, as well as the reception of Ōnishi’s 
aesthetics today. I argue that aesthetic categories work like ‘keyholes’. 
On the one side, they offer a narrowly defined outlook on Japanese 
culture. Because of their ample ramifications, they are often utilized to 
constitute strands of coherence. On the other side, as they are consid-
ered untranslatable, they are also ‘building hermeneutical walls’ around 
so called Japanese culture. Thus, they help in corroborating the idea 
that Japanese thinking was permeated by aesthetic affectivity instead 
of being systematically structured. In view of these correlations, how 
does the keyhole function of aware work? Does aware contribute to an 
honest depiction of Japanese culture—or to its aestheticization? {22}

“Jien: the Buddha’s Teaching in Poems, the Poetic Buddha’s Teaching”
Fedianina Vladlena  

(Moscow City University)

This study analyzes how Buddhist philosophical ideas were interpreted 
in aesthetic and artistic ways in mediaval Japan. It is based on the cycle of 
poems entitled Kasuga hyakushu sō composed by the Tendai monk Jien 
(1155–1255). Jien sought to find the truth through the beauty of words 
and contended that the Japanese language (and Japanese poetry in par-
ticular) could express both the ultimate and the commonsense truths 
(真諦 and 俗諦). A textual analysis of Kasuga hyakushu sō (circa 1218, 
103 waka) sheds light on some seminal features of Japanese Buddhism 
including the five Confucian virtues (仁, 義, 礼, 智, 信), the place of Jap-
anese deities (kami) in the system of Buddhist teaching, the spatial con-
cept of the “three countries” (三国), and the theory of the “ten realms” 
(十界) particularly important to the Tendai school. Kasuga hyakushu 
sō was an offering to the Kasuga Shrine, where the ancestral deities of 
the Fujiwara clan were worshiped. Conversely, this cycle of poems also 
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reflects the historio-philosophical views of Jien, who believed that the 
role of the Fujiwara family in the history of Japan was willed by Amat-
erasu. This study utilizes Jien’s waka to demonstrate how he expressed 
complex Buddhist ideas through aesthetic means and derived artistic 
pleasure from Buddhist doctrines. {22}

Session 6
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“Nishida on Klinger’s ‘Painting and Line Drawing’”
Florencia di Rocco Valdecantos 

(Keiō University)

I will present Nishida’s「マックス・クリンゲルの《絵画と線画》の中から」, a 
relatively unknown piece of commentary about art, in particular, about 
“line drawing” in contrast to “painting.” It’s actually one of the few texts 
where Nishida analyzes art throughout its material constraints, instead 
of approaching it by abstract categories. Following Klinger’s Malerei 
und Zeichnung, he presents the idea that「すべて芸術的表現の材料に
は、その材料に固有であって、他によって表すことのできない精神がある。」 
(“In each medium of artistic expression there is a spirit peculiar to that 
material that cannot be expressed by any other material.”) The presen-
tation will thus be the occasion to restore some of Klinger’s original 
propositions, to make visible Nishida’s translation and choice of con-
cepts, and to inquiry how this subtle analysis of material constraints 
joins together with recurrent notions from his metaphysics. {23}

“Art, Virtue, and Affective Therapy: Animating History and the 
Suprasensible in Nishida’s Philosophy”

Philip Martin  
(Macquarie University, Australia)

In Nishida Kitarō’s later philosophy, great emphasis is placed on how 
historical transformation and its relationship to the individual should 
be understood. As the expressive domains that affect our relationship to 
the world most deeply, art, ethics, and religious experience have signif-
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icant roles to play. In this presentation I will use some of Nishida’s later 
work to interpret ideas that arise in his earlier work Art and Morality 
(1923) and explore the consequences this interpretation has for rethink-
ing the role of art in Post-Kantian critical philosophy. I will argue that 
reading Nishida’s work in this way shows how we are individually and 
collectively transformed by aesthetic experience. By linking intimate 
personal transformation to collective history, this approach offers a way 
of interrogating the therapeutic functions of art, without dissolving its 
value into escapism. Using the examples of animations by Satō Jun’ichi 
and Miyazaki Hayao, alongside the work of philosophers of film like 
Stanley Cavell, I will explore the ways that works of art can express eth-
ical and theological virtues through therapeutic engagement and trans-
form our orientation to the historical world. Art is significant in this 
case because the transformative experiences and virtues it expresses do 
not need to be articulated in terms of rational principles or practical 
utility. I will suggest that Nishida’s understanding of art in terms of his-
torical transformation helps us understand one of the most important 
but often overlooked aspects of Kantian and Post-Kantian critical phi-
losophy: the resolution of suprasensible ideals with the sensible world 
of history. {23}

 s42 

“Appreciation of Nature in Traditional Japanese Aesthetics: 
Ambivalent Ethical Repercussions”

Wawrzyn Warkocki  
(University of Toulouse)

In my paper, I wish to examine the idea of the paradoxical character of 
“the Japanese traditional love of nature,” as introduced by Saitō Yuriko. 
There is a particular tendency in the Japanese culture to cherish natu-
ral objects and phenomena, which finds its expression in a wide range 
of aesthetic practices. The natural beauty of the Japanese archipelago 
and Japan’s cultural specificity is often regarded as a basis for such an 
emotive appreciation of the natural environment. However, the love of 
nature and the sensitivity about its beauty do not necessarily lead to 
a caring relationship with that same nature. Numerous environmental 
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crises in modern Japan speak in favor of such a claim. According to 
Saitō, there are three specific traditions, which nourish such an ambiv-
alent approach to nature in Japan: (1) Propensity to perceive nature as a 
friend and companion, (2) the idea of unity between nature and man-
kind in the transience of life, and (3) the Buddhist belief in harmonious 
communion between humans and the natural world. The aim of my 
paper is to discuss these traditions, as well as the threats they potentially 
pose. Moreover, I wish to argue for taking into consideration an addi-
tional fourth factor that takes into account the sociological background, 
which is at play in the creation of most aesthetic theories in question. 
Namely, they are usually conceived by a court or an urban intellectual 
community, which are often detached from the hardships of concrete 
labor in the natural environment. Notwithstanding this paradox, I 
believe there is still great ethical potential in the traditional Japanese 
approach to “nature.” As I will go on to argue, this is connected with the 
very absence of a modern scientific conception of nature. {19}

“Consensus and Divergence in Ernest Fenollosa and Okukura 
Kakuzō’s Cardinal Concepts of Beauty and Aesthetics”

Arthur Mitteau  
(University Paris Diderot)

Sometimes in order to study a subject, one can be led to return to one 
of its origins. If the phrase “Japanese aesthetics” can be used in order 
to describe specific theories and attitudes towards art and literature 
prior to the Meiji era, we must not forget the fact that aesthetics phi-
losophy, as a specific discipline and field, has been introduced at the 
beginning of contemporary era, around 1870. In particular, that event 
proved to be a milestone in the use of the notion of “beauty” (bi, among 
other terms) that was rather under-referenced in prior theorical texts 
in China and Japan. But how did the first modern “aesthetics” special-
ists in Japan first try to bring this notion of “beauty,” in that particular 
cultural context, into definition? And what do their endeavours reveal 
about philosophical problems pertaining to this field? The present 
proposal endeavours to shed new light on the cardinal æsthetical con-
cepts developed by Ernest Fenollosa (1853–1908) and Okakura Kakuzō 
(Tenshin, 1862ī1913), two of the initiators of the paradigm of modern 
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aesthetics in Japan. Okakura’s and Fenollosa’s position in the history of 
thought and the art world in Japan has long been the focus of scholarly 
works, and yet a fundamental questions lingers : what meaning does 
the word “beauty” convey exactly in their works? What of aesthetics? 
We find here an inextricable link between the two authors, for, in a lot 
of respects, Okakura seems to adhere to Fenollosa’s ideas. But then, at 
some point, he takes a critical turn and his ideas start to follow a new, 
personal, direction, while Fenollosa himself appears to grow doubtful 
about the first formulation of his own theory. I argue that these parallel 
evolutions are both linked to fundamental problems, pertaining to the 
project of apprehending historical Japanese art schools and genres in 
terms of “beauty”; and that we can observe, in Okakura’s reflections, 
new ideas conceived in order to overcome this, via a second definition 
of aesthetics, one that renders beauty peripheral (in his 1906 Book of 
Tea), or via an alternative criterion for the appreciation of art, a category 
he coins as “interesting” (in his 1911’s Nature in East Asiatic Painting). 
The latter option, in particular, can be described as echoing nowadays 
research in aesthetics that tend to describe aesthetics appreciation as a 
self-motivated increase in attention of the subject. During this presenta-
tion, I will aim to answer the following questions, which I hope can be a 
contribution to this field of research: (1) How does Fenollosa shift from 
a theory based on the notion of “idea” and “idealism” (in the beginning 
of 1880s), to another that revolves around a threefold concept, that of 
“synthesis” (in the mid 1890s)? (2) How, in both authors, can we observe 
a growing doubt about the very pertinence of the Western paradigm of 
aesthetical” philosophy, even if they cannot fully abandon it? (3) How 
can Okakura’s later texts be seen as an answer to this dilemma? Other 
difficult points, such as the complex relation between Fenollosa, Okak-
ura and Hegelian aesthetics, will be addressed on a limited scale (due to 
the vastness of the issue). {19}
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“Beauty as the Beast: The Spinozism of Kuki Shūzō”
Graham Mayeda 

(University of Ottawa)

In “L’expression de l’infini dans l’art japonais,” Kuki Shūzō wrote, “the 
infinite is everywhere; there is nothing in which it is not found.” It fol-
lows therefore that “if the infinite is in each object, each object must be 
beautiful without exception.” Even in the rotting eggplant (nasu) or the 
misshapen gourd (hyōtan) there is beauty: “Here is the handsome beast! 
Here is the beautiful demon!”What is beauty? Is it simply life expressing 
itself directly? The purpose of this paper is to explore the idea in Kuki’s 
philosophy that the beautiful is simply boundless life expressing itself 
infinitely. To address this topic, I propose to explore the relationship 
between the transcendent and the immanent, which is a theme in Kuki’s 
writings on aesthetics (and in East Asian philosophy generally), but also 
his metaphysics, for instance in The Problem of Contingency (『偶然性の
問題』). Specifically, I will approach the topic by examining what drew 
Kuki to the philosophy of Henri Bergson and Maine de Biran. The phi-
losophy of both these French thinkers can be interpreted as forms of Spi-
nozism, and so I will investigate to what degree Kuki’s philosophy of the 
transcendent and the immanent is Spinozist by examining the aspects 
of Bergson and Maine de Biran’s thought that he adopts or adapts. I will 
also inquire into whether Kuki’s Spinozism is influenced by, the result 
of, or simply expressed by means of his interpretation of their thought. 
I was inspired to examine the possibility of Kuki’s Spinozism thanks to 
reading Gilles Deleuze, who was, like Kuki, interested in Bergson and 
Maine de Biran, and whose thought is often characterized as “neo-Spi-
nozism.” In the course of drawing out the Spinozist elements of Kuki’s 
thought, I propose to use Deleuze’s interpretation of Bergson and Maine 
de Biran as a foil to Kuki. I think that he is a good foil, because like Kuki, 
Deleuze was interested in both philosophy and art. Moreover, I see res-
onances between his analysis of difference and sameness as expressed 
in works such as Différence et Répétition and Kuki’s analysis of the same 
relationship in The Problem of Contingency. {23}
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“Nothing Exists, If Not in Relation: 間 and the Beauty of 
Transformations”

Francesca Greco  
(Universität Hildesheim)

In Japanese aesthetics, beauty is immersed in a complex nexus deeply 
influenced by the relationality of natural things. At the same time, 
beauty is very human because of the human ability to create things, for 
example in the field of art. Beauty can be understood as the practice of 
tracing impermanence (無常, mujō) within nature and re-tracing the 
dynamic of its transformations artistically. In this practice there is no 
conflict between the natural and the cultural aspect of this flowing, but 
they arise from their mutual relation. That is why certain forms of Jap-
anese art aim to be very natural. My intention is to reflect on this kind 
of relationality and consequently, to sketch an overview concerning 
beauty and relation. I will base my argumentations on the character 間, 
where we find a lot of elements to explain the peculiarity of the per-
ception in Japanese aesthetics. Without any claims of completeness, I 
will focus on five dimensions of 間, as distance or leeway, interception, 
space, time and emptiness, without neglecting its consequences as well 
as natural and cultural aspects. Concluding my presentation, I would 
like to inquire if the concept of relation or relationality, combined with 
the one of beauty, results transformed into a “practice of distances” (間), 
aesthetically as well as ethically. {23}

 s44 

“The Ethical Significance of Everyday Aesthetic Imperfections”
Lucas Scripter  

(The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen)

Can aesthetic imperfections play an edifying role in the lives of moral 
agents? In other words, is there a sense in which the sensible defects in 
the world around us stand in some positive, supporting relationship to 
the ethical life? In what follows I will argue that there is indeed an edi-
fying role for aesthetic imperfections, especially of the everyday variety. 
The beauty of the chipped, gnarled, and otherwise blemished can reveal 
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the value of a flawed world, indeed in a more powerful way than can 
the beauty of less flawed objects. The beauty of broken, defective things 
reminds us of the value of life in an imperfect world, and this itself has 
moral value. My argument begins with a more general consideration of 
how the ethical stands to the aesthetic, focusing on some remarks by 
Aurel Kolnai and R. F. Holland. These comments, unfortunately brief 
and unexplored, point to the way in which aesthetic experiences can 
underscore the value of existence, thereby playing an edifying role in 
the moral life. More specifically, Kolnai and Holland’s comments sug-
gest that aesthetic experiences can sustain the ethical by reminding 
agents of the goodness of living. From here I turn to whether every-
day aesthetic imperfections might play this role in a distinctive way. 
Drawing on the work of philosophers Yanagi Sōetsu and Saitō Yuriko, I 
will argue that everyday aesthetic imperfections possess certain features 
that allow them to play a deep role in edifying life, including sustaining 
a will to live in an imperfect world. {23}

“香を聞く: Kōdō as the Experience of Emptiness”
Kristýna Vojtíšková 

(Charles University, Prague)

With a handful of exceptions, it is only recently that philosophy has 
started to concern itself with olfaction as a unique source of recogni-
tion, or even as the paradigm sense of perception (Lycan, Keller). It 
appears that the smell has been considered as primitive and animalistic, 
and therefore rather neglected among other senses. That notwithstand-
ing, it is indisputable that the smell and its perception has been playing 
a decisive role in the affection, creation of memories, and intimacy. As 
such, it has been serving as a powerful source of artistic imagination in 
fine arts, literature, perfumery and, one of the classical Japanese arts of 
refinement, the art of smell or “way of fragrance,” kōdō (香道). When 
practicing kōdō, one refines one’s smell via appreciating (monkō, 聞香) 
and distinguishing (kumikō, 組香) various types of incense. The indi-
visible part of the ceremony is the aspect of playfulness manifested in 
activities such as incense-comparing games. In my view, the playful-
ness is to disguise the other purpose of ceremony, the vanishing of the 
line between self and other. The practice of monkō—“listening to the 
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fragrance,” obscurely mingling senses of hearing and smell, appears to 
operate as an agent of one’s perception of the non-dualistic nature of self 
and the world. Furthermore, both monkō and kumikō are remarkably 
parallel with what is commonly understood as mind’s modus operandi 
(分かる⇄分ける). My paper concerns kōdō practice as a type of med-
itation that allows one to glimpse into the vast depth of the dialectic 
dynamics of self-other relatedness. I will attempt to sketch out how the 
process of “(un)taming the formless” in kōdō practice engages in what I 
understand as the experience of emptiness. {24}

Session 7

 s41 

“Re-Evaluating the ‘Beginning’ of Japanese Philosophy: Inoue 
Tetsujirō, Inoue Enryo, and Nishida Kitarō”

Richard Stone  
(Hokkaidō University)

Let us consider the two following statements, both of which are widely 
accepted. First, we can follow years of scholarship and common-sense 
understandings of Japanese intellectual history and say that Nishida’s 
theory of pure experience was the first original philosophical theory in 
Japan. Next, we can also state that Nishida’s theory of pure experience 
was evidently influenced by—and markedly similar to—both Inoue 
Tetsujirō’s concept of “reality-qua-phenomena” and Inoue Enryo’s the-
ory of the “middle path.” Although these claims do not contradict one 
another, putting them side by side inevitably leads to the question of 
what set Nishida apart from two preceding philosophers who evidently 
seemed to be making similar claims to his “original” philosophy. Thus, 
in this presentation, I will take a look at the continuity and difference 
between these philosophers while asking what it means to say that 
Nishida was original in comparison to either Inoue. In doing so, I will 
largely accept the thesis that it was the rigor of Nishida’s argument (and 
not any one specific or concrete claim) that separates him from previ-
ous philosophers. However, rather than merely note the lack of rigor 
of either Inoue, I will try to isolate methodological aspects of Nishida’s 
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philosophy that give his work universal value; specifically I will point to 
both Nishida’s analysis of the structure of directly given experience as 
the key difference between him and his predecessors and his ability to 
motivate his theory without relying on appeals to synthesizing Eastern 
and Western wisdom. {24}

“First Steps on the Tetsugaku no Michi: Constructing an Introductory 
Course in Japanese Philosophy”

Roman Paşca  
(Kyoto University)

What is Japanese philosophy? Is it homogeneous? Is it unique? Why is it 
so often so conspicuously absent from the curricula of academic insti-
tutions in the “West”? What is its relevance for world philosophy? These 
questions represent the starting point for this presentation. The Insti-
tute for Liberal Arts and Sciences (ilas) at Kyoto University, founded in 
2013, aims to conduct “general education programs for undergraduate 
students of all faculties and departments.” ilas courses—grouped into 
several clusters, such as “Humanities and Social Sciences,” “Natural Sci-
ences,” “Languages,” “Informatics” etc.—are all offered in English. At 
the ilas, I started teaching in April 2019 an introductory course in “Jap-
anese Philosophy.” In this presentation, I try to reflect on the process of 
constructing this course, from writing the syllabi for each semester, to 
actually teaching in class, and then to evaluating students. Of course, 
in this process the very definition of “philosophy” is brought into ques-
tion, so my reflections also represent an attempt to determine how 
the philosophical mainstream—e.g., the Graeco-European tradition - 
might make a place for Japanese philosophy. {24}
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“From Resonance to Encounter, on the Edge of Nothingness, Beauty’s 
Pathway: Ma”

Ado Huygens 
(International Federation of Daseinsanalysis, Belgium)

Beauty! Everyone has experienced it, but no one can define it. Can it 
ever be grasped? It’s an amazing, challenging, demanding path which 
attunes us to beauty, to art! It takes time, so much time to feel the atmo-
sphere, to meditate on what happens, not “in front of,” but in the pres-
ence of beauty. To be attuned to its specific gift. The relation between art 
and beauty might be experienced as an abyssal unconcealedness of our 
own paradoxical essence, as the transmutation of the threefold existen-
tial in-between of “Being–Nothingness–beings.” Through and beyond 
beauty, art highlights the philosophy and the understanding of where 
we are and how we live. Questioning beauty might lead us to the edge 
of nothingness, into the realm of resonance, “standing in the clearing of 
Being,” where the ego fades away: mono no aware. The ungraspable opens 
the unknown, diffracts the invisible into radiance-resonance! {24}

“‘World-Play’ in Fink and Ueda”
Ishihara Yūko 石原悠子  
(Ritsumeikan University)

In “Play as Symbol of the World,” Eugen Fink develops Heidegger’s cen-
tral insight that being-in-the-world constitutes our mode of being by 
expanding on the idea of the world as play. According to Fink, play is 
the proof of the world’s shining back into the human being that is held 
open to the world. As the basic feature of the world that shines back 
into human play, Fink raises the groundlessness of the world. The world 
unfolds itself without any ground, aim or sense and value. Yet it does so 
in a way that encompasses all the groundedness of innerwordly events. 
Interestingly, we find a similar idea of “world-play” in the philosophy 
of Ueda Shizuteru. For Ueda, world-play (世界遊戯) reflects the twofold 
structure of the world, namely how the world is not self-sufficient, but 
rather is itself in “emptiness” (虚空). The world is at play because we 
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are being-in-the-world-in-emptiness. Both Fink and Ueda accordingly 
develop the idea of world-play with regard to the groundlessness or the 
emptiness that pervades and makes possible the world in its wordliness. 
In this paper, I compare and contrast their views of world-play with a 
specific focus on the idea of the groundlessness and emptiness of the 
world. By bringing together the ideas of the two great philosophers who 
critically engaged with Heidegger’s analysis of being-in-the-world, I 
hope to clarify the importance of play for understanding the primordial 
relationship between human beings and the world. {24}

 s43 

“The Ontology of Iki and Fūryū: On Possible Being in the Philosophy 
of Kuki Shūzō”

Oda Kazuaki 織田和明 
( Osaka University)

It is well known that Kuki Shūzō (1888–1941) attempted to reject the 
“Essential Intuition” of Husserl and adopted the “Apprehension Exis-
tential” of Heidegger in The Structure of “Iki” (1930). He aimed to com-
prehend the structure of iki which is concrete and based on the fact. 
However, this did not turn out as expected. The structure extracted 
from the many examples is nothing but “essence.” Therefore, he used 
the phrase “essential structure” in “An essay on Fūryū” (1937), a short 
paper studying Fūryū by the same method as in The Structure of “Iki.” 
We must conclude that he elucidated the “essential Structure” of iki and 
fūryū. What is the “essential structure”? According to Kuki’s short paper 
entitled “Existential Philosophy” (1933/1939), it is “possible being.” He 
divided being into “possible being” and “actual being.” The former is 
“essence.” It is “universal” and transcends both time and space. The lat-
ter is “existence.” It is “individual” and settled in both time and space. 
When we reconsider this classification of being from the viewpoint 
of The Problem of Contingency (1935), we find that “possible being” is 
“necessity” or “possibility,” and “actual being” is “contingency.” We can 
conclude that The Structure of “Iki” and “An essay on Fūryū” are studies 
of “necessity” or “possibility.” This means that not only “contingency” 
but also “necessity” and “possibility” play important roles in the phi-
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losophy of Kuki. Through this presentation, I aim to understand the 
significant aspects of the “necessary” and the “possible” that sustain 
“contingency.” {24}

“A Close Reading of Hade/Jimi in Kuki Shūzō’s The Structure of ‘Iki’ ”
Chim Wung Cheong 

(Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Through a close reading of Kuki’s comparison of hade and jimi in The 
Structure of ‘Iki’, we hope to lull out Kuki’s stance on relations between 
the self and the other. Special attention will be paid to Kuki’s insistence 
that both are “other-dependent” and “[do] not involve any value judg-
ment,” even though the quotations he made to substantiate this claim 
would suggest otherwise, and how both stand a chance of becoming 
iki under specific circumstances. By rereading this distinction in a way 
which would demonstrate that self-dependency and value judgment lie 
in equal measure in hade and jimi, we hope to locate where one might 
accuse Kuki of creating an ethics which is too “diachronic” or other-de-
pendent, and proposing a nationalistic aesthetics. By so doing and prov-
ing both otherwise, we hope to call for a reading of The Structure of ‘Iki’ 
that dispenses with Kuki’s claim of iki’s specificity to Japan, and sees iki 
as a living aesthetics which might be practiced worldwide. {24}

 s44 

“Cassirer, Heidegger, Nishida: Beauty and the Place (Ort/場所) of the 
Work-of-Art”

Steve Lofts  
(King’s University College, University of Western Canada)

This paper compares Cassirer’s, Heidegger’s, and Nishida’s respective 
views on the function of the work-of-art in opening a historical world. 
For each, the work-of-art is world-forming in that it opens and con-
figures a historical world giving, to speak with Heidegger, things their 
look and a people their outlook. For each, beauty is the expression of 
the truth of the place-as-opening (Ort) or the place-that-takes-place  
(場所) of this historical world. The work-of-art is neither the representa-
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tion or copy of a preexisting reality of objects, nor is it the expression of 
the inner life of subjects. Rather, the creative activity of the work-of-art 
is prior to the object-subject dichotomy. For all three, the world arises 
out of the strife of oppositions and it is the work-of-art that introduces 
and holds open these oppositions giving form to the formless. The rift 
in existence is, however, not an ontological duality but a necessary dual-
ity of sight. Truth as the event of the place-as-opening (Ort) or as the 
place-that-takes-place (場所) of the historical world, thus, arises out of 
an Auseinandersetzung with the Bildlose, 無, das Nichts; and this cre-
ativity requires self-negation or 無我. For all three, to see the world is 
to see through the eyes of the artist. The paper concludes with a short 
consideration of two concrete examples: from the early 14th century the 
Italian painter Giotto and from contemporary Japan, the architect Andō 
Tadao. {24}

“A Centipede Never Moves Back: The Concept of ‘Path’ in Nishida 
and the Didactic Poems of Mugai-Ryū’s Swordsmanship”

Jacynthe Tremblay 
(Nanzan Institute for Religion and Culture)

In his complete works, Nishida Kitarō used a limited number of times 
to the words “samurai” (武士) and “samurai path” (武士道). In addition, 
he never used the expression “martial arts” (武道). However, he gave 
great importance to the concept of “path” (道, 路, 途) itself. This concept 
fulfills various functions (at the logical, ethical and existential levels) 
in the structure of Nishida’s argumentation. In fact, the path is never 
given in advance and must be opened up as the human being acts in 
the historical world. Ultimately, the path is also devoid of purpose, so 
that paradoxically, the human being can reach her own depth and truly 
find her own path only when she “doubts” (疑ふ), commits “errors”  
(誤) and “goes astray” (迷へる). Such words may seem surprising. And 
yet, it is possible to find the same concepts in the anthology of didactic 
poems (道歌) of Mugai-ryū (無外流)’s swordsmanship, a style of iaidō  
(居合道) established by Tsuji Gettan (辻月丹, 1649–1727). Entitled 
Hyakusoku-den (百足伝), this anthology expresses the spiritual essence 
of the “martial path” (武道). This comparison between Nishida and the 
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40 poems of Mugairyū will deepen and disseminate Nishida’s philoso-
phy in a new, interesting and accessible manner. {24}

 s45 

“Concepts of Beauty in Ariga Nagao’s Bungakuron”
Yuliya Osadcha Ferreira  

(Taras Shevchenko Institute of Literature)

In his treatise Bungakuron (『文学論』, 1885) Ariga Nagao (有賀長雄, 
1860-1921) presents two concepts of beauty, namely the social and the 
aesthetic, both of which present beauty as synonymous with harmony. 
The social concept of beauty, Confucian in origin, reveals the basic 
principles of social order, for which harmony—a primordial and oblig-
atory feature—plays a key role in the formation of a society, whether 
at the level of the state or an entire civilization. As such, beauty (美) 
is one of the main conditions for an exemplary society. The harmony 
in communal relations can be achieved only through synthesis (保合), 
whose seven stages Ariga quotes from the chapter on the Great Learn-
ing in the Book of Rites. This has clear analogies in European philo-
sophical thought, notably the belief that “the world should be arranged 
according to the principles of beauty and harmony.” However, in com-
paring these two perspectives, the European position only appeared 
after beauty and harmony, as ontological categories, had merged with 
order and world-order in the idea of the cosmos. In Ariga’s work, the 
aesthetical notion of beauty depicts harmony as one of the fundamental 
principles of the fine arts—poetry, music, painting, architecture, and 
sculpture—and as a self-evident value of social practice. For these Ariga 
uses the term bijutsu (美術), a literal translation of the French beaux 
arts, following the lead of his teacher, Ernest Fenollosa (1853-1908). As 
practical examples, Ariga takes up poetry, music, painting, and dance 
to illustrate the principles of synthesis, whose final result is beauty 
achieved through the harmonizing process of the elements that make 
up a work of art. Discussing sages of poetry and painting (詩聖畫聖) 
and the spirit (神) of their works, he cites several ranks (品) of artists 
from traditional Chinese aesthetical thought: (1) the talented (能); (2) 
those able to express an exquisiteness (妙), i.e., the symbolic depth of 
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things or images; and (3) those who have achieved a unity of universe 
spirituality (眞). Eventually, calligraphy, painting, poetry, and writing  
(書畫詩文) are equated with the art of governance. Indeed, Ariga goes so 
far as to declare that “society (人世) is the greatest art (一大美術).” In my 
paper, I will examine Ariga’s interpretation of beauty as it is applied in 
both its social and aesthetic forms. My aim is to show how synthesis, the 
process of harmonizing the different elements, operates with beauty as a 
starting point and is both a primary condition in the conception of the 
social and the final goal of Ariga’s conception of the aesthetic. {24}

“Motoori Norinaga’s Views on Chinese Aesthetic Tradition”
Gao Wei 

(Shenzhen University)

In his account of mononoaware (もののあはれ), the kokugakusha (国学
者) Motoori Norinaga (1730–1801) emphasizes the value of taoyameburi  
(たおやめ‐ぶり・手弱女振: being mild, feminine, and graceful) and shows 
his disapproval of the value masuraoburi (ますらをぶり・益荒男振: being 
brave and manly). In the Chinese aesthetic tradition, poems themed on 
drinking (飲酒詩) constitute an important branch of literature, such as 
in poems composed by Tao Yuanming (365–427), Li Bai (701-761) and 
Du Fu (712-770). While these poems are based on their own feelings, 
Norinaga held that this kind of poem is not the actual reflection of the 
jō (情, human feelings), but of the yoku (欲), which he deemed to be 
vulgar greed. Norinaga’s misunderstanding of the Chinese aesthetic tra-
dition not only led to his conclusion that Waka is superior to Chinese 
poems, but also led to his reconstruction of the notion ninjō (人情，人
の情), which originally came from Confucianism emphasizing that all 
people all over the world share the same human feelings. However, in 
Norinaga’s narrative, it has become a term which refers to the mentality 
of women and children. His argument about jo indicates a major transi-
tion in the shared values created by Confucianism. In my presentation, 
I would like to examine firstly how the terms jō, ninjō, yoku, and jin-
yoku (人欲) have been used in the Confucian contexts and then discuss 
Norinaga’s ideas on jō and yoku through his theory of mononoaware  
(もののあはれ). {24}
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Session 8 

 s42 

「木村素衞の映画論ー京都学派美学の映画芸術へのアプローチ」
Tamada Ryūtarō 玉田龍太朗 

(Takigawa Daini Junior and Senior High School)

西田幾多郎（1870～1945年）の代表的な弟子の一人である木村素衞 
（1895～1946年）は、師の勧めで広島文理科大学に赴任した後のフィヒテ
知識学の訳業（1931年）、師の進言で京都帝国大学に招請された後の著書 

『フィヒテ』（1937年）や博士論文「実践的存在の基礎構造ー教育哲学の考
察に向けられたるフイヒテ哲学の一つの研究」（1940年）、さらには『独逸観
念論の研究』（1940年）などからドイツ観念論の研究者として著名である一
方で、京都帝大時代に並行して出版した『表現愛』（1939年）や自らの美学
論文を取り纏めた『美のかたち』（1941年）などから京都学派美学の展開に
おいて重要な一翼を担った哲学者としても知られる。木村素衞はこの『美の
かたち』の第三論文「映画の視覚」（1940年）において「映画は如何なる意
味において一つの芸術であり得るのであろうか」と問い、映画の芸術性を哲
学的見地からみる独自の映画論を展開している。そこで本発表では「カメラ
の視覚」すなわち「視覚と対象との運動の総合」を映画の芸術的原理とみる
木村素衞の映画論を概観し、その特性を明らかにする。木村によると「カメラ
の視覚の創造性」は「映画に特有なるモンタージュ的四次元的空間（対象的
四次元空間を止揚するカメラ的主体の四次元空間）の創造」にある。本発表
では木村素衞の哲学的映画論のもつ視座が、現代の映画論にも通用する普
遍的な意義を有することを考察したい。{25}

「川端康成『雪国』の美しさを巡る哲学的解釈―九鬼周造の形而上学的 
美学」

Fujinuki Yū 藤貫 裕 
(Kyoto University)

本発表では、九鬼周造（1888–1941）による、川端康成の代表的作品『雪
国』の美の哲学的解釈の検討を通じて、回帰的形而上学的時間としての永
遠の現在とその無限性の美という、九鬼独自の形而上学的美学の解明を目
指す。そこでまず、九鬼が「日本芸術における「無限」の表現」において打ち
出した、無限こそが即ち美であるとする美の理解を確認する。その後、九鬼
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の時間論の内容を、とりわけ回帰的形而上学的時間における二つの永遠の
現在―円環的な永遠の現在と無窮的な永遠の現在―という九鬼独自の概念
に着目して確認する。その上で、「回帰的形而上学的時間における二つの永
遠の現在とその無限性の美」という形而上学的美学観を明らかにする。そし
て、このような形而上学的美学観に基づくことで、文学作品における美しさを
どのように理解できるのかを、川端康成の代表作である『雪国』の美を巡る、
九鬼の時間論的解釈から確認する。九鬼は、「文学の形而上学」において、 

「『雪国』においては、韻律的形式に基づいて、回帰的形而上学的時間とし
ての永遠の現在が表現される」というテーゼを打ち出す。つまり、『雪国』に
おいては、言葉の「観念的時間性」と文学の「純粋持続」としての「質的時間
性」に基づく韻律的形式性を通じて、表現内容がどこまでも現在的に深まり、
円環的かつ重層的な永遠の現在が実現するのである。{25}

 s43 

“Poetry and Thusness in Nishitani Keiji”
Morten Jelby  

(École Normale Supérieure)

The question of a “return to the thusness,” to the things themselves, is 
central to Nishitani Keiji’s philosophy. But far from signifying a reduc-
tion to the immanence of a constituting conscience, the return for 
which Nishitani advocates is first and foremost, in the field of vacuity, 
the liberation of things from their relativity to a subjectivity. This does 
not, however, mean that the question of their manifestation is disre-
garded, but, on the contrary, that the question of phenomenality is not 
identical with that of conscience or of the subject. I have therefore pro-
posed, on a previous occasion, the preparatory steps of an interpreta-
tion of Nishitani’s philosophy from the perspective of an a-subjective 
phenomenology, subordinating subjectivity to phenomenality as such. 
However, such an approach to the phenomenality faces a serious dif-
ficulty: what kind of experience—subjective per definition—can lead 
the way to the “thusness” in which the “root” of the things manifests 
itself? Nishitani’s answer is twofold: Religion and poetry. This presen-
tation will focus on the latter, which, if Nishitani is correct, cannot be 
considered a question pertaining to a certain branch of philosophy—
aesthetics—but must rather be recognized as an absolutely fundamental 
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concern to philosophy as such. I will thus try to show how Nishitani 
uses poetry and poetic language as a foundation for his ontology, and I 
will discuss the ontological status of the metaphor as a mode of being in 
this philosophy; lastly, I wish to critically assess the risks that threaten a 
poetically founded philosophy. {25}

“Nishitani Keiji and the Good Life”
Sova P. K. Cerda  
(Kyoto University)

In this talk, I would like to examine Nishitani Keiji’s thought for impli-
cations it has on how we imagine the good life. The good life, we think, 
implies faring well and behaving well, and so to achieve the appropriate 
things and in the appropriate way, self-knowledge seems indispensable. 
For Nishitani, the most praiseworthy form of self-knowledge, that is 
most conducive to the good life, is what he called self-awareness (自覚). 
First, I intend to describe this notion of self-awareness as a species of 
self-knowledge. I will need to clarify both its form and unique content. 
Stated roughly, the form of this kind of self-knowledge is embodied such 
that the bodily-aspect not only accompanies the knowledge, but is part 
of what makes it the knowledge of what it is purported to be about. The 
content, then, has to do, not with the particular facts of a given indi-
vidual, but with what it is like to deal with what we are. In other words, 
self-awareness is a highly interested and significantly embodied knowl-
edge of our shared predicament. Second, I will turn to a few paradigmatic 
cases in which our self-awareness runs aground. Nishitani describes the 
main obstruction to self-awareness as self-attachment which is evinced 
in various forms of “nihilism.” Through describing these forms of nihil-
ism, my aim is to lend more detail to the concept of “self-awareness” and 
uncover the significance it has for the good life. {25}
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“The Mandala of Iwashimizu Shrine: The Aesthetics of Sacred Space”
Anna Dulina 

(International Research Center for Japanese Studies)

In Far-Eastern thought, beauty was understood as a norm of human 
behavior and as a constitutive element of the cosmos associated with 
order and harmony. Ritual sites and sacred spaces are imagined to be 
a representation of the ideal harmony and stability of the universe. The 
sacralization of space in Japan was the way to bring order and harmony 
to the relationship between nature and the human world. The oldest 
form of the sacralization process was the creation of sacred sites—
delimitated spaces seen as the residence of a divinity. In the context 
of Shinto-Buddhist syncretism, sacred sites emerged into the territo-
ries where it was thought that Buddhahood could be realized. Those 
sacred territories were also considered as areas onto which certain Bud-
dhist mandala had been projected. The mandala, the sacred residence 
of buddhas and bodhisattvas, was identified as the natural world, the 
residence of human beings. Furthermore, devotional paintings of the 
area of a Shinto shrine in the style of a mandala were also diffused. 
The shrine mandala symbolized harmony between the profane human 
world and the sacred realm of buddhas and Shinto deities. In my talk I 
will examine the aesthetics of sacred space represented by the mandala 
of Iwashimizu Shrine: the doctrinal background of the shrine mandala, 
the establishment of sacred space as the residence of the Buddha and 
Shinto deity in the context of harmony between sacred and profane, and 
between the Buddhist and Shinto nature of the Iwashimizu cult. {25}

“An Inquiry into Hokusai’s Prints: Towards a New Paradigm”
Francesco Nalin  

(University of Padua)

The purpose of this essay is an inquiry into Hokusai’s prints. Start-
ing from the analysis of the perspective, I’ll figure out how both, the 
Renaissance perspective and the way of depicting in traditional Chinese 
paintings are to find in Hokusai’s prints. My suggestion is that the great 
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importance of Hokusai´s work for its own and the next generations 
comes from the merger of these two traditions and from the conse-
quent creation of a paradigm by which arise Hokusai’s revolutionary 
way to represent the world with particular focus on landscapes. Besides 
the usage of perspective, I’ll try to introduce the concept of resonance 
related to the different perception of time and space in the prints of the 
Japanese painter, which have a peculiar density. This is also connected 
with the way by which Hokusai brings out the ki from its landscapes 
works. This process creates a great relational tension among the ele-
ments which composes the representation and also the technique of 
cutting, or kire. Concluding, I will compare the way of bringing out the 
ki of the images with the Chinese one by authors such as Yujian among 
others, sketching both similarities and differences. I will underline the 
peculiarity of this process marking the concept of nature, or shizen, in 
Hokusai landscapes and what are the possible aesthetic and ethic impli-
cations of the thematizing of ki in relation to the collocation and the 
duty of the human being in the world, also referred to the ecological 
crisis which strikes us nowadays. {25}

 s45 

“The Philosophy of Meditation and the Psychology of Beauty”
Julia Pochynok 

(Ternopil State Medical University, Ukraine)

In my research I am aiming to create music therapy and physical train-
ing as an element of art-therapy, and in so doing, attaining interna-
tional meaning for one’s own way of understanding life. The idea is 
that optimal life and sensation can be sought through the main his-
torical types of perspectives, such as mythology, religion and pure 
philosophy. In this paper, I present just three steps of Yoga: moral dis-
cipline, physical discipline, and the stages of meditation. I also aim to 
show the impact of this on beauty through three Chinese symbols as 
archetypes of positive psychology: Yin (the symbol of the moon, or 
the passive, feminine principle of life), Yang (the symbol of the sun, or 
the active, masculine principle of life), and the Dao (the Way, or the 
universal force of harmonizing nature). I would also like to explore 
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the three main schools of Japanese Buddhism: Zen Buddhism, Pure 
Land (Amidism), and Nichiren Buddhism. Furthermore, I look at 
some aspects of the modern era of Japanese philosophy, in particular 
the School of National Learning (Kokugaku, the study of ancient liter-
ature, along with inquires into the origins of language) which provides 
insights into early Japanese classical texts. The important Mito School, 
which carried out studies in Japanese history in a Neo-Confucianist 
context, will also be looked at. {25}

“Beauty or the Ineloquent in Truth”
Rossella Lupacchini 

(University of Bologna)

What is beauty? Nishida Kitarō’s answer to this question conjugates the 
Kantian sense of beauty as “pleasure detached from the ego” with the 
Zen meaning of muga as “no-self.” In line with Plato’s philosophical 
reflection, beauty has tended to be seen as an experience of “truth.” But 
what kind of truth is inherent in beauty? For Nishida, “the truth under-
lying beauty, is not obtained by the faculty of thought, it is intuitive 
truth.” This kind of truth cannot be expressed in words. Thus, one may 
venture to ask whether it is not the ultimate ineloquence of truth that 
emanates from beauty. According to Bernard Berenson, ineloquence 
is the distinctive character of “real art,” namely, an art which does not 
represent but presents, indifferent to “physical beauty” but able to com-
municate the being, the “pure existence.” Such is Piero della Fran cesca’s 
or Leonardo’s art, whose figures, wrapped in a veil of silence, elicit an 
almost religious sense of the sacred. The same feeling that everyone 
might experience raptured by the harmony of a starry sky, the simplicity 
of a geometric form, the perfection of a rock garden. Why does beauty 
seem to be so closely linked to truth? Mathematical beauty is expected 
to lead the way to physical truth. Which kind of beauty is so ineloquent 
as to light the secret of “truth”? {25}
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“Nakai Masakazu’s Introduction to Aesthetics (1951): Legacies of a 
Conflicted History”

Michael Lucken 
(inalco, Paris)

Nakai Masakazu’s main book『美学入門』(Introduction to Aesthetics) 
was published in 1951, one year before the author’s death. This book, that 
was to become very influential during the 1960s on movie directors like 
Yoshida Kijū or architecture critics like Kawazoe Noboru, synthesizes 
Nakai’s prewar research on aesthetics and technical civilization. But it 
has also been said that this essay written in order to address a large audi-
ence is less politically oriented than his major paper of 1936, “The Logic 
of Committees,” and therefore reflects some form of adaptation to the 
American values promoted during the occupation period. This presen-
tation aims at clarifying Nakai’s ideological position during the postwar 
years. The translation into French of Nakai’s book allowed me to check 
most of the references and allusions that can be found throughout this 
book. Even if it is clear that American pragmatism plays a new role in 
Nakai’s philosophy after 1948, my conclusion is that his approach on 
aesthetics and technical progress had not fundamentally changed after 
the war. {26}

“Western Re-interpretations of Wabi-Sabi”
Olivia Schuman 

(York University Canada)

Wabi-sabi is a Japanese concept that refers to a feeling that is evoked in 
an encounter with a simple and imperfect beauty, often in connection 
with nature, and which is enhanced by a recognition of the beauty’s 
impermanence. Lauren Prusinski writes that the appreciation of such 
beauty must take into account “the feeling in and essence of itself,” 
and that “there is beauty in its state of being rather than only from the 
observer’s subjective view.” The term gained popular recognition in 
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the West, after the publication of Leonard Koren’s “Wabi-sabi for Art-
ists, Designers, Poets & Philosophers.” More recently, Beth Kempton 
has argued that the popular Western understanding of the concept has 
departed from its original meaning: where wabi-sabi was once a feel-
ing in response to an object, now in its Western reinterpretation wabi-
sabi is a quality found in the object itself, such as a wabi-sabi bowl. In 
this paper I explore this transition by discussing the following: how the 
adoption of the reinterpreted wabi-sabi enriches Western notions of 
beauty; what aspects of wabi-sabi were lost in this re-interpretation; and 
finally, what forces or cultural frameworks explain this re-interpreta-
tion. To these ends, I draw on the significance of traditional Aristotelian 
ideals of beauty, such as perfection, proportion and brilliance in our 
understanding of how wabi-sabi has reshaped and been shaped by our 
notion of beauty in the West. {26}

 s43 

“Towards an Aesthetics of the 場所”
Raphaël Pierrès  

(Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne)

In one of his early essays,「美の説明」 (1900), Nishida discusses the 
Kantian notion of disinterested pleasure and interprets it in terms of 
無我 (no-self). The horizon of this Nishidean reading is to apprehend 
aesthetics from an other starting point than the concept of subject. 
We will begin by returning to the analysis of space elaborated in the 
“Transcendental Aesthetics,” further developed by the new notion of 
greatness in the theory of the sublime. Through reading Kant, as well as 
exhibiting architectural and pictorial examples, we will show that a knot 
of paradoxes lies in the aesthetic experience of a place (and the place of 
the spectator in it). In this perspective, the Nishidean concept of 場所 
(usually translated as “place”) will prove fruitful to think the aesthetic 
experience as already transcending the dichotomy between inner and 
outer, self and no-self. In Nishida’s words, it will bring us to understand 
differently the transition from the self of artistic intuition (芸術的直観の
自己) to no-self (無我). However, our goal is not to simply oppose Ger-
man idealism and Japanese philosophy, but rather to question some of 
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the conditions of a fruitful dialogue between two aesthetics that each 
have their own historical 場所. {26}

“The Beauty of the Line: Nishida’s Thoughts on Max Klinger’s Essay 
‘Painting and Drawing’”

Dagmar Dotting  
(University of Vienna)

In Nishida’s philosophical work there are only a few treatises on beauty. 
In 1923 he published an essay on Max Klinger’s “Zeichnung und 
Malerei,” which alludes to the beauty of drawing and its difference from 
painting in resonance with Klinger. For Nishida, art is not reality, but 
the surface on which it can only appear objectively. Above all, the views 
of what is beautiful, how they live on to this day in Japan and how they 
can hardly be expressed linguistically in Indo-European languages, are 
to be shown here exemplarily on the basis of Nishida’s understanding of 
lines. As an introduction, I discuss the peculiarity of the line in a draw-
ing. As an expression (表現) of the shadow (景) of the self-image, the 
beautiful appears momentarily in the line. Within the drawing it con-
tains several aspects of Japanese taste patterns: the art of space which 
belongs to 間, the unity of the spatial whole of the form (formless form) 
and surrounding 空間 belongs to aida (間). Furthermore, the relation-
ship of the line to nothing, here as white/empty, is taken up in order to 
show the dialetic movement of the line to white, as well as yūgen and 
wabi-sabi in the composition of the picture. {26}

 s44 

“Narcissus Reaching for the Moon: Between Zen and Psychoanalysis”
Tobias Bartneck 

(Eberhard Karls University)

In my presentation I will employ the conceptual framework of “dog-
matic anthropology” (“dogma” here indicating literally the significance 
of images and semblance for the human condition), developed in recent 
years by French psychoanalyst Pierre Legendre (1930–). The basis of my 
talk will be a comparison of the myth of Narcissus as found in Ovid’s 
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Metamorphoses with the Buddhist parable of “The Monkey Reaching 
for the Moon” (猿猴捉月), using the painting of this motif by Japanese 
Zen-Master Hakuin Ekaku (白隠慧鶴, 1668–1769) and his commentary 
on it as my main reference for its analysis. The goal of this attempt will 
be, first, to shed some light on the function of aesthetics within this spe-
cific anthropological viewpoint and, second, to elucidate the common 
ground and structural similarities between the psychoanalytic concept 
of “narcissistic desire” fundamental to dogmatic anthropology and the 
concept of “deluded monkey” (癡猴) or “monkey heart” (心猿) as it is 
found in Zen thought. Through the myth of Narcissus and the parable 
of the monkey, the aesthetic function will be shown to play a crucial role 
in the development and necessary taming of this narcissistic desire or 
monkey heart. Finally, I will try to explore the possibilities of using aes-
thetics as a bridge between the “psychoanalytic experience” and “satori,” 
both of which eventually transcend any mere anthropological concept 
and therefore demand a philosophical approach. {26}

“Mind and No-Mind on Beauty: D. T. Suzuki and Kant: Beauty in 
Zen Buddhism and Enlightenment”

Federica Sgarbi  
(Ritsumeikan University)

In 1960, D. T. Suzuki, in collaboration with Erich Fromm and Richard 
De Martino, published Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis, in which the 
two systems of thought are compared with an eye for possible syntheses. 
Concerning Western and Eastern mind, Suzuki writes: “The Western 
mind is: analytical, discriminative, differential, inductive, individual-
istic, intellectual, objective, scientific, generalizing, conceptual, sche-
matic, impersonal, legalistic, organizing, power-wielding, self-assertive, 
disposed to impose its will upon others, etc. Against these Western traits 
those of the East can be characterized as follows: synthetic, totalizing, 
integrative, nondiscriminitive, deductive, nonsystematic, dogmatic, 
intuitive, (rather, affective), non discursive, subjective, spiritually indi-
vidualistic and socially group-minded, etc.” My paper aims to deepen 
this point of view through a comparison focused on Beauty approached 
by two of the most representative Philosophical movements in West 
and East: Enlightenment and Zen Buddhism, as viewed through Kant 
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and Suzuki. For Kant, I will focus on his Observations on the Feeling 
of the Beautiful and the Sublime and the Critique of Pure Reason. For 
Suzuki I will focus on The Zen Doctrine of No-Mind and Zen and Japa-
nese Culture. The aim is to highlight paradigms of Beauty from two dif-
ferent philosophical points of view following the classification proposed 
by Suzuki, with a special reference to the question of mind and no-mind 
and its influence on aesthetics. {26}

 s45 

“Aesthetics as Philosophical Vectors in Japanese Animations: A Case 
Study of Kon Satoshi’s 『パプリカ』”

Florence Emptas 
(Université Jean Moulin)

Before beauty, there is aesthetics. This bold affirmation is a stance we 
would like to introduce during this panel. Through the critical analysis 
of a chosen Japanese animated film, we aim to argue the latent poten-
tiality of Japanese animation as a medium which can, per its nature, 
offer philosophical debates through unique aesthetics. Satoshi Kon has 
become a renowned actor among the Japanese animation studios since 
his debut with the film “Roujin Z” until his last cinematographic piece, 
the short film “Good Morning.” His use of space and time distortions, 
specific color pallets and deviant moving frames for characters and 
backgrounds alike have made him a dual character. One who on one 
side has become a creator of classic animations, and on the other side 
one who has always been treading and transcending the limits to new 
semiotics. The animated films he has put into motion are, nearly ten 
years after his death, still a staple of subversive graphics wildly inter-
twined with challenging scripts. The presentation aims to present a 
study focused on two problems: To which degree do specific aesthetics 
help represent the philosophical world? Hence, what distinct processes 
are used to depict a specific thought environment? Among other noted 
works and references to the distinguished Japanese philosopher Watsuji 
Tetsurō, his theories of art will allow us to highlight this study of Jap-
anese animation as an aesthetic of thought and reciprocally a work of 
thoughts on aesthetics. {26}
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“Can Ashitaka Save Us? Shinto, Art and Animation in the Age of 
Technology: What Heidegger’s Philosophy can Learn from Miyazaki”

Edward George McDougall 
(Durham University)

My paper considers Miyazaki’s Princess Mononoke in terms of the 
task Heidegger sets for poetry : recovering traces of the sacred. While 
Heidegger himself would be suspicious of such a link of his thought 
with animation, I will argue that there is a connection with Princess 
Mononoke and Heidegger’s thought and what Princess Mononoke 
offers to philosophy. At a basic level this connection directly relates to 
Heidegger’s understanding of technology as the reduction of the earth 
to resources. This paper argues that the connection between Princess 
Mononoke and Heidegger’s thought is more than simply a repetition 
of Heidegger’s understanding of the loss of the gods, associated with 
destruction of the forest. At a more significant level, Princess Mononoke 
presents a way to approach dwelling in a technological world. It offers 
a way of dwelling, but not a simple nostalgic “return home.” To argue 
this, the paper focuses on the character of Ashitaka, as a non-conven-
tional heroic archetype. Significantly Ashitaka is an Emishi, an outsider, 
exiled who never returns. This sense of dwelling relates Princess Mono-
noke with Shinto, in that, while Princess Mononoke may not be overtly 
Shinto in a traditional sense, not for instance referencing the pantheon 
of the Kojiki, Miyazaki none the less adopts aspects of a Shinto sense 
of the sacred. The sacred hinted at in Princess Mononoke resists both 
Neo-Confucianism and Native-Studies as approaches to Shinto, neither 
following institutional, nor scriptural authority. Yet this sense of the 
sacred ties in with that hinted at by Heidegger. {26}
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“Ōmori Shozō and Nishida Kitarō”
Morino Yūsuke 森野雄介 

(Independent scholar)

This title might appear strange in the light of Omori’s evaluation of 
Nishida as “the worst virus in Japanese philosophy.” It might seem that 
these personages share few commonalities; one is the father of the phi-
losophy of science in Japan, whereas the other is among the country’s 
most famous Buddhist mystics. However, in my view, such contrasts 
are merely imagined because a serious comparison of their texts clearly 
reveals many similarities in their philosophical arguments; for example, 
we can identify close alignments in their motivations. Let us recall that 
“the father of the philosophy of science in Japan” was strongly moti-
vated by his objection to the scientific worldview. According to Omori, 
“what I see, what I hear, what I feel… natural science cannot describe 
them within its worldview.” In other words, the scientific worldview 
is haunted or “over-painted” by the colorless and soundless nature of 
scientific language. In my view, Omori’s philosophical thought aimed 
toward regaining a daily-life worldview that is manifested in colors 
and sounds by “returning to a landscape in which life and existence are 
embodied in what is seen” (見えていることがその命でありその存在である
風景への反転). We can recognize a similar motivation as expressed in a 
statement in Fechner’s Introduction that describes Nishida’s worldview 
(『善の研究』). In this presentation, we attempt to open the door to a new 
perspective of Japanese philosophy through a comparison of Ōmori 
and Nishida, with a particular focus on the impossibility of contrasting 
“I” and “others” that appears as a common theme in their texts. {26}
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“The Logic of Basho and the Unity of the Universe”
Felipe Ferrari Gonçalves  

(Nagoya University of Foreign Studies)

Since the publication of Zen no kenkyū Nishida Kitarō seems to have 
been searching for an original concept that could act as a logical corner-
stone capable of sustaining his philosophical idea that the distinctions 
between subject and object are nothing more than the modes through 
which we are able to understand the phenomena that are presented to 
us. Nishida proposes that the world exists as a single unity and that the 
distinctions that we tend to observe between the inner phenomena of 
our consciousness (such as sensations and emotions) and the appar-
ently external phenomena of nature actually represent nothing more 
than the way through which our thinking is able to organize things logi-
cally inside of consciousness as a mean to establish some kind of under-
standing concerning the universe and the particular objects that exist in 
it. Thus, basho was born as Nishida’s alternative to the dualism between 
subject and object, experience and reality, conscious and natural phe-
nomena etc. that had been dealt with by epistemologists and as a way 
to establish some kind of basis to a philosophical system in which the 
“subject-object” dichotomy has no logical value whatsoever. The objec-
tive of this presentation is to analyze how Nishida’s “logic of basho” [場
所的論理] correlates with the term basho itself as it is presented in the 
eponymous essay, and how the Japanese philosopher proposes to deal 
with it in his later writings. {26}

 s42 

“Reconciliation in a Different World: A Reading of the Second Part of 
Ishimure Michiko’s Kugai Jōdo”

Komatsubara Orika 小松原織香 
(Dōshisha University)

Ishimure Michiko, a famous Japanese novelist, wrote about the Mina-
mata disease and its victims who suffered from serious damage to 
their nervous system that was caused by the industrial liquid waste of 
the Chisso factory. In her novel Kugai Jōdo, she depicted a vision of a 
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“different world,” referring to victims’ imaginary worlds in which they 
freely and peacefully live, far from our real world. They can make peace 
with the perpetrator company and other community members. In this 
abstract, I will give the philosophical essence of the concept of ‘recon-
ciliation’. I analyze two aspects of reconciliation in the second part of 
this novel. First, critic Watanabe Kyōji pointed out that victims hope 
to discuss Minamata disease with the president of Chisso based on a 
moral community, requesting an apology and compensation from the 
offender. Watanabe claimed that the rule in a moral community means 
reconciliation in the different world in Kugai Jōdo. Second, I examine 
the scene of ‘praying for a departed soul as a flower’ from the novel. 
The female victim discussed her late daughter by making an analogy of 
flower petals on the ground. She called on the offenders to please pick 
up the petals and pray for her soul. This scene is beautiful and dreamy, 
regardless of whether it is real or fantasy. I will identify this scene as vic-
tims calling to offenders for reconciliation in the different world. {27}

“The Absolutes of Alternative Aesthetics: Tanabe Hajime’s Logic of 
Species and Philip K. Dick’s The Man in the High Castle”

Rossa Ó Muireartaigh 
(Aichi Prefectural University)

Philip K. Dick’s novel The Man in the High Castle (1962) imagines an 
alternative history where Japan wins World War Two and occupies Cali-
fornia. The novel includes various musings on the meaning of art across 
cultures. By staging this alternative history, Dick forces us to see the 
contingency of art and how it is subject to the vagaries of history and 
power networks. However, contingency does not imply randomness 
and the novel is also a meditation on the sublime ahistorical reaches 
of art we see also to be a social product. Furthermore, the novel reveals 
the tensions in the traditional approach of liberals to the art of other 
cultures. Whilst espousing and valorizing individualism in their own 
culture, the liberal will deny this to the artistic output of alien cultures, 
expecting them to conform to strict traditions so as to preserve their 
authenticity. This is a contradiction, perhaps a hypocrisy. But the ques-
tion does remain, how do we approach the art of other cultures in a way 
that appreciates their uniqueness without confining them to smother-
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ing stereotypes? Perhaps one approach is Tanabe Hajime’s “logic of spe-
cies.” The attraction of Tanabe’s concept is that it allows us to avoid the 
false dichotomy between essentialism and fluidity when appreciating 
the arts of others. “Species” allows for cultural expression that is not 
eternal but not momentary either. I hope to illustrate aspects of this 
concept through an examination and rumination on the discussions of 
art to be found in Dick’s novel. {27}

 s43 

“‘The Spirit of Irony” and its Relationship to the Fine Arts”
Muramatsu Masataka 村松正隆  

(Hokkaidō University)

In June 1946, almost a year after Japan’s defeat in World War II, Hayashi 
Tatsuo, one of the greatest intellectuals of twentieth-century Japan, 
published an article under the title, “The Spirit of Irony.” It is here that 
Hayashi explains the “strategy” which he took in order to avoid directly 
cooperating with the military’s efforts to produce pro-war propaganda. 
At the same time, this article can be interpreted as an ironic remark on 
the many Japanese intellectuals who had decided to take part in the 
massive outcry for “Democracy” immediately after the war had ended, 
in spite of the fact that they themselves had participated in the pro-
liferation of pro-military propaganda during the war. In this histori-
cally important essay, Hayashi declares “At least I could say that irony is 
always the principles of my thought and behavior and that irony is at the 
same time my way of life.” If this is true, taking into consideration the 
fact that Hayashi was an excellent historian of European fine arts, we 
could suppose that the idea of irony might also be related with his idea 
of the fine arts. In this presentation, we will try to clarify the possible 
relationships between the idea of Irony and Hayashi Tatsuo’s views on 
fine arts, in order to clarify the philosophical significance of this con-
cept of irony. {27}
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“Moral Behavior as Beauty: An Analysis of the Presentation of the 
500 Arhats in Two Distinct Art Eras”

Tamara Schneider  
(Dōshisha University)

What is beauty? In a world of increasing despair and distraction, how 
can we find true beauty? In Western philosophy the concept of beauty 
has been discussed by prominent figures reaching from Plato to San-
tayana. In art, while formerly being a primary goal of art-production, 
artists nowadays have an ambivalent even conflicting relation to beauty, 
not least because of its superficial understanding in contemporary soci-
ety. As many authors agree, beauty has a social dimension, and while 
we all share beauty, aesthetic judgment does not respond to universal 
agreement. It rather is society-, culture-, and time-specific. Against this 
background, I will examine selected Japanese artworks from different 
eras in order to identify the specifics of Japanese conceptions of beauty 
across time. I will comparatively analyze two major portrayals of the 
Buddhist 500 Arhats, a subject-matter deeply rooted in Japanese culture 
and religion: the nineteenth-century “500 Arhats” by Kanō Kazunobu 
and the 2012 “500 Arhats” by Murakami Takashi . Methodologically 
I will go beyond a purely iconographic approach by applying an ico-
nological method, which takes into account how art works are deep-
seated in culture and society. I will mainly argue that despite of their 
unattractive outer appearance, due to their ethical behavior towards 
humankind and non-human nature, the Arhats emanate extraordinary 
beauty, which even outlasts temporal boundaries and goes beyond its 
superficial perception in modern society. In a brief excursus on moral 
suasion in environmental policy, I will then show how this particular 
“inner” beauty helps in solving pressing contemporary societal prob-
lems. {27}
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“On the Philosophy of the Crack”
Joff P. N. Bradley 
(Teikyō University)

In this paper I shall flesh out a cross-cultural comparison of philosophies 
pertaining to the aesthetics of the crack. In terms of Japanese philoso-
phy I shall address the aesthetics of kintsugi (金継ぎ) and compare its 
meaning in terms of the Western aesthetics of the Craquelure. Guiding 
the observations will be the French philosopher Gilles Deleuze (Logic of 
Sense) and writer F. Scott Fitzgerald (The Crack-Up). I shall inquire into 
how Deleuze informs both the Japanese sensibility of beauty and the 
sense of imperfection. I shall consider the crack in terms of Deleuze’s 
philosophy of lines, in respect of affects, forces, depths/surfaces and the 
imperceptible as such. I shall then return to the philosophical signifi-
cance of kintsugi to consider questions of care, repair, and the historicity 
of cracking as a philosophy of life, which is to say to see the crack as a 
necessary path in life, a lesson which teaches how to embrace failure, 
how to fail better (Beckett), how to pick up the pieces, how to repair 
damage, how to affirm the scars, how to make an aesthetics of existence. 
Through Japanese aesthetics (wabi-sabi), the crack will be understood 
transversally through phenomenology and Buddhism (Hwa Yol Jung) 
but I shall add to this to speculate on the possible meaning of the “trans-
versal crack” derived from engineering and materials science. {26}

“Appreciation of Emptiness in Japanese Art”
Joerg Fingerhut  

(Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Since the seminal work in aesthetic psychology of Berlyne (1963, 1971) 
researchers have claimed that complexity affects aesthetic appreciation. 
In European art, complexity is often a positive feature. In contrast, both 
simplicity and complexity are traditionally positive aesthetic values 
in Japanese traditions. We tested these culture-specific links between 
complexity and aesthetic valuation for actual artworks from both tra-
ditions. Twenty non-abstract paintings (half Japanese, half European) 
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were manipulated in complexity across three dimensions (number of 
objects, number of textures, amount of empty space). 33 German and 
30 Japanese participants rated all 60 images on perceived complexity. 
An independent sample (33 German, 26 Japanese) evaluated them on 
liking, interest, beauty, and value. Earlier studies found no correlation 
between subjective complexity ratings and aesthetic evaluation in art-
works). In contrast, we found positive associations between complexity 
and all aesthetic evaluations in both countries, with a general prefer-
ence for more complex images. Interestingly only Japanese participants 
gave higher artistic ratings (where they had to rate the value of the art-
work) for paintings that included more empty spaces. In my presenta-
tion, I will discuss these results against the backdrop of the role of visual 
cultural history, aesthetic ideas, and the Japanese concepts of emptiness 
(mu) in poetry, ikebana, and Zen paintings. {26}

 s45 

“Watsuji Tetsurō’s Confucian Bonds”
Kyle Shuttleworth  

(Queen’s University Belfast)

Within contemporary scholarship, Watsuji Tetsurō has been criticized 
on the grounds that his thought is conservative and outdated, and that 
the political application of his ethics leads to totalitarianism. In this 
paper, it is my intention to argue that the main charges against Watsuji 
stem from his appropriation of the Confucianism theory of five bonds  
(五常). In particular, the relations between sovereign and subject, father 
and son, and husband and wife within Watsuji’s ethical organizations  
(人倫的組織) give rise to these problems. Watsuji’s traditional view of 
the family as a nuclear relationship involving marriage between a man 
and a women, and biological children has led to the charge of conser-
vativism. His view that subjects ought to be obedient to the ruler has 
likewise led to the concern that his political thought results in totali-
tarianism. Thus, it will be argued that any attempt to present Watsujian 
ethics as a plausible approach requires us to rethink Watsuji’s relation-
ship to Confucianism. In order to achieve this aim, I will draw upon 
advocates of New Confucianism, who attempted to modify Confucian 
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thought to fit a democratic society, and evaluate whether such argu-
ments can be applied to Watsuji’s thought. {27}

“Watsuji: Self, World, and Knowledge”
Inutsuka Yū 犬塚 悠  
(University of Tokyo)

Within this presentation we plan to present our ideas for a forthcom-
ing publication on Watsuji Tetsurō. The purpose of this panel will be 
to receive feedback from Watsuji scholars, with regards to what oth-
ers wish to see in print, and what would be most helpful to those first 
encountering Watsuji. Our publication will be an introductory text 
which approaches Watsuji’s thought from the dimensions of “self,” 
“world,” and ‘knowledge’ and which will include original translations 
not yet available in English. As the first introductory text to Watsuji in 
English, we will seek to provide a précis of the major literature on Wat-
suji, to provide beginners with a starting point to orientate themselves 
for further study, but also to contribute to the literature and advance 
Watsuji scholarship by offering original insights and overviews of 
untranslated texts. Given the range of our intended audience, we invite 
everyone who is interested in Watsuji to attend and are open to sugges-
tions at all levels. {27}
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Special presentations

Watanabe Hiroko 渡部裕子 began her professional career as a callig-
rapher in 1996. In addition to brushing characters on paper, she has 
arranged show windows at the Mitsukoshi Department Store and the 
like, produced interior drawings for private homes, restaurants and 
bars, and designed logos for Japanese confectionary shops. In addition, 
through live performances she has labored to adapt the power of callig-
raphy as an expression of the human spirit. Beginning in 2003 she has 
created a number of 3d installations in light and shadow. Her next chal-
lenge was to express space itself in 11 calligraphic pieces displayed at 
the South Australian Museum in Adelaide. You can see this work and 
other work of hers at https://www.hirokowatanabe-sho.com. {17}

Yata Miho 矢田美穂, granddaughter of the celebrated Kyoto philosopher 
Nishitani Keiji, is a tea master who heads a tea circle known as the 
“Flower Petal Society” (葩会, http://hanabira-kai.tea-nifty.com/). She 
studied the Ura Senke tea ceremony for over ten years before starting 
her own group in September 2000. In addition to conducting ceremo-
nies with tea and homemade sweets over 230 times, she has lectured 
in Osaka on the Way of Tea and held demonstrations in Barcelona, 
Mallorca, and China. She no longer considers herself as belonging to 
any one “tradition” but continues to explore new frontiers of the art 
through a variety of approaches. This year, she is holding tea ceremo-
nies in line with the “five seasonal festivals” of Japan’s traditional lunar 
calendar. Since November of last year, she has been engaged in a one-
year experiment to observe changes in the taste and color of tea by 
imitating the time-honored method of pressing steamed green tea or 
tencha into a tea urn and grinding it to powder with a pestle.{21}

Keynote addresses

Keta Masako 氣多雅子� 1982年京都大学大学院文学研究科研究指導認定
退学。1988年から2000年まで金沢大学教育学部助教授、後に教授。2000
年から2018年まで京都大学大学院文学研究科教授、現在は名誉教授。京
都大学博士（文学）。主な著作：『宗教経験の哲学─浄土教世界の解明』 

（創文社、1992年）、『ニヒリズムの思索』（創文社、1999年）、『西田幾多

https://www.hirokowatanabe-sho.com
http://hanabira-kai.tea-nifty.com/
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郎『善の研究』』（晃洋書房、2011年）、“Nishidas ‘Reine Erfahrung’ und 
Wahrheit” (in: Kitaro Nishida in der Philosophie des 20. Jahrhunderts, 
Hg. R. Elberfeld/ Y. Arisaka, Karl Alber, 2014)。{17}

Morioka Masahiro 森岡正博�teaches philosophy and ethics at Waseda 
University. He has published a number of books on bioethics, philoso-
phy of life, and gender issues, mainly in Japanese, which include Pain-
less Civilization, Manga Introduction to Philosophy, and Confessions of 
a Frigid Man: A Philosopher’s Journey into the Hidden Layers of Men’s 
Sexuality (English translation available). He will chair the 2nd Inter-
national Conference on “Philosophy and Meaning in Life” at Waseda 
University this October 7-9. {22}

Raquel Bouso is associate professor at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra 
in Barcelona. She has published El zen (Catalan, 2008; Spanish, 2012), 
coedited vol. 6 of “Frontiers in Japanese Philosophy,” Cross-Currents 
and Confluences (2009), and La filosofía japonesa en sus textos, with J. 
W. Heisig, T. P. Kasulis, and J. C. Maraldo (2016). Her research interests 
include intercultural philosophy, aesthetics and mysticism and Japa-
nese religions and thought. {26}

Workshops

Philosophy and Beauty

Gernot Böhme was a professor of the Technical University of Darmstadt 
in Germany. He is Director of the Institute for Practical Philosophy at 
Darmstadt. His work has focused on aesthetics, ethics, the philosophy 
of time, and Goethe. His most recent works include The Aesthetics of 
Atmospheres (2017) Atmospheric Architectures (2017). {19}

Ōhashi Ryōsuke 大橋良介 現在日独文化研究所所長。 著書: 『ヘーゲル論
理学と時間性』1986;『「切れ」の構造』1994;『西田哲学の世界』1995; 『感
性の精神現象学』2009;『西田幾多郎』2012;『共生のパトス。コンパシオーン
（悲）の現象学』2018; Zeitlichkeitsanalyse der Hegelschen Logik, 1984; 
Kire. Das “Schöne” in Japan, 1994, 2014²; Japan im interkulturellen 
Dialog, 1999; Die “Phänomenologie des Geistes“ als Sinneslehre, 2009; 
Schnittpunkte, 2 Bde, 2013/4; Phänomenologie der Compassion, 2018. 
{19}
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Yoneyama Masaru 米山�優 専門は、ライプニッツの哲学、情報の哲学、アラ
ン（Émile Auguste Chartier）の思想。著書に、『アラン『定義集』講義』

（2108年）、『情報学の展開』（2011年）、『自分で考える本』（2009年）、 
『情報学の基礎』（2002年）などがある。{19}

Izutsu around the World

Nagai Shin 永井�晋 1960年東京生まれ。早稲田大学、パリ第1、第10、第4
大学を経て現在東洋大学文学部教授（哲学）。現象学専攻。ジャン＝リュッ
ク・マリオン、ラビ・マルク＝アラン・ウアクニンに師事し、いわゆる「現象学の
神学的転回」から、ユダヤ神秘主義およびアンリ・コルバンによって公開され
たイスラーム・グノーシスを主な参照項として「イマジナルの現象学」を推進す
る。著書に『現象学の転回－「顕現しないもの」に向けて』（2008年、知泉
書館）、Philosophie japonaise (共編著、2013)、『＜精神的＞東洋哲学ー顕
現しないものの現象学』（2018年、知泉書館）、訳書にジャン＝リュック・マリ
オン『存在なき神』（共訳、2010年）がある。{23}

Ono Jun’ichi 小野純一 専門は思想史・哲学。論文に「イブン＝アラビー文字
論の直観」『（2018年）「根源現象から意味場へ―思考を生む知性の仕組
みを辿る」（2018年）などがある。訳書に井筒俊彦『言語と呪術』（2018年）
などがある。{23}

Nakayama Jun’ichi 中山純一 is a part-time lecturer at Tōyō Uni-
versity, where he received his doctorate in Literature. His field of  
specialization is phenomenology. He is the author of 『フッサールに
おける超越論的経験』（2013年）and「現象学の文学化の試み」（2017年）
and translator of two works of Husserl: エトムント・フッサール『間主観
性の現象学：その方法』（2012年）and『間主観性の現象学 III：その行方』 

（2015年）。{23}

Mori Mizue 森�瑞枝 立教大学現代心理学部、國學院大学文学部兼任講師 
鈴屋学会常任委員 シテ方金春流能楽師。{23}

Nagaoka Tetsurō 長岡徹郎 京都大学大学院文学研究科博士課程単位取
得退学。京都大学非常勤講師。専門は日本哲学・宗教哲学。「西谷啓治に
おける宗教哲学の展開—宗教と哲学とを問い直す視座の追求」（2018年）、 

「西谷啓治における悪の問題の深化について」（2018年）、「井筒俊彦研究
文献一覧」（2018年）など。{23}

Sueki Fumihiko 末木文美士 1949年生まれ。1978年、東京大学大学院人
文科学研究科博士課程単位取得退学。1993年、博士（文学、東京大学）。
現在、東京大学・国際日本文化研究センター名誉教授。専攻、仏教学・日本
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思想史。著書、『思想としての近代仏教』『冥顕の哲学』2冊、Religion and 
Ethics at Odds, Philosophy Live など。{23}

Oda Takaharu 小田崇晴 慶應義塾哲学科出身。Trinity College Dublin 
哲学部博士課程在籍中（4年間の学長奨学金取得+TA）。指導教授 Ken-
neth Pearce との学長奨学金プロジェクトは『ジョージ・バークリの時代に
おけるアイルランド哲学』（2019年4月学会主催、2020年CUPより出版予
定など）。専門はバークリ形而上学と科学哲学における因果論（2021年は
バークリ著書『運動論』出版300周年記念学会をダブリンにて開催予定）。 
“Berkeley on Volun tary Motion: A Conservationist Account” (2018) 。 
井筒俊彦の禅形而上学的自己意識（デカルト省察の瞑想との比較）につい
て論文出版予定 。{23}

Philosophy for Youngsters

James W. Heisig is an Emeritus Research Fellow at the Nanzan Institute 
for Religion and Culture in Nagoya, Japan, where he has worked for 
over forty years. In his numerous writings, translations, and edited col-
lections he has explored the frontiers of philosophies and religions East 
and West. {23}

Saitō Takashi 斎藤�喬 2013年東北大学大学院文学研究科において博士 
（文学）の学位取得。2015年4月から2018年3月まで南山宗教文化研究所に
研究員として在籍。2019年4月から南山宗教文化研究所第一種研究所員。
専門は怪談文化史、ホラー理論。最近の業績は“O-Iwa’s Curse: Appari-
tions and their After-Effects in the Yotsuya kaidan”、「『怪談牡丹燈籠
を読む―お露の恋着と良石の悪霊祓い』」、「幽霊を笑いのめす : 円遊と小
さんの「小言幸兵衛」にみる滑稽噺の論理」など。{23}

Inutsuka Yū 犬塚�悠� is a project research fellow at the University of 
Tokyo and a part-time lecturer at Dokkyō University since 2017. She 
has also been a visiting researcher of the Research Center for Interna-
tional Japanese Studies at Hōsei University since 2015. Her publications 
include “A Moral Ground for Technology: Heidegger, Postphenome-
nology, and Watsuji” (2019). {23} & {27}

General presentations
Douglas Atkinson is currently visiting professor of literature and liter-

ary theory at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel where he lectures in criti-
cal thinking. He holds a PhD in philosophy and specialises in twenti-
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ethth-century continental philosophy, with a focus on the intersection 
between philosophy and literature. His current work is on the philo-
sophic import of Maurice Blanchot and his influence on philosophy 
of language. His interests focus primarily on Beckett, modernism, and 
Japanese literature. {20}

Tobias Bartnec received his BA in Japanese studies in 2012 and an MA 
in philosophy in 2017, bothy from Tübingen University. He is currently 
working on a second MA in Japanese studies. His main fields of inter-
ests include Heidegger, the Kyoto School, and Lacanian psychoanaly-
sis. {26}

Quentin Blaevoet is a PhD student from Lille University in France and 
a Foreign Associate Researcher at Kyoto University. His doctoral dis-
sertation investigates, both historically and philosophically, the phe-
nomenological legacy of Tanabe Hajime’s philosophy beginning with 
his stay in Germany from 1922 to 1924, focusing on the question: What 
remains of Husserl’s Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft in Tanabe’s 
late philosophy of religion? {20}

Joff P. N. Bradley is associate professor in the faculty of foreign lan-
guages at Teikyō University in Tokyo. He is the co-editor of Deleuze 
and Buddhism and co-authored A Pedagogy of Cinema. He has co-ed-
ited Educational Philosophy and New French Thought and Principles of 
Transversality in Globalization and Education with David R. Cole. He is 
a board member of the International Association of Japanese Studies. 
{26}

Dean Anthony Brink is associate professor in the Department of For-
eign Languages and Literatures at National Chiao Tung University, 
Taiwan. His recent publications include Japanese Poetry and Its Pub-
lics: From Colonial Taiwan to Fukushima (2018). His current research 
explores the place of modern physics in the Kyoto School and colonial 
waka; the poetry of Amiri Baraka, John Ashbery, and Hung Hung; and 
issues arising in attempts to scale-up quantum mechanics as a new par-
adigm. {19}

Sova P. K. Cerda received simultaneous degrees in Molecular Environ-
mental Biology and Philosophy from the University of California at 
Berkeley. Sova presently attends the Graduate School of Human and 
Environmental Studies at Kyoto University as a master’s student and 
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Japanese Ministry of Education (mext) Scholar. Research interests 
include Nishitani Keiji, German Philosophy (Kant and Hegel), and 
metaethics. {25}

Chim Wung Cheong (Raphael) is a student due to begin his doctoral 
studies this September in the English department at the Chinese Uni-
versity of Hong Kong. His research interests include the Kyoto school, 
the writings of Kuki Shūzō in particular, Heidegger, and creative writ-
ing. {24}

Chu Ming Hon is a doctoral student in the University of Wuppertal 
and a research fellow of Eugen-Fink-Zentrum Wuppertal. In 2018, 
he defended his master thesis on Eugen Fink’s dream analyses in the 
Charles University of Prague. His current research focuses on limit- 
phenomena (e.g. sleep, death, madness, God) and their implication of 
a transcendental-phenomenological anthropology. His other research 
interests include dreaming and psychopathology. {22}

David Sandor Cseh received his MA degree and later graduated as a the-
ater dramaturg at the University of Theater and Film Arts in Budapest. 
His main field of study is Japanese theater aesthetics and theater his-
tory. He has published multiple translations of Mishima Yukio’s mod-
ern Nō plays. As a Fellow of the Japanese Foundation, he spent half a 
year in Tokyo studying classical Japanese Nō theater. He is currently 
writing his PhD dissertation, while also working as a literary translator 
and freelance theater dramaturg in Hungary. {22}

Florencia di Rocco Valdecantos is a jsps researcher at Keiō Univer-
sity in Tokyo. She conducts research on an analytical reading of Japa-
nese phenomenology through a Wittgensteinian approach to Japanese 
language games. She holds undergraduate degrees in logic and philos-
ophy, an MA in philosophy (Paris 1) and an MA in philology (Paris 4). 
A version of her doctoral thesis on an analytical reading of Borges will 
be published later this year by Lambert-Lucas. {23}

Dagmar Dotting is a PhD candidate at Charles University in Prague 
and the University of Vienna. She received BA and MA degrees from 
the University of Kassel where she worked on “Places of Aesthetics: 
Phenomena in the Japanese Perception of Beauty with Special Consid-
eration of Topology in Nishida Kitarō.” {26}
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Laÿna Droz is a doctoral candidate in environmental political philos-
ophy and ethics at Kyoto University. After completing undergrad-
uate studies in Switzerland, she took an MA at Kyoto University in 
Global Environmental Management and Policy. Through a pragmatic 
approach that turns from philosophy to activism, her research seek 
global applications on environmental ethics. Her doctoral dissertation 
focuses on the concept of milieu (inspired by Watsuji’s fudo) as a com-
mon ground for environmental ethics in the global political context of 
pluralism of worldviews. {22}

Anna Dulina は2005年にノボシビルスク国立大学を卒業した。2010年に富
山大学大学院人で修士論文「八幡信仰における神仏習合―『八幡愚童訓』
を中心に」を提出して修士課程を修了した。2013年11月にモスクワ国立総合
大学付属アジア・アフリカ諸国大学日本史・日本文化学科大学院で博士論文
「中世日本における八幡信仰の形成および発展」により博士号を授与され
た。2014年からモスクワ国立総合大学付属アジア・アフリカ諸国大学で講師
として勤務している。2019年4月から国際日本文化研究センターで外国人研
究員として日本中世思想史の研究を行っている。{25}

Egawa Naoko 江川奈緒子 2017年：国際基督教大学教養学部（哲学・宗教
学専攻）卒業。学部時代は西洋哲学や神学、中国哲学などに加え、社会学
や心理学など幅広い学問に触れたが、次第に日本哲学に関心を抱き、京都
大学日本哲学史専修への進学を志した。2019年：京都大学文学研究科日本
哲学史専修 修士課程修了。修士課程から柳宗悦の研究を始め、修士論文は
「柳宗悦の民藝論―易行道をめぐる考察」を提出。現在は同研究室博士後
期課程在学中。民藝品や伝統工芸品にみられる日本の独自性、作り手と作
品の関係性、作品制作における意識と無意識などを主要テーマとして研究を
進めている。{18}

Pascal Emmenegger is a graduate student at Kōbe University with a 
background in Early Greek philosophy and religion up until Plato. His 
research focus lies on the notion and logic of imagination, especially 
on the analysis of the shaping of concrete forms. Recently, he has been 
working on attempts at technical reconstruction of imagination (AGI, 
robotics), where the Kyoto School’s criticism of Heidegger is brought 
to attention again. {18}

Florence Emptas is a French PhD student linked to the Institute of 
Transtextual and Transcultural Studies in Lyon since the beginning of 
2015. Following an MA thesis on Japanese literature and culture, she 
is writing a PhD Thesis focused on a critical analyses of ambivalences 
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in Japanese political thought since the 1960s based on a comparative 
analysis of Japanese anime collections. {26}

Joerg Fingerhut received his PhD in philosophy from Humboldt-Uni-
versität zu Berlin (2013). He was a member of the “Functions of Con-
sciousness” research group at the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of the 
Sciences and Humanities, an “Art & Neuroscience Postdoctoral Fel-
low” at Columbia University, and assistant professor at the University 
of Stuttgart. Since 2015 he has conducted interdisciplinary research at 
the Berlin School of Mind and Brain (Humboldt-Universität zu Ber-
lin) with a focus on “aesthetic psychology” and “embodied and embel-
lished perception.” In pursuit of his interest in embodied interactions 
with cultural artifacts and art, he has collaborated in recent years with 
Kawabata Hideaki of Keio University on culturally different concepts 
on beauty and art. {26}

Fujinuki Yū 藤貫�裕� 2017年、京都大学大学院文学研究科博士前期課程卒
業；京都大学大学院文学研究科博士後期課程入学。現在、博士後期課程三
回生・専門 九鬼周造の文学論（特に、文学論における美学的言説と形而上
学（偶然論・時間論）との連関の問題）。 {25}

Gao Wei has been assistant professor at the Center for East Asian Studies 
in Shenzhen University since 2016. After completing his undergraduate 
studies at Sun Yat-sen University, he received an MA from the Beijing 
Center for Japanese Studies at the Beijing Foreign Studies University in 
Japanese Literature (2012), and a PhD from Beijing University on Japa-
nese Thought (2016). He was a visiting researcher at Meiji University in 
2011 and at Ritsumeikan University from 2014 to 2015. {24}

Felipe Ferrari Gonçalves is an associate professor at the Nagoya Uni-
versity of Foreign Studies, Japan. He gratuated from the State Univer-
sity of Campinas, Brazil, in 2010 and obtained his PhD at Nagoya Uni-
versity researching the relation between Kitarō Nishida’s conception of 
basho and Western metaphysical interpretations of “place” and “space.” 
His main theme of research is focused on the field of comparative phi-
losophy and on the reception of Aristotelian thought in Japan. {26}

Francesca Greco is currently a research assistant in the project “Histo-
ries of Philosophy” and PhD student at the University Hildesheim with 
the thesis “Negativity and Relationality: An Intercultural Reinterpre-
tation.” Her publications include “Der Ort der Wahrheit. Heideggers 
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Ortsdenken mit Blick auf die Philosophie Nishidas” (2017), “Fremd-
heit nach der Logik des Zwischens. Ein Phänomenologischer Versuch” 
(2018), “Ricordare il dimenticato Vattimo e la ‘vocazione nichilista 
dell’ermeneutica’ oltre un pensiero dualista” (2018), “La spazialità—un 
filo rosso nel pensiero di Heidegger,” “La espacialidad de Chōra en la 
frontera de la herméneutica: El proyecto de una herméneutica del cui-
dado (de si)” (forthcoming in 2019) and “El coraje del no ser: un parri-
cidio escénico” (forthcoming in 2019).{23}

Filip Gurjanov is a PhD candidate at Charles University and the Uni-
versity of Vienna (Cotutelle-de-Thèse). His current research area is the 
phenomenology of photography, in which he primarily applies the the-
oretical framework of Fink, Heidegger and Nishida. He is currently a 
scholarship holder of the Grant Agency of Charles University and was 
recently awarded a two-year PhD fellowship by the Austrian Academy 
of Sciences. {18}

Higaki Tatsuya 霜山博也 東京大学大学院人文科学研究科中途退学。博
士（文学・大阪大学）。現在、大阪大学人間科学研究科教授。専門はフラ
ンス現代思想、日本哲学。主著に『瞬間と永遠　ジル・ドゥルーズの時間
論』岩波書店、『西田幾多郎の生命哲学』講談社学芸文庫、『日本哲学原
論序説』人文書院、『食べることの哲学』世界思想社。共訳にドゥルーズ 

『ベルクソニズム』法政大学出版局、ヴィヴェイロス・デ・カストロ『食人の形
而上学』など。{22}

Honda Takahiro 本田隆裕 慶應義塾大学商学部卒業 京都大学大学院文学
研究科思想文化学専攻日本哲学史専修修士課程2年。【研究テーマ】和辻
哲郎の人格や間柄及びそれらの関係性. {22}

Thierry Hoquet is professor of the philosophy of science in the Depart-
ment of Philosophy, at Paris Nanterre University. His research focuses 
on the history of the life sciences with special emphasis on concep-
tual dualisms such as machines and organisms or sex and gender. His 
publications include Cyborg Philosophie (2011), (in English) Revisiting 
the Origin of Species (2018), and 「江戸‐東京―サイボーグ都市?」 (2019). 
{20}

Ado Huygens has a doctorate and a teacher’s degree in clinical psychol-
ogy specializing in Phenomenology. He is President of the Interna-
tional Federation of Daseinsanalysis and teaches at the Universities of 
Praha and Aix-en-Provence (2004–2009). He is the author or Penser 
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l’existence, exister la pensée. He is the stage-director of the Kitanodai 
Gagaku Ensemble, founder of “ArtDo,” and General Advisor of the 
Institute Lussato-Fedier dedicated to (Japanese) Mingei, Art, Beauty, 
and Science (www.Daseinsanalyse.be; www.artdo.be). {24}

Inutsuka Yū 犬塚�悠� is a project research fellow at the University of 
Tokyo and a part-time lecturer at Dokkyō University since 2017. She 
has also been a visiting researcher of the Research Center for Interna-
tional Japanese Studies at Hōsei University since 2015. Her publications 
include “A Moral Ground for Technology: Heidegger, Postphenome-
nology, and Watsuji” (2019). {122}

Ishihara Yūko 石原悠子 is an assistant professor of Japanese philosophy 
at the College of Global Liberal Arts in Ritsumeikan University. Her 
main interests are in the Kyoto School tradition, phenomenology, and 
transcendental philosophy. Her recent project attempts to reinterpret 
the phenomenological epoché by taking it out of the limited context as 
it was introduced by Husserl and presenting it as a practical method for 
us to “play with reality.” {24}

Ishikawa Hiroyuki 石川洋行 東京大学教養学部超域文化科学科卒業。
現在、東京大学大学院教育学研究科博士課程。専門は社会学・社会哲
学。現在の研究テーマは（1）ボードリヤール象徴交換論の社会学史的研
究と人類学的暴力論への応用（3）1980年代日本における「消費社会論」
とマーケティング・CF表現論との相互浸透をめぐる知識社会学的研究 

（3）言語の存在拘束性と沈黙に関する現代詩と音楽をめぐる考察。主な著
書に『共感覚から見えるもの』（共著, 2016年）等がある。{21}

Daryl Jamieson, a composer, teacher, and researcher, studied at Wilfrid 
Laurier University in Canada, Guildhall School of Music and Drama 
and the University of York in the UK, and Tokyo University of the Arts 
in Japan. He is the winner of the 2018 Ichiyanagi Toshi Contempo-
rary Prize and is currently an adjunct professor at Showa University of 
Music. His principal research interests are the intersection of Japanese 
philosophy, contemporary music and sound art, and psychogeography 
(see daryljamieson.com). {22}

Morten Jelby is a PhD candidate at the École Normale Supérieure, Paris, 
whose research focuses on phenomenology and the Kyoto School, par-
ticularly Tanabe Hajime. He is currently a visiting research student at 
Kyoto University.{25}

http://www.Daseinsanalyse.be
http://www.artdo.be
http://daryljamieson.com
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Kimoto Takeshi 樹本�健� is associate professor in the School of Inter-
national Liberal Studies in Chūkyō University, Japan. He works on 
modern Japanese intellectual history, especially the Kyoto school of 
philosophy, from historical and comparative perspectives. He received 
his PhD in East Asian literature from Cornell University in 2010 and 
taught at the University of Oklahoma. His publications include “Alea-
tory Dialectic” (2017). {21}

Komatsubara Orika 小松原織香� 2005年同志社大学文学部卒業。その
後、性暴力被害者支援活動に関わる。大学院に進学し、同志社大学大学院
グローバルスタディーズ研究科で修士号（グローバル・スタディーズ）取得
(2012年）。大阪府立大学大学院人間社会学研究科で博士号（人間科学）取
得（2016年）。現在、同志社大学嘱託講師、龍谷大学矯正・保護総合センタ
ー嘱託研究員。修士課程より一貫して修復的司法を研究する。博士論文に
加筆修正を行い、『性暴力と修復的司法対話の先にあるもの』（2017年）を出
版。2018年に「西尾学術奨励賞」（ジェンダー法学会）を受賞した。2015年
より水俣でのフィールドワークを開始。公害をはじめとした環境犯罪におけ
る、被害者と加害者の関係に焦点を当てて研究を行なっている。{27}

Kuwahara Tabito 桑原旅人 東京大学大学院総合文化研究科言語情報科
学専攻 研究分野：比較文学、比較思想 主要な業績：「〈大他者における欠
如のシニフィアン〉と「対象a」―ジャック・ラカンによる『ハムレット』註釈の
理論的意義―」（2017年）。「〈女性の享楽〉と〈父の諸名〉―ジャック・ラカ
ンによるポール・クローデル〈クーフォンテーヌ三部作〉の註釈」（2017年）。 
{19}

Hans Peter Liederbach received his PhD in philosophy from Tübin-
gen University, Germany. He is professor of philosophy and German at 
Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan. He has done research on the effec-
tive history of Western philosophy in modern Japan (Watsuji, Kuki, 
Heidegger, and Hegel). Currently he is interested in how the philo-
sophical discourse of modernity was/is received by Japanese philos-
ophers and how this reception shapes our understanding of Japanese 
philosophy. {18}

Steve Lofts is professor at the Department of Philosophy of King’s 
University College, Canada, where he is Chair of the Department of 
Philosophy and Co-Director of The Centre for Advanced Research in 
European Philosophy. He has published a number of books on Cassirer 
and translated many of Cassirer’s seminal works into English including 
the three-volumes of The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms. He is currently 
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investigating the reception of Cassirer’s philosophy in Japan by mem-
bers of the “Kyoto School.” {24}

Edward George McDougall is currently a visiting lecturer at the Uni-
versity of Wolverhampton, where he teaches non-European philoso-
phy, and an academic tutor in Durham University. His work covers 
a broad range of areas including comparative philosophy, philosophy 
of religion, the Kyoto School, Heidegger, classical Chinese philosophy, 
globalization and philosophy, history of philosophy, queer theory, and 
film philosophy. He has published work on Heidegger and Shinto and 
is working on a paper dealing with Heidegger, “Rashomon,” and “Spir-
ited Away.” {26}

Miikael-Aadam Lotman completed his undergraduate studies at Tallinn 
University in Japanese language and culture, and received an MA from 
Kyoto University in the history of Japanese philosophy. He is currently 
pursuing PhD studies at Kyoto University on a rational reconstruction 
of Nishida’s philosophy, focused predominantly on the historical con-
text of Meiji-period philosophy but recently drifting towards contem-
porary metaphysics. {20}

Michael Lucken is professor of modern Japanese history at the French 
National Institute for Oriental Languages and Civilizations in Paris. 
His main books are L’Art du Japon au vingtième siècle: Pensées, formes, 
résistances (2001), Les Japonais et la guerre 1937–1952 (2013), Nakai 
Masakazu. Naissance de la théorie critique au Japon (2015), Imitation 
and Creativity in Japanese Arts from Kishida Ryūsei to Miyazaki Hayao 
(2016), and Le Japon grec: Culture et possession (2019). {26}

Rossella Lupacchini is Associate professor of logic and philosophy 
of science at the University of Bologna. Her research is broadly con-
cerned with the foundations of physics and mathematics, with a focus 
on quantum theory of computation and information. It is comple-
mented by work in forms of scientific and artistic representation, in 
visual geometry and spatial intuition, and in history of ideas. More 
recently, her interests involve a comparative study between ways of 
thinking in the East and the West, with a special attention to Nishida’s 
philosophy. {25}

Rebeca Maldonado Rodriguera is proefessor at the National Auton-
omous University of Mexico (unam). She has written several articles 
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about Tanabe and his metanoetics, including: “The Necessary Trans-
formation of Being into Upāya Being in Hajime Tanabe’s Metanoetics,” 
“Metanoetic Temporality,” and “The Determination of Place (Topos) in 
Metanoetics.” She is the current head of the Philosophy Department at 
unam and director of its journal Theoría. She is also a member of the 
International Center of Contemporary Nihilism Studies, the Interna-
tional Chair of Critic Hermeneutics, and the Mexican Society of Reli-
gious Studies. {20}

John Maraldo is Prof. Emeritus of Philosophy at the University of 
North Florida. His publications include a translation and study of 
Heidegger, The Piety of Thinking (with J. G. Hart, 1976), Rude Awak-
enings: Zen, the Kyoto School, & the Question of Nationalism (with J. 
W. Heisig, 1995), essays in Frontiers of Japanese Philosophy, Japanese 
Philosophy: A Sourcebook (with J. W. Heisig & T. P. Kasulis, 2011), and 
Japanese Philosophy in the Making 1: Crossing Paths with Nishida (2017). 
{18}

Philip Martin is a PhD candidate at Macquarie University in Sydney, 
Australia. His primary research area is philosophical aesthetics and 
cross-cultural comparative philosophy, focusing on Japanese, Indian, 
and European philosophical traditions. He also publishes research on 
film-philosophy, emotion, and philosophy of history. His PhD disser-
tation seeks to develop critical aesthetics along cross-cultural lines 
through the work of Abhinavagupta, Nishida Kitarō, Maurice Mer-
leau-Ponty, and Gilles Deleuze. {23}

Juan Felipe Martinez Bueno is a multidisciplinary symbolist artist 
and researcher. He is currendly a PhD student in the arts at the Univer-
sitat Politècnica de València. {18}

Graham Mayeda is associate professor in the Faculty of Law of the Uni-
versity of Ottawa, Canada. In addition to research on law, he writes 
about Japanese philosophy, specifically Nishida Kitarō, Watsuji Tetsurō 
and Kuki Shūzō. He also uses the philosophy of Martin Heidegger and 
Emmanuel Levinas in his writing, which focuses primarily on ethics. 
{23}

Mitsuhara Takeshi 満原�健 has studied in Kyoto and Vienna. He is cur-
rently employed as a part-time lecturer at Nara Prefectural University 
and a part-time researcher at Kyoto University. Among his publica-
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tions are several papers on Japanese philosophy and Husserl’s phenom-
enology, including “Nishida’s Critique of Husserl at the Time of the 
Self-Aware System of Universals” (2018, in Japanese). {20}

Arthur Mitteau Received his PhD in Japanese Studies and is currently 
doing research at the Institut National des Langues et des Civilisations 
Orientales in Paris. {19}

Morino Yūsuke 森野雄介 received his PhD from Ōsaka University in 
2019 with a thesis on Nishida Kitarō’s notion of impulse (衝動). He is 
currently preparing for lecturing in philosophy and ethics. {26}

Morisato Takeshi 森里�武 is a post-doctoral research fellow at the 
Research Centre for East Asian Studies and the Centre Interdisci-
plinaire d’Etude des Religions et de la Laïcité in the Université libre 
de Bruxelles. He received a PhD in philosophy from the Universiteit 
Leuven in 2016. He is the editor of the series “Studies in Japanese Phi-
losophy” from Chisokudō Publications and of volume 5 of “Frontiers 
of Japanese Philosopy,” Critical Perspectives on Japanese Philosophy 
(2016). His writings include the recently published monograph Faith 
and Reason in Continental and Japanese Philosophy: Reading Tanabe 
Hajime and William Desmond (2019). {18}

Muramatsu Masataka 村松正隆 is associate professor at Hokkaidō Uni-
versity and a former foreign researcher of the University of Strasbourg. 
He obtained his doctorate from the University of Tokyo, specializing in 
French philosophy and spiritualism, on which he has published essays 
regarding Maine de Biran, Félix Ravaisson, and Henri Bergson. Ηe is 
also interested in twentieth-century Japanese philosophy and its rela-
tionship with Western philosophy. His recent publications include “Les 
avatars de la ‘tension’ dans le spiritualisme français” (2017 and “The 
Rejection of Narcissism and Social Essentialism through the Anthro-
pology of Masao Maruyama” (2016). {27}

Alexandra Mustătea is currently an adjunct lecturer at Tōyō University 
in Tokyo. She obtained her PhD in 2011 with a thesis on the naturaliza-
tion of Confucianism in Japan and its influence on modern bushidōron. 
She is currently working on deciphering Yamaga Sokō’s interpretation 
of Confucian moral philosophy in Shidō and its modern discursive dis-
tortions. Her research interests include Japanese political and moral 
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philosophy, Confucian ethics, world moral philosophies and historical 
memory distortion. {20}

Francesco Nalin is an MA student in philosophy at the University of 
Padua. His undergraduate thesis explored the theme of the body in 
Nishida Kitaro’s thought and his current graduate work has to do 
with Japanese paintings related to landscapes. He began his work in 
Hildesheim by focusing on the concept of perspective. He plans to pur-
sue doctoral studies to deepen his understanding of Japanese philoso-
phy and culture through an intercultural approach. {25}

Rossa Ó Muireartaigh is currently an associate professor at Aichi Pre-
fectural University in Nagoya, Japan. He has a PhD in philosophy from 
the European Graduate School in Switzerland. He has also attended 
University College Dublin, Limerick University, and Dublin City Uni-
versity in Ireland, and Nagoya University in Japan. {27}

Oda Kazuaki 織田和明 is a PhD student at Osaka University. His research 
focuses on the philosophy of Kuki Shūzō. His publications include「九
鬼周造『偶然性の問題』における行為論」and「構造を闡明し、存在を把握
する―『「いき」の構造』の存在論」。{24}

Okada Yūta 岡田悠汰 is currently studying in a master’s course at the 
Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies of Kyoto Uni-
versity (Humanontology). The focus of his study is Heidegger’s truth 
theory. {20}

Yuliya Osadcha Ferreira received her PhD in literary theory in 2006 
from the Taras Shevchenko Institute of Literature (the National Acad-
emy of Sciences of Ukraine) with a thesis on “Ego-Prose as a Genre: 
Issues of Poetics (on Basis of Japanese and Ukrainian Prose).” She was 
visiting assistant professor at the Taras Shevchenko National Univer-
sity of Kyiv from 2007 to 201). She currently lives in Germany where 
she studies early Meiji literary criticism. She is the author of Ego-Prose 
watakushi-shōsetsu in Japan (2013) and translator of Tsu bouchi Shōyō’s 
The Essence of the Novel (2015). {24}

Ōsaki Harumi 大﨑晴美 is a part-time lecturer at the School of Inter-
national Liberal Studies at Chūkyō University. Among her works are 
Nothingness in the Heart of Empire: The Moral and Political Philosophy 
of the Kyoto School (2019), “The Dialectic of Hegel and Nishida: How 
to Deal with Modernity” (2017), and “Pure Experience in Question: 
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William James in the Philosophies of Nishida Kitarō and Alfred North 
Whitehead” (2015). {20}

Roman Paşca is assistant professor at the Department of Japanese Phi-
losophy at Kyoto University’s Graduate School of Letters. His research 
focuses on the development of the concept of “nature” in premodern 
Japanese philosophy, especially in the works of Edo period philoso-
phers like Andō Shōeki, Yamagata Bantō, Nishida Baigan, Ninomiya 
Sontoku etc. He is also working on the relation between nature and self 
within the frame of environmental ethics. {24}

Raphaël Pierrès is a junior researcher and teaching assistant at the Sor-
bonne University in Paris. He worked on a critical history of interiority 
for his doctoral thesis (“Intériorité et extériorité: Histoire d’un part-
age”). He is now aiming at opening comparative and contemporary 
prospectives on the problem of interiority in the field of philosophy of 
perception. {26}

Julia Pochynok is a Ukrainian translator, journalist, literary critic, and 
international relations manager. She received her PhD in literary the-
ory in 2015. A member of the National Union of Journalists of Ukraine 
and the Shevchenko Scientific Society, she lectures at the Department 
of Pedagogy of Higher School and Social Sciences, and served as Assis-
tant Vice-Rector for Research from 2017 to 2018 at the I. Horbachevsky 
Ternopil National Medical University. {25}

Diogo Cesar Porto da Silva is a PhD candidate in philosophy at the 
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil, and is currently carrying on 
collaborative researcher in the Department of Japanese Philosophy at 
Kyoto University. {20}

Luis Miguel Pujadas Torres of Palma de Mallorca graduated in philos-
ophy from the Universitat de Barcelona in 1971. He received his PhD 
from the Universitat de les Illes Balears and published his thesis as La 
ascensión y caída de la teoría funcionalista de la mente. After retire-
ment from his professorship at the uib, he has spent the last ten years 
working on the relationship between the Kyoto School and analytical 
philosophy. {18}

Saitō Takako 斎藤多香子 パリ1パンテオン・ソルボンヌ大学哲学部博士号
取得。フランス国立ル・アーヴル大学国際学部を経て、現在フランス国立東
洋言語文明研究大学 (Institut National des Langues et Civilisations  
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Orientales) 日本学部教員・研究員。フランス東アジア研究所 (Institut 
français de recherche sur l’Asie de l’Est) 専任研究員。専門は日本哲学、
日本思想。(http://www.inalco.fr/enseignant-chercheur/takako-saito) 
{21}

Sanada Wataru 眞田�航� is an MA student at the Graduate School of 
Human Sciences, Osaka University. His research interests include the 
philosophies of Nishida Kitarō and his successors. {19}

Tamara Schneider is a lecturer at the Department of Global Communi-
cation in Dōshisha University. She holds a PhD from the Kassel Acad-
emy of Arts in Germany, where she also has received an MA in Ger-
man and English Philology. After studying the reception of Japanese 
art in Europe, she has turned her attention to intercultural relations 
and nature in art and the politics of the environment, in particular, the 
artistic response to man-made and natural disasters. {27}

Olivia Schuman is a PhD student at York University in Toronto where 
she works on bioethics. She studied Japanese anthropology in Japan 
for one year and have had a long-standing interest in aesthetics and the 
way that beauty contributes to human well-being. {26}

Lucas Scripter is a lecturer in the School of Humanities and Social Sci-
ences at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen. He received 
his PhD in philosophy from Emory University in 2013. He works in 
ethics. {23}

Jordančo Sekulovski is adjunct professor in humanities (Intellectual 
Heritage) at Temple University Japan; Associate Foreign Researcher 
at the East Asian Research Center, Kyoto University; General editor 
of Studia Philosophica (Chisokudo Publications), and; Organizer 
and coordinator of the tuj Philosophy Lecture Series. Has a PhD 
in Philosophy from Paris West University under the supervision of 
François Laruelle and is the author of Postures et pratiques de l’Homme: 
libéralisme, philosophie non-standard et pensée japonaise (2013). Visit: 
http://jsekulovski.wix.com/nonphi as well as https://sites.temple.edu/
tujphilseries/. {19}

Federica Sgarbi is a lecturer at the Ritsumeikan University. Her work 
is focused on the transition between Eastern and Western philosophy, 
with special reference to the work of D. T. Suzuki. She also has interests 
and projects in Hermeticism and Shingon Buddhism and its iconol-

http://www.inalco.fr/enseignant-chercheur/takako-saito
http://jsekulovski.wix.com/nonphi
https://sites.temple.edu/tujphilseries/
https://sites.temple.edu/tujphilseries/
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ogy. She holds an MA in philosophy from Ferrara University and an 
MD in psychology from Padua University. She worked as a psycho-
analyst. She received a PhD in Philosophy from the Sorbonne with 
a thesis on a psychoanalytic approach to Kant’s philosophy. {26}

Shimoyama Hiroya 霜山博也 is a part-time lecturer at Nagoya University 
of Arts. His main research areas are twentieth-century French philoso-
phy, and philosophy and art in the information society. He has written 
papers on Martin Heidegger, Gilbert Simondon, and Jacque Derrida, 
including “A Deconstruction of Robot Ethics through the Concept of 
the ‘Robomot’” (2018). {19}

Kyle Shuttleworth received his doctorate on the ethics of authenticity 
from Queen’s University Belfast. He is currently a visiting research fel-
low, working on the ethics of Watsuji Tetsurō, as understood through 
the interface with European Continental philosophy. {27}Niklas 
Söderman is a PhD student at the Tallinn University and at the Uni-
versity of Helsinki. He holds an MA in East Asian Studies and mssc in 
Political Science from the University of Helsinki. His research interests 
include Kyoto School Philosophy, Political Philosophy, Nationalism, 
and Cognitive Frame Theory. {20}

Robert Ryan Smith is a PhD-student in philosophy at University Col-
lege Dublin. He graduated from the University of Tennessee with BA 
degrees in economics and philosophy. He then received an MA in phi-
losophy from Brock University in Ontario, Canada. His thesis is on 
affect as a non-conceptual form of knowledge. This research draws-on 
perceptual phenomenology, analytic epistemology, and eastern philos-
ophy. {19}

Richard Stone is a Ph.D. student at Hokkaidō University in Japan. He is 
currently working on a doctoral thesis about the historical background 
and formative process of Nishida’s early philosophy. {24}

Tam Ka Pok (Andrew) is currently a PhD student in Theology and Reli-
gious Studies in the University of Glasgow. The theme of his PhD dis-
sertation is “How to Establish a Cultural Self: On Kierkegaard’s Philos-
ophy of Culture and its Implication in East Asian Context.” His research 
interests include Kierkegaard, Hegel, East Asian Confucianism, Chris-
tian Philosophy, Lao Sze-Kwang, Philosophy of Culture, Philosophy of 
History, Hermeneutics and Hong Kong Localism. {20}
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Tamada Ryūtarō 玉田龍太朗 兵庫県揖保郡生まれ。龍野高等学校卒業。
広島大学文学部卒業。京都大学大学院人間・環境学研究科修士課程修
了。同博士課程修了。京都大学博士（人間・環境学）。現在、滝川第二中学
校・高等学校（国語科）教諭。日本フィヒテ協会研究奨励賞受賞（2015年）。 
三木清が先輩に当たる龍野高校や木村素衞が教鞭を取った広島大学哲学
研究室の出身であることから、フィヒテを中心としたドイツ哲学の研究をベ
ースに、京都学派の一翼を担った西田幾多郎の弟子たちが師の根本思想
をどのように展開させたかを目下考究中である。著書に『フィヒテのイェー
ナ期哲学の研究』（2014年）、『三木清とフィヒテ』（晃洋書房・2017年）があ
る。{25}

Jacynthe Tremblay is a researcher at the Nanzan Institute for Religion 
and Culture. She is best known for having disseminated the philos-
ophy of Nishida in the Western world through several books and 
translations, especially, the translation of the three books written by 
Nishida between 1923 and 1932. To make Nishida’s philosophy more 
understandable, she is now interpreting it through modern quantum 
mechanics and Japanese “martial way” (budō). {24}

Uehara Mayuko 上原麻有子 is professor of Japanese philosophy at 
Kyoto University. She currently serves as editor-in-chief of the Jour-
nal of Japanese Philosophy. Her recent writings include Philosopher la 
traduction/Philosophizing Translation (2017), “Name and Existence: A 
Reflection on the Philosophy of Kuki Shūzō” (2017), and “A Reinterpre-
tation of Nishida’s Philosophy: Facial Expression Considered from The 
Viewpoint of Intuition-Action” (2015). {18}

Urai Satoshi 浦井�聡 graduated from Ōtani University and completed 
studies at the graduate school of Kyoto University in 2019. At present 
he is an assistant professor of Ōtani University. His studies centered on 
Pure land Buddhism and the Kyoto School, especially Shinran, Kiy-
ozawa Manshi, Tanabe Hajime, and Takeuchi Yoshinori. {20}

Jonathan Ray Villacorta is a seminarian of the Society of the Divine 
Word. In 2011, he received an MA in philosophy from the University 
of Santo Thomas in Manila with a thesis on the religious thought of 
Nishida Kitarō. At present, he is an MA student in theology at Nanzan 
University, where he is pursuing the study of Eckhartian mystical ele-
ments in Nishitani Keiji’s earlier thought. {19}
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Fedianina Vladlena is Chair of the Japanese Language Department 
at Moscow City University. She graduated from Lomonosov Moscow 
State University and her research interests include religion and philo-
sophical thought in medieval Japan, bungo. She is the author of 45 pub-
lications, including a monograph (in Russian), The Patron of Literature 
and the Incarnation of Bodhisattva: Sugawara Michizane and the Early 
History of the Tenjin Cult (9th–12th cc). {22}

Kristýna Vojtíšková is currently a PhD candidate at Charles University 
in Prague. Her research is focused on Watsuji Tetsurō’s time, space, 
and ethics. Recently, she has started to study Imanishi Kinji’s views of 
nature. Also, her years of academic interest and passion for both the 
philosophy of emptiness and the art of perfumery have established 
a pathway to research the Japanese “way of fragrance” (kōdō, 香道). 
{24}

Wawrzyn Warkocki recently defended a PhD thesis on the problem 
of facticity and metaphysics in the thought of Martin Heidegger. He 
pursued his philosophical studies in several European and non-Euro-
pean universities, working mainly on Western metaphysical tradition. 
Since his research semester at Hōsei University in Tokyo he became 
interested in Sino-Japanese Philosophy. His research focuses now on 
the philosophical “anthropology of nature,” i. e. on different modalities 
of the conceptualization of “human-being-in-nature” in the face of the 
environmental crisis. {19}

Anna Zschauer studied German and History at Heidelberg. She is cur-
rently pursuing a doctoral degree in Philosophy at Hildesheim and is 
a research fellow at the mpi for Empirical Aesthetics. She spent one 
research year each at Kyoto and Tokyo University. Her current project 
concerns the hermeneutical potentials of aesthetic discourse, where-
fore she surveys writings of Japanese aestheticians since Meiji for their 
use of “Western” aesthetic theories. {22}
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